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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Chemical tankers are complex and expensive ships, as they often carry hazardous cargoes. A lot of experience and know how has been gathered over the
last decades and formal ized in detailed design -rules and regulations from the
International Maritime Organization and the Class ificat ion Societies.
From a technical point of view, the present generation double-huil chemical
tankers forms a milestone in design and safety .
In spite of the increased technological sophistication of chemicaltankers, one
major problem seems difficult to solve over the years : the time spent in port
(porttime) of chemicaltankers remains very long in relation to the time spent at
sea .
A major chemicaltanker owner and operator, faces a porttime of its entire fleet
of deepsea chemicaltankers of around 40 percent. This means that the 30
vessels spent per annum a staggering 4320 days in port . As the charterhire of
these vessels is around $20 .000 per day, the wastage is evident, as weil as the
potential for improvement!
As a chemicaltanker only makes money for its owner while transporting cargoes
at sea, this company wanted to understand in more detail the reasons why , in
spite of all the professional efforts already allocated to this problem, they did
not succeed in a substantial reduction of the porttime of the ir fleet .
At the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Marine Technology of the Delft
University of Technology , my Chair in shipping, innovation in shipping and
maritime bus iness studies, addresses this kind of issues.
One of my graduate students, Jaap Kalverkamp, attacked the problem and
wrote his thesis report on Porttime Analysis, in which he analysed in deta il the
port calls of chemicaltankers in one of the busiest chemicals ports in the world,
Rotterdam. 8ased on a simulation of the portcall, he defined a number of areas
for operational improvement, as weil as areas for further research. The essence
of his work is described in Part I.
For example, a chemicaltanker has to shift often its berth from one tankterminal
or chemical plant to another. These berths are sometimes occupied by another
vessels, which causes delays.
How can you improve the routing of a chemicaltanker through a port? This
question is very relevant for another chemicaltanker operator in the port of
Houston. This port has some 40 different chemical terminals and some of them
have a very high utilisation, which causes delays and of course demurrage.
This company wanted to understand the extent of the delay-problem in the port
of Houston and create a decision support system in order to reduce the overall
porttime and related costs.
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Another graduate student, Jaap Doornbos, worked, partly in Houston, on th is
challenging project which resulted in a practical planning tooi, as described in
Part 11.
Chemicaltankers carry many different products, which are often incompatible.
Therefore tanks have to be cleaned before loading another product. This not
takes time, for washing and inspection, but also creates a lot of wastewater,
the so-called slops. Some of these slops can be pumped over board while at
sea, but same have to be brought to slop reception facilities, where they are
treated and nutralized.
There are basically two ways to solve this problem:

* Reduce the volume of slops; and
* Treat the slops on board the chemicaltanker.
The first solution requires a fundamental re-design of the chemicaltanker, while
the second option leads to a small sloptreatment plant on board the vessel.
Part 111 summarizes the graduate work of Jan de Waart, with a major shortsea
shipping chemicaltanker company on the slopmanagement issues, which led to
the Seatreat-system; a smalI, on board treatment plant developed by the Rotterdam-based company Encon.
The fundamental reduction of slops can be achieved by using innovative tankforms, such as the cylindertype. Part IV contains a summary of the graduate
work which Rob Heijliger carried out with the Rotterdam-based Maritime Economic Research Centre (MERCI on a shallow-draught chemicaltanker for coastal
trading. The small tanker in th is study is equipped with many small
cylindertanks.
In order to prove the advantages of th is independent tanktype for larger vessels,
a major chemicaltanker owner commisioned a study, which was carried out by
ir. Ernst Vossnack and myself. The innovative chemical tanker design, as briefly
discussed in Part IV, can achieve a major slops reduction in comparison with
conventional chemicaltankers
This book is intended to show the potential for innovation in chemicals shipping
as especially from the engineering and operating perspective.
This research could only take place with the full co-operation of a number of
companies. I am grateful for their support and for the unique experience they
offered my students .
I am grateful to my students who have the intelligence, drive, curiosity and
creativity to challenge conventional wisdom and help me understand the "First
principles" of our "metier".
The motto of this book "SOLVING NOT SHIFTING" has been borrowed from
mr. P. Bergmeijer, of the Directorate General of Shipping and Maritime Affairs of
the Dutch Ministry of Transport. It underlines the change in design and enginee-
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ring principles, which are now aimed at developing a sustainable economic
growth in th is world, especially in the field of chemicals transportation .
I do hope that the case-studies in this book may help to achieve this fundamental change.
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PART I - PORT TIME ANAL YSIS OF CHEMICAL
TANKERS IN THE PORT OF ROTTERDAM
CHAPTER 1:

ECONOMICS AND ACTlVITIES OF A PORT CALL

PORT TIME.
The time a ship spends in port affects its efficiency and earning potential. Port
stays are necessary as a ship has to be loaded and discharged, has to bunker
and change its crew. This has to be done as quickly as is reasonably possible in
order to maintain a high ratio of time at sea and time in port .
The average number of sailing days of the chemica I tankers which are used as
the subject of this study is 232 days a year. That means on ave rage about 119
days is spent in port per ship per year (Figure 1). This is equal to 36.5 percent
of the year spent in port.
The average time spent in port per year is even higher for the largest vessels:
143 days, which is equal to about 40 percent.

50~p·:::::rc.::::n'~a9~'_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

SmaU shlp typ4I

Big Shlp type

snip type
•

port tim.

Figure 1: Percentage of time spent in port
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PORT COSTS

More than 30 percent of the total voyage casts from the chemical tankers in the
year under study was related to port expenses. If one only looks at the largest
vessels , this figure even increases to 40 percent. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of voyage cast of the 40,000 dwt ship type.

Commisions
10

Figure 2: Voyage casts, 40,000 dwt ship
For a smaller sh ip of 12,000 dwt, the port expenses make up around 55
percent of the voyage casts (Figure 3) .

eommiSlio"s

3.5

marine t!xpenses

59

Figure 3 : Voyage casts, 12,000 dwt ship
The Figures clearly illustrate the importance of the time spent in port, which can
be translated into lost charter revenues , and the out of pockets cast in port,
which make up a large part of the voyage casts .
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OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this project is to get a better understanding of all the
factors which influence the duration and the costs of port stays, to analyse
these factors and to formulate recommendations for improvements .
Common sense tells ut that factors like the large number of terminals visited in
one port, the large variety of products that have to be loaded or discharged and
the number of other activities like bunkering and crewchanges influence the port
time .
ANAlYSIS
This study contains an analysis of the port times of two types of ships, one big
ship (40,000 dwt) and one small ship (12,000 dwt). Figure 4 and Figure 5
illustrate these ships. These two ship types were chooses as it might be interesting to see the differences in port times and as they are ships with good
crews and good equipment.
The port calls which will be analysed are all in Rotterdam, as it is one of the
two main chemica I ports in the world , with a multitude of activities and frequently visited by the two selected sh ips, while the company has a good documented history of port calls at its disposal .
A port time program has been written which can serve as a dec is ion support
system for the planning and management of the port calls. It is able to calculate
the impact of different factors on the duration of the port time, and facilitate the
comparison of heterogenous portcalls of many ships.
This program should be able to calculate the theoretica I minimum port time for
the forementioned type of vessels in the port of Rotterdam . In order to be able
to analyse a port stay, this theoretica I time should be subdivided in terminal
times and shifttimes and the terminal times should be subdivided in productload and discharge times.
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CHAPTER 2:

THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF A PORT CALL

After entering the port of Rotterdam a chemicaltanker goes through a lot of different activities before it leaves port again. In order to get a better understanding of the important factors leading to a long port stay, the activities of a port
call will be described in this chapter.
PORT ACTlVITIES.
When a chemical tanker enters Rotterdam it has a number of activities to perform before it can leave. The more important activities are:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Shifting from one terminal to another;
Analysis of the cargo or the cargotanks;
Connecting or disconnecting of the hoses;
Loading from a terminal or a barge/coaster;
Discharging to a terminal or a barge/coaster;
Cleaning tanks;
Bunkering;
Crew changes .

SHIFTING.
When all the cargohandlings have been performed at a certain terminal, the ship
has to leave for the next terminal. Permission to shift the vessel to another
terminal is only granted if he harbour pilot is onboard and the tug(s) are available. A lot of time can be lost if the ship has to wait for the tugs and the pilot
to arrive, due to communication problems or because they are not available at
that moment.
Planning problems can arise if the next berth isn't available and the ship has to
wait at a buoy before it is allowed to berth at the next terminal.
ANALYSIS OF THE CARGO OR THE CARGOTANKS.
After the ship is berthed at a terminal and the notice of readiness is tendered
and before the cargohandling is allowed to be started, the cargo and/or the
cargotanks which will be used have to be analysed by an independent surveying
company.
These analysis take some time because the samples have to be brought to a
laboratory for this analysis. The samples are then tested on a lot of different
aspects and have to fulfil requirements demanded by the customer or owner of
the cargo .

Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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A distinction has to be made between an analysis before loading a cargo and an
analysis before discharging a cargo.
Analysis betore discharging.
The survey company takes samples from the cargo, the discharge line of the
ship, the load line of the terminal and the cargotanks of the terminal. The analysis of the cargotank of the terminal is mostly done before the ship arrives. The
other analysis can be done eight hours in advance but in reality they happen just
af ter the ship arrives at the terminal.
Analysis before loading.
The survey company takes samples trom the cargo, the discharge line of the
terminal, the load line of the ship and the cargo tank of the ship, after a foot of
cargo has been loaded they take the so-called footsample . The loading has to be
stopped until the footsample has been analysed and approved of.
Time losses can occur when samples are not approved, this can mean that the
cargotank or the cargohose has to be extra cleaned or that the cargo is polluted .
Time losses can also occur when surveyors are not present due to communication problems and because of traffic jams between the laboratory and the
terminal.
Connecting or disconnecting of the cargohoses.
All the cargolines on board the ship co me together at the manifold (Figure 6),
which is the centre point of all cargohandlings. Every cargotank has its own
connecting point at each side of the ship.
If the ships own cargohoses are used, they can be connected to the ship before
arrival. Then they still have to be connected to the terminal or the barge/coaster
but this is not done by the ship's crew. If cargohoses from the terminal are
used, the crew has to connect them to the ship just after arriving at the
terminal. The connecting points, flanges, are screwed together with bolts.
lOADING FROM A TERMINAL OR A BARGEICOASTER.
Af ter the cargotank has been approved of, the loading of the cargo can commence. The loadrate of a terminal or barge/coaster is influenced by the pumptype used and the physical properties of the product. Low loadrates are induced
by small pipe diameters, malfunctioning valves and other miscellaneous accidents like : leaking hoses, loadstops from the terminal. The siphon effect also
has an influence on the loadrate.

14
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Figure 6: Manifold
DISCHARGING TO A TERMINAL OR A BARGE/COASTER.
After the cargo has been checked, the discharge of the cargo can commence.
The dischargerate of the ship is influenced by the pumptype used and the physical properties of the product. low dischargerates are induced by small pipe
diameters, malfunctioning valves, low hydraulic pressure, terminal requirements,
long dischargepipes and other miscellaneous accidents.
ClEANING TANKS.
Cleaning of cargo tanks is necessary in order to allow the different cargotypes
to be transported in the same tank. A lot of research has already been done on
the subject of cleaning the tanks.
The time necessary for cleaning tanks can vary from one hour to four or five
hours and sometimes even longer. The cleaning time of a cargotank is influenced by the size of the tank, the construction of the tank, the amount of
residu left behind in the tank, the type of cleaning machine used, the cleaning
procedure used, the amount of ventilation necessary, the type of product that
was carried in the tank, the laws and the specification of how clean the tank
should beo

Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Time losses occur when tanks are not cleaned to specification and are refused
by the surveying company thus resulting in extra cleanings, extra analysis and
due to that, planning problems.
BUNKERING.
Bunkering does not influence the duration of port stays unless they interfere
with the cargo handlings that take place.
CREW CHANGES.
Crew changes do not have to influence the duration of a port stay, unless the
change interferes with the cargohandlings. For instance when a chief officer
goes on leave at the arrival in a discharge port he takes a lot of information with
him about the cargo which is not always written down and could influence the
cargohandlings.
SHEll TARGET TIMES
When berthing at the Shell Pernis terminal in Rotterdam, the terminal uses a
checklist with target times for all the activities. These can be divided into standard and non-standard activities .
The following tables illustrate all the activities related to a port cal! of a chemicaltanker. It is used by Shel! to evaluate and investigate the reasons tor unwarrented delays.

N/ST.
Code

Description

CO
RB
RS
SO
TA
YA
YB
YC
YD
YE
YF
YL

Tank cleaning (only)
Bunkering (only)
Stores (only)
Hospitality owners Acc't
Awaiting berth Shell
Harbour steaming in
Mooring
Connecting
Discharging
Disconnecting
Unmooring
Loading

Target time

:
:
:

:
:
:
:

00 :40
:

00:30
:
:

Tabel I: Standard Activities
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Target
time

N/ST.
Code

Description

BA
BB
BD
CC
CM
CO
CT
DC
DD
KK
Ka
KS
LC
LF
LG
LS
LT
NA
NB
NV
PA
PC
PH
PI
PL
PM
PP
PO
PS
PT
PZ
OD
OF
Ol
OL

Awaiting ballast ullage
Ballasting
Deballasting
Tank cleaning charterers
Tank cleaning marpol
Tank cleaning owners
Tank cleaning shore request
Crude oil washing
Internal draining
Awaiting cargo
Off spec cargo
Awaiting ullage shoretank
Changing tanks
Line flushing
Changing grade
Line setting on ship
Line setting on terminal
After nominated date
Before nominated date
Awaiting voyage orders
Awaiting agent
Awaiting customs
Awaiting harbour
Awaiting immigration
Awaiting mooring launches
Awaiting mooring crews
Awaiting pilots
Awaiting pratiQue
Shifting berth
Awaiting tugs
Strike
Awaiting documents
Analysing Footsamples
Inspection by independent surveyor
Line displacement check
Tank Inspection by share
Sampling /sample testing
Ship figures
Shore figures
Waiting for independent surveyor
Bunkering
Replenishing Stores

00
00
OS
OT
OW
RB
RS

Mandatory
grade Nr.

;
;
;

;
;

;

;

:
:
:
:
:

00:15
01 :00
00:30
:

00 :20
:

:
:
:
;

:

:
:
:
:
:

01 :00
02 :00
02:00
00 :20
00:30
03 :00
00 :30
:
:

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Before
Nor
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Tabel 11: Non standard activities (1)
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N/ST.
Code

Description

Target
time

SA
SB
SC
SH
SO
SS
SZ
TA
TB
TC
TJ
TL
TO
TP
TR
TS
TZ
WC
WD
WL
XT
WW
XT
XX

Awaiting ship readiness
Ship breakdown
Awaiting charterer' s instructions
Heating cargo prior discharching
Owners purposes
Awaiting sh ifting berth others
Pre-arranged sailing /ship
Awaiting berth
Shore breakdown
Awaiting tide (dis)connecting
Waiting jetty operator
Cargo planning
Awaiting personnel terminal plant
Awaiting pers on nel terminal plant
Awaiting shore readiness
Scadas
Pre-arranged sailing terminal
Awaiting current
Awaiting daylight
Awaiting at lay/by berth
Awaiting tide
Awaiting weather
Transfer third party

Mandatory
grade Nr.

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

00:30
:

:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

N
Y
N

Before
Nor
Y
N
N

N

N

N
N
N
N
Y
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
Y
N

N

Tabel 111 : Non standa rd activ ities (2)
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CHAPTER 3:

PORT TIME ANAl YSIS

In order to understand the reasons of long port stays and to obtain information
which can be used in the port time program, the port call reports of the two
ship types at Rotterdam over a three-year period were analysed. The port coordinater reports and some reports written on this subject were studied as weil.
TIME ANAl YSIS AND PUMPRATE ANAl YSIS.
Because of the multitude of activities taking place in port, a lot of things can go
wrong and do go wrong. Many causes of delay are not directly induced by the
ship or its crew but are the result of things going wrong or taking long on shore.
In an effort to compare the different reasons of a too long port stay, all the
causes of delay that co st valuable time were analysed . In this first effort the
actual time lost due to these causes of delay was not looked at but only the
number of times they occured . The analysis was not split at this stage into the
two ship types but rather tried to get an overal view.
The port coordinator reports of the last four years and port reports of the last
th ree years were analysed. In all, 23 types of causes of delay were found to be
relevant, which are shown by category in Figure 7.

Not ovoil berth
9.2
Off spec

Exc . onol.
19.3

6.4

Non c oop .bo rges

Low hyd r press

Poor ~&'ni ng
3.7

6.4

Deloyed borge
7.3

Pilot lote
37Cl eoning
5.5

Bod equipm.
5.5

Figure 7: Overall disturbance analysis
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Disturbance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16 .
17 .
18.
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .

Percentage

3 .7
2.8
19 .3
0.9
0.9
9.2
64
1.8
6.4
1.8
1.8
7 .3
10.1
3.7
5.5
5.5
1.8
0.9
1.8
3.7
2 .8
0 .9
1 .8

Poor planning
Non oop . barg es
Excessive. Analysis
Pump on barge down
Crewchange
Non available berth
Oft spec.
Purge
Low hydr. press .
Drying while raining
Leaks
Barge delayed
Slow shore
Pilot late
Cleaning tanks
Bad equipment
Lack of experience
No vapour return line
Bunkering
Weather
Clogged line
Crew
Shift sharegang

Tabel IV: Detailled causes of delay analysis
Especially excessive analysis, not available berths, low hydraulic power, delayed
barges and "a slow shore" came out as being the main reasons of losing time in
port. This doesn't teil us what disturbances induce most of the lost time, it only
tells us which disturbances happen most of the time.
In order to analyse the disturbances that induce most of the total port time lost,
the two ship types were analysed separately and in more detail.
The 40,000 dwt ship
The port stays in Rotterdam of the last three years were analysed. This represented about 2,000 hours of port time of which 26.4 percent is time lost due to
different types of disturbances (Figure 8). This lost time is for 42.9 percent due
to excessive analysis, for 22.8 percent due to waiting for ready berths and for
13.9 percent due to delayed barges.
If these results are compared with the overall analysis, the main difference is
the number of types of disturbances recorded, 23 in the overall analysis and 10
20
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Figure 8 : Port handling disturbances
in 40,000 dwt ship analysis .
Reasons for this discrepancy are the following: poor planning will never be
recorded in the port reports but will only be recognized by the port coordinator.
Time lost to bad equipment, low hydraulic pressure, lack of experience, slow
shore, etc., is not always recorded in the port reports but they do influence the
load and discharge rates. Oft spec. tanks and cargoes are a part of excessive
analysis.
In order to analyse the influence of bad equipment, low hydraulic pressure, lack
of experience, slow shore, etc is, the pump rates of the ship, terminals and the
barges have been analysed separately.
The mean pumprates of both the terminal (180 mt/hr) and the barges (190
mt/hr) were rather low. The pumprates of the terminals varied from 500 (mt/hr)
to 50 (mt/hr). The pumprates of the barges va ried from 350 (mt/hr) to 70
(mt/hr). There is a tendency th at the bigger the parcelsize the higher the pumprate.
The calculation of the mean pumprates of the ship is difficult due to the fact
that the ship uses four types of pumps to discharge . To anticipate the mean
pumprate for parcels smaller than 1,000 mt, parcels between 1,000 and 2,000
mt and parcels above 2,000 mt were determined. The pumprates were also
divided into pumprates into a barge and into a terminal. These pumprates are
summarized in Figure 9.
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Figure 9: Mean pumprates, 40,000 dwt ship

The 12.000 dwt ship
The port ca lis at Rotterdam of 12,000 dwt ship type were analysed. Twenty
percent of the total time spent in port was lost time due to disturbances, which
is 6.4 percent lower than the time a 40,000 dwt ship type losses.
This lost time is for 40.4 percent due to excessive analysis, for 37.2 percent
due to waiting for ready berths and for 11.2 percent due to waiting for barges
(Figure 10) . For the 12,000 dwt ship type the same discrepancy concerning the
number of types of disturbances as for the 40,000 dwt ship type can be
noticed. The reasans are similar.
In order to analyse the influence of bad equipment, low hydraulic pressure, lack
of experience, slow share, and the like. The pump rates of the ship, the terminals and the barges were analysed.
The mean pumprates of the terminals and the barges are of course the same as
with the 40,000 dwt ship type.
The mean pumprate of the 12,000 dwt ship type into the mean pumprate for
parcels smaller then 1,000 mt and for parcels bigger than 1,000 mt in the case
of discharging into a barge . The mean pumprates, when discharging into a
terminal are divided into the mean pumprate for parcels smaller than 2,000 mt
and bigger than 2,000 mt (Figure 11).
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Figure 10: Port handling disturbances, 12,000 dwt ship
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Figure 11: Mean pumprates, 12,000 dwt ship
SHIFTTIMES
As the shifttimes in the port time program are used, they have to be analysed in
more detail. The shifttime between two terminals can of course be influenced
by weather influences, late pilots and a busy port as can be seen from the
overall analysis.
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CONNECT ANAL YSIS.
The mean hose connecting time to a terminal was 84 minutes and the mean
disconnecting time was 28 minutes . The mean connecting time with a barge
was 48 minutes and the disconnecting time was 24 minutes (Figure 12).

10 0 , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

COHH TO TtR"

COHH TO BARG

DISC. TtR ...

DISC. BARG.

Figure 12: Connect analysis

PORTCOST ANAL YSIS
The 40,000 dwt ship.
The port charges are the main part of the port costs (Figure 13) . The running
costs of the ship are not incorporated in these figures, only the costs wh ich are
a result of the port visit and the cargo handlings . The port charges consist
mainly of harbour dues, shifting expenses, pilotage and agency fees (Figure 14).
The cargo expenses consist mainly of discharge and loading expenses, cleaning
expenses and survey expenses (Figure 15). The vessel expenses consist mainly
of stores and repairs (Figure 16). As aresuit the port costs are about 12,000
USD/day for the 40,000 ship type. The loss of charter revenue is about 20,000
USD per dav for the 40,000 sh ip type.
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Vessel exp.

3.5

Figure 13: Port costs, 40,000 dwt ship

mise.

2.9

Figure 14: Port charges, 40,000 dwt ship

discharge expo

41.9

Port coord.
8.4

survey

7.7

demmurage

1.7
loadinq expo

29.2

Figure 15: Cargo expenses, 40,000 dwt ship
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Figure 16: Vessel expenses, 40,000 dwt ship

The 12.000 dwt ship.
With th is ship type the port charges form an even bigger part of the port costs
(Figure 17). The running costs are again not incorporated into these figures,
only the costs that are a result of the port visit and the cargo handlings.
The port charges (Figure 18),cargo expenses (Figure 19) and vessel expenses
(Figure 20) division is al most the same as with the 40,000 dwt ship type. As a
result the port costs are about 5,000 USD/day for the 12,000 dwt ship type .
The loss of charter revenue is about 12,000 USD per day for the 12,000 dwt
ship type.

Vessel expo

2

Figure 17: Port costs, 12,000 dwt ship
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Figure 18: Port charges, 12,000 dwt ship

d~ mmuroqe

46.7

Figure 19: Cargo expenses, 12,000 dwt ship

Figure 20 : Vessel expenses, 12,000 dwt ship
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CHAPTER 4:

VESSEl SPECIFICATIONS.

The two ship types which have been chosen tor this study will be discussed in
this chapter in more detail.
THE 40,000 OWT SHIP
This ship was built in the early 1980' s.
General description
This ship is a single screw diesel motor driven chemical/oil tanker with centre
tanks of stainless steel, and eoated wingtanks. Oeepwell pumps are in all cargo
tanks. The maehinery and aeeomodation are situated aft. The ship has four deck
era nes (Figure 21).
It has a Oet Norske Veritas classitication as a tanker tor chemicals and a tanker
tor oil.
Principal dimensions
Length over all
Length between PP
Breadth moulded
Oepth moulded to main deck
Draught on summer loadline
Trial speed on design draught
Deadweight on summer loadline

175.00
168.20
32.00
14.25
10.73
15.90
39273 .00

m
m
m
m
m
knots
mt

Important eguipment
Machinery
General: The propulsion system consists of one two stroke diesel engine driven
a fixed pitch propeller .
Main engine: Aker B * W dieselengine of standard design, 2 stroke singel acting,
reversible type with turbocharging . MeR is 11,200 kWat 123 r.p.m, 7 cylinders.
Propeller: Four bladed propeller with 6050 mm diameter .
Type: f ixed pitch. Maker : Lips Drunen.
Boiler plant: Two oilfire boilers. Steam capacity is 14 tons /h, working pressure
15 bar. One exhaust gas boiler with a capacity of 4 tonslh.
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Auxillary machinery: Two turbocharged diesel engines 1145 kWat 720 r.p.m.,
two alternators 1080 kW 440 volts at 720 r.p.m. and one waste heat recovery
turbogenerator .
Hydraulic system

Hydraulic power: 8 Framo electrical/hydraulic units. To the hydraulic system are
connected: 38 cargo pumps, 2 ballast pumps, 2 transfer pumps, 1 cleaning
pump, 2 cargo booster pumps, 1 high pressure tank cleaning pump, 1 bow
thruster, 2 windlasses, 4 mooring winches and 4 deck cranes.
Cargo system: Framo cargo pumps of the deep weil type and operated fram the
cargo control room (Figure 22).
Centre tanks:

6. Type SPS 8 400 cu.m./h 80 m sp.gr. 1.025.
6. Type SOS 6 250
4 . Type SOS 5 1 50
12. Type SOS 5 100
Wing tanks:
2. Type SPS 8 400
8. Type SDS 6 250
Transportable: 2 . Type TK 4 70 cU.m./h 70 m sp. gr. 1.025.
Boosterpumps: 2. Type Centrifugal 800 cU.m./h 8 bar.

Material: AISI 316 I in deep weil pumps and piping in contact with cargo .
Cargo heating: Heating coils - 0.04 sq.m ./cu.m. (Figure 23)
Cargo temperature: Centra I temperature indication is provided in all cargo tanks.
Cargo agitation: Tanks CP1, CS 1, CP2. CS2, CP4, CS4, CP5, CS5, CP8, CS8,
CP9, CS9, CP10, CS10, are provide with four pipes in each tank for agitation of
cargo with low pressure air.
Tank level indication: Level gauging system with remote indication in cargo
contra I room.
High level alarm: Overflow control system with 95% alarm and 98% alarm shut
down.
Inert gas system: One inert gas generator with a capacity of 4000 cu.m./h.
N2-system: The system is served by 24 bottles (50 I each) stowed outside
hydraulic power pack.
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Figure 23: Cargo heating, 40,000 dwt ship

THE 12,000 DWT SHIP
This ship was built mid 1980' s (Figure 24).
General description
This vessel is designed as a motor tanker for chemicals and oil products. Cargoes for IMO "lBC" code ship 2/3 can be carried in twenty centre tanks of acid
resistant steel in quality AISI 316 LN. In the wing tanks, coated with zinc silicate, oil products and solvents in the range of tank coating resistance and IMO
3 regulations can be carried.
Ship and machinery are built under survey of Lloyd's Register of Shipping and
she has the notation 100 A 1 Chemical tanker, oil tanker .
It is a single screw motor vessel. The engineroom and all accomodation are
arranged aft .
Each cargo tank is served by a hydraulicaly driven submersible pump .
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Principal dimensions
Length over all
Length between PP
Breadth moulded
Depth moulded to main deck
Draught to summer load line
Deadweight on summer load line
Trial speed

136.46
124.95
20.60
10.70
8.42
12185.00
14.10

m
m
m
m
m
mt
knots

Important eguipment
The main engine is of 4 - stroke cycle, non reversible, turbo charged, and Stork
Werkspoor design. MeR is 4100 kWat 580 r.p.m .
Two oil fired boilers with a steamcapacity of 10000 kg/h of 10 bar each. One
exhaust gas boiler with a capacity of 1.5 ton/h o
Two auxillary engines with a power output of 670 kWat 720 r.p .m . each. One
emergency aggregate with a power output of 124 kW àt 1800 r.p.m.
One shaft generator of 650 kW is connected to the p.t.o. of the main reduction
gear box gives 650 kWat 1200 r.p.m. The shaft generator can run parallel with
the diesel driven generators.
Cargo eguipment
Each cargo tank is equipped with a seperate submerged hydraulically driven
centrifugal pump type FRAMO (Figure 25).
22.
6.
2.
1.

Type:
Type:
Type:
Type:

SD
SD
SD
TK

125 HH063 A325
125 HH090 A325
150 HH125 B330
5

120
200
275
120

cu.m./h.
cu.m./h.
cu.m./h.
cU .m./h.

Pump material is AISI 316 L.
The hydraulic pump aggregates consist of 4 equal aggregates driven by electric
motors. Power output is 225 KWat 1785 r.p.m., oil delivery is 540 I/min each.
Feed power packs: 2 electric/hydraulic pumps with a power output of 15 kWat
1760 r.p.m. and an oil delivery of 750 I/min.
The feed power packs are intended for boosting of hydraulic suction oil side to
main hydraulic power packs.
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Pilot power packs: 2 electric/hydraulic pumps with a power output of 2.3 KWat
1730 RPM and an oil delivery of 19 I/min. The pilot pumps are intended for
control of variabie hydraulic pumps on main power packs. Maintaining a pressure of about 4 bar in the hydraulic system when the main system isn't working.

Cargoheating is taken care of by a steam/water system. Each cargotank is
equipped with two separate sets of heating coils, which are made of stainless
steel 316 L.
A dehumidification/ventilation unit is placed in the forecastle. The mainline on
deck is of GRP and has 8 branches to cover all cargotanks with the use of
flexible hoses.
Inert gas system: A central nitrogen line is insta lied on the maindeck with the
necessary valves and quick couplings for making connections with the cargo
tank venting line by means of a hose. 16 N2 bottles are placed before the
accomodation.

The cargo control room is installed in the accomodation and most of the cargo
handling operations take place there, by means of the following equipment :
Laad master: Integrated tank level gauging, pressure and temperature monitoring contral system.

Remote reading of loading and discharging pressure.
Cargo valve control system.
Gas warning system.
Tankcleaning systems and eguipment
Two tank wash-systems are installed, one for sea- and one for fresh water. One
freshwater and one seawater supply line are incorporated in railingwork on the
port and starboard side of the ma in deck. Sufficient branches are fitted to cover
with short hoses all cargo tanks.
Two stainless steel tanks are installed on the main deck, for detergents.

40.000 dwt ship:
Hydraulic pump set each:
Hydraulic pump sets total:
36

610
4880

I/min.
I/min .
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4400

I/min .

554
330
228
179

I/min.
I/min .
I/min.
I/min.

Portable pump TK4:

145

I/min.

Tank cleaning pump 7HF2:
Tank cleaning pump L 11 :

380
175

I/min.
I/min.

256
23.5
60
755

I/min.
I/ min.
I/min.
I/min.

Bow thruster:
Cargo
Cargo
Cargo
Cargo

pump
pump
pump
pump

SPS8 :
SOS6:
SOS5 (150 cu.m ./h):
SOS5 (100 cu.m./h):

Ballast pump:
Circulation pump:
Transfer pump:
Booster pump:

Under cold climatic conditions the hydraulic oil should be allowed to circulate so
that the oil attains a temperature of approximately 40 degrees Celsius before
the cargo oil pumps are started.
Pumping operations involving cargoes with high specific gravity or viscosity
require high power output, and consequently also higher oil pressure . Maximum
oil pressure must not, however, exceed 180 bar at the panel.
12,000 dwt ship
Hydraulic pump set each :
Hydraulic pump sets total

540
2160

I/min.
I/min.

Bow thruster:

2054

I/min.

160
242
321
100

I/min.
I/min .
I/min.
I/ min .

Cargo pump S0125 (120 cu.m./h):
Cargo pump S0125 (200 cu .m./h) :
Cargo pump S0150 (275 cu.m ./h):
Portable pump TK5 (120 cu.m./h):
CARGO TANK CLEANING EQUIPMENT

Cleaning systems exist since the 1960's. At that time Butterworth developed a
cleaning system which replaced the handwork . Since that time cleaning is
worldwide ca lied "buttering" .
The "Butterworth" system consists of a machine which turns around its axis
and whereby the nozzles make circular movements perpendicular to the machine's movements.
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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The speed of the movements is controlled by cogwheeltransmission in the
machine. The drive of the nozzles is done with the help of the cleaning medium,
by pressing it through the machine with a certain pressure.
In the seventies there has been a lot of research for new cleaning systems .
There were some interesting new systems developed but none of them was a
commercial success.
These days the "old" Butterworth system is still used, allthough the system is
now much more advanced .
The use of cleaning systems is nowadays the last step in the cleaningproces of
the cargo tank. The cargo tank has to be emptied with the use of "efficient
stripping and pumping" until it is environmentally clean. After that the tank can
be cleaned (if that is allowed) at sea where the amount of cleaning water isn't
that important anymore.
In certain cases, where prewashing is required and in the case of return cargo,
the efficient use of cleaning water is very important in order to reduce the
amounts of slops.
Both the ship types
(Figure 26) .

use the Toftejorg

standard tankcleaning equipment

TERMINALS
In the port of Rotterdam there are two types of terminals for chemical tankers.
Production terminals and transhipment terminals. Examples of the first type are
Dow, Shell, Esso and BP. Examples of the second type are the Nieuwe Matex
Botlek, TIR Botlek, Paktank Botlek and various others.
This results in a different approach to the chemicaltankers from the terminals.
The transhipment terminals almost always allow board/board handlings during
terminal handlings while the production terminals almost never allow this.
Also the number of cargoes that can be hand led simultaneously by the terminals
varies. Production terminals only have one or two load and or discharge lines.
There is however an exemption, for instance Dow Botlek can handle up to 8
parcels at the same time; TIR Botlek can handle up to 3 parcels at the same
time and the NMB can handle 4 parcels simultaneously.
Some terminals also allow interjetty handlings to take place. Figure 27 shows
the major terminals in Rotterdam.
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Figure 26: Tank cleaning equipment

SURVEY COMPANIES
Surveys have a big impact on the duration of the port stay. What are the reasons for these excessive analyses?

*

The survey companies are under a lot of pressure from the cargo owner
and the transporter to do their work right . In order not to fail they don't
make quick decisions but do their work very thoroughly.

* The laboratories which the surveyors use to test the samples, are a half
hour drive trom the port of Rotterdam. However on certain days and at
certain times there are a lot of traffic jams resulting in excessive time
losses.
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CHAPTER 5:

PORT TIME PROGRAM.

PROGRAM OUTLINE
To obtain a tooi to plan port stays in advance, to compare different port stays
and to analyse the factors leading to long port stays, a port time program has
been developed. The program is made for two ships types, a 40,000 dwt ship
type and a 12,000 dwt ship type. The model is callibrated for the port of Rotterdam. The va lues which are stored in and used by the program are determined
by analysis of port calls or from the ship type particulars.
PROGRAM CONDITIONS
In order to analyse a port stay it is decided that the sequence of the terminalcalls will not be changed by the program to optimize the port time . The number
of different terminals that can be put into the program is limited to nine, which
in al most all the cases will be sufficient.
This approach is not the case with the products hand led per terminal; the program will look for the optimal seauence of handlings in order to optimize the
time spent at the terminal. The pump capacity of the terminals and the barges/
coasters is a given fact, it will not be corrected for the specific gravity of the
hand led product because there isn't enough information on that subject available.
The number of products that can be hand led per terminal is limited by the
program to fifteen which will be enough in almost all the cases. The number of
products which can be hand led simultaneously varies per terminal.
The program assumes that all the cargopumps (with a maximum of ten) can be
run at full capacity. It also assumes that there are no shore stops due to leakage
or other incidents . It supposes that barges arrive on time and th at there are no
timelosses due to excessive analysis.
The program uses a lot of information from practical experience in which sometimes timelosses are incorporated, this is not entirely true but all in all the
program assumes that the conditions are ideal for the ship.
The programming language and structure
The port time program is written in Turbo Pascal, as it is an easy to learn language, it has a clear structure and uses a lot of elements also used in other
languages.
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Turbo Pascal is a compiler, a disadvantage of a compiler is that the user of the
program has to wait until his program is translated before he is able to use it.
The big advantage of a compiler is that after the program is translated it runs
much faster than a program that has to be interpreted.
The structure of the port time program (Figure 28) consists of five individual
parts .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Input module.
Procedures.
Database.
Main program.
Output module.

I

Procedures

~

Main
Program

---1

Database

Figure 28: Structure of the port time program
The program starts with the input module, in th is part all the relevant input is
asked. This input is than later used by the main program to perform its calculations. After all the relevant input has been entered, the program starts performing its calculations in the fourth module, the main program.
The main program calculates the different terminaltimes with the help of the
database and the procedures. After all the calculations have been done the
program switches to the last part, the output module, which shows the end
results to the user of the program.

Input module:
The flow diagram of the input module (Figure 29) asks a number of questions to
obtain al the necessary data for the main program. After a choice is made about
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the type of ship it starts to ask for the number of terminals that will be visited
by that ship.
Then it asks per terminal, the name of the terminal, the number of commodities
handled at that terminal, if board-board handlings are allowed at th at terminal, if
loading and discharging simultaneously is allowed at that terminal.
Then it asks per commodity the name of th at commodity, the quantity of that
commodity, the tanknumber of the tank in which it is handled, the specific
gravity of that commodity and if it is loaded or discharged .
After all th is information has been entered into the program it will start with the
main program.
The procedures
The main program uses five procedures for its calculations. Four of these procedures are used for determining the optimal sequence of handlings of commodities at a terminal. One procedure is used to correct the pumpcapacity for the
specific gravity of the product that has to be pumped .

* Procedure 1: This procedure is a sorting procedure, it makes use of the
straight insertion method. This is not the fastest sorting method but it
uses a straight and easy to understand method.

* Procedure 2,3 and 4: These procedures determine the maximum or mInImum of two figures. There are more of these procedures because the
program works with different kind of variables which need different
procedures. The main program uses these procedures to attain the optimal turnaround time at a given terminal.

* Procedure 5: This procedure corrects the pumpcapacity of the tank with
the specific gravity of the product that has to be pumped from that tank.
It uses the pumpcharacteristics for that task .
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Which Shiptype?

Name Terminal

Number of Commodities Handled

Board Board Allowed

Loading and Discharging Simulation
-~

N,mf'' '

I

Quantity

l _
Tanknumber

J

Select Gravity

~

Loaded or Discharged

~

l
]

Per
Commodity

~
Per Terminal

~
Main Program

~

Figure 29: Flow diagram of the input module
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The database
The main program uses a number of different databases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Shifttimes between terminals;
Pumptypes per tank;
Pumpcapacities of the terminals;
Pumpcapacities of the barges/coasters;
Number of commodities that can be handled simultaneously;
Number of barges allowed alongside;
Cleaning times.

These databases are used by the main program to determine the optimal terminaltime and overall port time.
The main program
The main program starts to calculate (Figure 30) per terminal per commodity the
net discharge or load time . To do this it uses data from the input module and
database 2, 3 and 4 and it uses the specific gravity procedure. To obtain the
gross load or discharge time, the hose connect time and the hose disconnect
time have to be added with the net load or discharge time. The same calculation
is then do ne for the barges and coasters .
Af ter all these calculations have been made the program sorts these gross times
per terminal by using the sorting procedure. The next step is to calculate the
optimal terminaltime per terminal for which the program uses the maximum/
minimum procedures.
After this has been done for all the terminals, the program determines the total
port time by adding up the terminaltimes with the shifttimes.
The output module
The output module shows the calculated times to the user of the program so he
or she is able to use them.
Per terminal, per commodity the output module gives the hose connection time,
the pumptime (loading or discharging), the hose disconnecting time, the cleaning time and the pumprate of the ship (only when discharging). These figures
are also displayed in a bar graph.
The output module also shows the terminal time and barge time at every terminal visited. The total time in port and the total shifttime are also shown.
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I

Reset All Values
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I

Figure 30: Flow diagram main program
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CHAPTER 6:

PROGRAM RESUL TS

In this chapter the results of the port times of four port calls, actually performed
by the ship, will be shown. These results will be compared with the actual port
times and the results of that comparison will be analysed . Two of the port calls
will be of a 40,000 dwt ship type and the other two will be of a 12,000 dwt
ship type.
40,000 DWT SHIP PORT TIME RESUL TS
The first port eaU
The ship visited seven terminals in Rotterdam, hand led eight barges/coasters
and 34 parcels. Oischarged 33,476 metric tonnes and loaded 16,666 metric
tonnes. In the following overview iQl means discharged and ill means loaded.
First terminal: TTR Botlek
Commodity

Operation
Shore (0)
Board/b (0)
Board/b (0)

Aniline oil
Trichloethylene
Methy. cloride

Quantity (mt)
2,500
1,050
1,017

Second terminal: Oow Botlek
Operation
Shore (0)

board/b (0)

Commodity
MEA
OEA
TEA 85
Prop. Glycol
Oowfroth
Ethy. Glycol
Glycerine
AEEA
Hydroxyethyl acr.
Prop. Glycol
Verse ne 100
Versenex 80
ECH
MOEA
TCE

Innovation in Chemicals Shipping

Quantity (mt)
529
525
359
1,875
211
1,591
525
199
125
230
420
315
903
210
525
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Third terminal : Panocean Pernis
Commodity

Operation
Shore (0)

Board/b (0)

Quantity (mt)
4,900
999
3,998
950
1,050
2,176

Fishoil
Fishoil
Fishoil
Corno il
Corno il
Ethanol

Fourth terminal: Paktank Botlek
Operation
Shore (0)
Board/b (L)

Quantity (mt)

Commodity
Ethanol
Ethyl acetate

1,233
500

Fifth terminal: Nieuwe Matex Botlek
Operation
Shore (0)
Shore (L)
Board/b (L)

Quantity (mt)

Commodity
Toluene
Ethanol
Methyl ethyl ketone

4,007
1,921
502

sixth terminal: Buoys 61
Operation
Board/b (0)
Board/b (L)

Commod ity

Quantity (mt)

Ethanol
Acetic acid
Formic acid
Propionic acid
lso propyl acetate

1,050
900
505
300
239

Seventh terminal : Nieuwe Matex Europoort
Operation
Shore (L)
Board/b (L)

Commodity

Quantity (mt)

Jet fuel
Creosote oil

9,699
2,101
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With the port time program the theoretica I terminal times are calculated with the
use of this information.
The actual terminal times differ significantly from the theoretica I terminal times
as can be seen in the Table I.

Terminal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Theoretical time
(hours)

TIR
DOW
POP
PTB
NMB
BOY
NME

Total

Actual time
(hours)

Diff erence
(hours)

8.1
16.7
20.3
8 .9
16 .7
9 .5
20.9

17
26
31
16
25
44
47

8 .9
9.3
10.7
7.1
8.3
34.5
26 . 1

101 . 1

218

116.9

Table I: Overview terminal times

The actual port time is 115 percent higher than the theoretica I port time
(Figure 31).
Figure 32 shows that at the first five terminals the lost time per terminal was
al most equal (about nine hours) . At the last two terminals a lot of time was lost .
The reason for this might be that the problems accumulate during the port call
resulting in extra time losses at the last terminals . Other reasons for this could
be that the crew gets ti red after a few days in port resulting in extra time losses.
By closer investigation of the port report of th is port call it was found that 59
hours of the 116.9 lost hours could be accounted for. That leaves 57.9 hours of
lost time for which no specific reason could be found . These hours must then
be the result of slow shore pumping, slow ship pumping and influence of v iscosity on pumprate etc ..
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Figure 31: Time loss per terminal, 40,000 dwt ship
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The second port ca" of the 40,000 dwt ship
The ship visited three terminals, handled 10 barges/coasters and 11 parcels.
The ship discharged 200 metric tonnes and loaded 11,343 metric tonnes.

First terminal: Buoy 61
Commodity

Operation
Board/b (L)

Furfuryl alcohol
Furfural alcohol
Creosote oil
Creosote oil

Ouantity (mt)
529
563
3,400
2,100

Second terminal: Panocean Pernis
Commodity

Operation
Board/b (0)
Board/b (L)

Molasses
Acetic acid
Palmkernel stearine
Methyl acrylate
CTC

Ouantity (mt)
200
999
502
501
499

Third terminal: Nieuwe Matex Botlek
Operation
Shore (L)
Board/b (L)

Commodity
Ethanol
Butanediol

Ouantity (mt)
1,500
750

With the port time program the theoretica I terminal times are calculated using
this information. As can be seen in Table 11, the theoretical and actual terminal
times are very different. The actual port time is 36.6 percent higher than the
theoretica I port time.
Terminals 2 and 3 both have a lost time of about 12 hours (Figure 33), which
looks similar to the losses of the first five terminals in the first port call.
The first terminal is a special case. At this terminal four barges had to pump
cargo into the ship. The program has a limitation of two parcels hand led simoultaneously from barges into the ship. In this case however there were more
parcels hand led simultaneously resulting in a faster terminaltime.
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Terminal
1.
2.
3.

Theoretical time
(hoursl

BOY
POP
NMB

Total

Actual time
(hoursl

Difference
(hoursl

9.0
8.0
5.0

18.8
10.0
17.0

9 .8
12.0
12

22.0

55.8

33.8

Table 11: Overview terminal times
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Figure 33: Time loss per terminal, 40,000 dwt ship

However the end result is still ve ry obvious. A lot of time is being lost . Closer
examination of the port report showed that waiting for barg es was the main
cause for these time losses.
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Figure 34: Cummulative time loss per terminal, 40,000 dwt ship

THE 12,000 DWT SHIP
The first port call
The ship visited seven terminals hand led nine barges/coasters, one truck and 20
parcels. The ship discharged 7324 metric tonnes and loaded 9125 metric tonnes. In the following overview .illl means discharged and ill means loaded
First terminal: TTR Botlek
Operation
Shore (D)
Board/b (L)

Commodity
MBTE
MMA

Quantity (mt)
7,324
194

Second terminal: Panocean Botlek
Operation
Board/b (L)
Shore (L)

Commodity
Glycerine
Parafine

Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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200
250
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Third terminal: Panocean Rozenburg
Operation
Shore (L)

Commodity

Quantity (mt)

500

Reofoss

Fourth terminal: Paktank Botlek
Commodity

Operation
Shore (L)
Board/b (L)

Quantity (mt)

962
420
410

Heptasol
Whiteoil
Whiteoil

Fifth terminal: Shell Pernis
Loaded
Shore (L)

Commodity
Poly Ethylene Glycol
IPA
MEK
ECH
Butyl oxitol
Tri oxitol
SBP
Shellsol T

Quantity (mt)

100
123
116
96
246
198
100
200

Sixth terminal: Panocean Pernis
Operation
Shore (L)

Commodity
Rapeseedoil

Quantity (mt)

3,000

Seventh terminal: DOW Botlek
Operation
Shore (L)
Board/b (L)

Commodity
MEC
Chlorothene
Styrene monomer

Quantity (mt)

315
259
1,136

With the port time program and this informafion the theoretica I terminal times
are calculated.
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Table lil, Table IV shows a big difference between the actual and the theoretical
terminal times .

Termina l

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Theoretical time
(hours)

20.0
2.5

TTR
POB
POR
PTB
POP
DOW

Total

Difference
(hours)

3.4
3.8
7 .5
3.6

45.0
9.0
7 .3
14.0
16.0
16.1
23.5

26 .0
6.5
4.8
10.6
12 .2
8.6
19 .9

40.8

132.4

91.6

2.5

SHE

Actual time
(hours)

Table 111: Overview terminal times

The terminals with
the
most lost time
are termina l
and
7
(Figure 35, Figure 37). The reason for terminal one might be that almost the
whole ship had to be discharged at th is terminal, usually that can be done
through four shore connections but in this case, after reading the port reports, it
is not certain if that was allowed the whole time.
The reason for the big time loss in terminal seven is the long waiting times for
barges/coasters . Closer investigation showed that waiting for barges/coasters
and waiting for ready berths were the main reasons of the time losses .
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Figure 35: Time loss per terminal, 12,000 dwt ship
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Figure 36 : Cummulatlve time loss per terminal, 12,000 dwt shlp

The second port eaU of the 12.000 dwt ship
In this port call the ship visited four terminals and hand led six barges and 13
parcels. The ship discharged 4307 metric ton nes and loaded 8495 metric tonnes.
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First terminal: Panocean Pernis
Commodity

Operation
Shore (0)
Board/d (0)
Board/b (L)

MTBE
Groundnutoil
White oil

Quantity (mt)
3,789
518
500

Second terminal: Shell Pernis
Commodity

Operation
Shore (L)

Board / b (L)

Av iation gas
Aviation gas
B oxytol
Caradol
Dobane
Sap1163
Sap2064

Quantity (mt)
4,000
700
100
300
150
100
200

Third terminal: Nieuwe Matex Botlek
Commodity

Operation
Shore (L)

Quantity (mt)
272

Paranox

Fourth terminal: TTR Botlek
Operation
Shore (L)
Board (L)

Commodity

Quantity (mt)

Mono propylene glycol
Lub add

523
300

With this information and the po rt time program the theoretical port time has
been calculated.
As can be seen in Figure 37, there is agai n a lot of difference between the
theoretical terminal times and the actual terminal times .
The actual port time is 108 perce nt high er than the theoret ical port time .
Terminal one has a lot of time loss, which may be induced by the number of
available share connections and long wa iting times for barges/coasters .
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Actual time
(hours)

Theoretical time
(hours)

Terminal
POP
SHE

NMB
TTR

Total

Difference
(hours)

18.1
18.0
2.0
2 .8

36 .0
29 .2
12 .0
8 .0

17.9
11.2
10.0
5.3

40.9

85.2

44.4

Tabel XXVI: Overview terminal t imes
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Figure 37: Time loss pe r terminal, 12,000 dwt ship
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CHAPTER 7:

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONClUSIONS.

TECHNICAl RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the main reasons for too long port stays is excessive analysis, which is
caused by the difficulty of cleaning some of the tanks.
The ability to clean cargo tanks fast and thoroughly will have a big impact on
the time lost due to these excessive analysis.
the first step in the cleaning process of a cargo tank is the stripping. When
liquid bulk cargo is unloaded, part of it remains in the tanks, pumps and piping.
These residues occur because:

* They stick to the tankwalls;
* The tanks are insufficiently emptied.
These residues are undesirable because:

* They represent a financial 1055 to the owner;
* They cause environmental pollution when discharged into the sea;
* During the subsequent washing process the quantity of washing water
needed will be very large, resulting in long washing times.
There are two systems th at have been developed to reduce the amount of
residue even further:

* The AlIweiier Houttuin system;
* The Marflex system (Figure 39) .
At present there is scarcely any market for these second generation efficient
stripping systems. However, these systems, when installed, will have a positive
effect on the time lost due to excessive analyses.
The second step and usually the last in the cleaning process of a cargo tank is
the tank washing. There are two specific terms which define the cleanliness of
the tank, 'Product Clean' and 'Environmentally Clean'. 'Product Clean' means
th at the tank is cleaned to the extent that it complies with the high standards
imposed by the cargo owner in relation to cargo contamination. 'EnvironmentalIy Clean' means that the tanks are sufficiently clean to allow the washing water
to be discharged at sea.
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The washing time is prescribed by referring to the concentrations of product
residues in the prewashing water . This procedure has the following drawbacks:

* The concentration has to be determined by means of an analysis carried
out in a laboratory, which is time consuming and thus causes delay; for
this reason a standard prewashing is often allowed.

* The concentration is no guarantee for the cleanliness of the cargo tank,
since sticky deposits may still be present.

* Furthermore, the inspection results of the surveyor who has to approve
the tank are not always consistent; since a supplementary main washing
is often prescribed, the crew often uses an excessive amount of washing
water in an eftort to prevent this.
In recent years there have been no major developments as regards the washing
procedure used in practice. There are however some interesting research
projects involving washing procedures. One project achieved a reduction of
washing water of 40 percent.
The manufacturers of washing equipment are continually making alterations and
adjustments to their machines. These developments, which are made within the
constraints of the 'old' concept of the existing washing machine include :

* Application of corrosion resistant materiais;

* Optimisation of the nozzles in order to maximize the impact of the water

*

on the wall;
Improvement of the cleaning pattern (Figure 40) .

Ways to reduce excessive analysis:

* Adjustment of tank washing equipment to meet the requirements of the
product;

* Paying more attention to the proper selection of nozzles, rotors and
toothed weels for existing washing machines with specific cleaning
problems .
EVAlUATION OF WASHING RESUl TS

* Formulation of a pragmatic definition of the term washing result should
be made;

* Formulation of a definition withing a MARPOl product category or groups
of products which have comparable washing characteristics;

* Establishment of a standardised testing procedure linked to MARPOl.
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Figure 40 : Cleaning pattern
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MEASUREMENT OF TANK ClEANLINESS
The completion of the washing process is at present determined by the concentration of the substance to be removed in the washing water (the
'Environmentally Clean' criterion). In addiction, the surveyor decides whether
the tank is 'Product Clean', often by means of chemica I analysis.
Both methods have their drawbacks:

* The Environmentally Clean test is an indirect method; it provides no
guarantee that the tank is actually clean;

* The Product Clean test is often time consuming and expensive.
The development of methods/equipment which can measure the pollutions on
the tank wall is regarded as very desirabie. It is expected that robotics will be
able to play a role here. One possibility would be a surveillance robot, which
could scan the tank wall. The parts off the wall identified by the robot as still
being dirty could then be cleaned by the the tank washing machine. It might
also be possible for the washing machine to be controlled by the robot.
With improvements on measuring techniques the number of washing cycli could
be reduced, leading to shorter port times. The lack of practical and reliable
measuring equipment results in the fact that improved washing techniques do
not directly lead to a reduction of the quantity of wash water.
A higher washing water temperature can in principle lead to less slops per
cargotank. A reduction of the amount of wash water can be attained by using
smaller tank washing machines. Many shipowners already employ machines
with 8 mm nozzles instead of 11 mmo What has to be aimed at in developing
smaller nozzles is to obtain a water jet range which remains the same or which
is adequate, but needs less water
Coating materials with better properties have to be developed as weil.
SHIP/TANK DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The final effect of these measures will pay off only in the medium long term,
when ships have been adapted or built accordingly to the latest views. In recent
decades the shipbuilders and shipowners have been creative in seeking new
ways of complying with the increasingly stringent regulations and specifications.
The amount of time spent washing is extremely dependant on the design and
construction of the cargo tank . In recent years, there has been a trend toward
tanks that are free of internals, such as structural parts and heating coils. Internal free tanks can be stripped and cleaned more effectively with a centrally
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placed washing machine. New regulations on double skins can also have a big
impact on the subject.
In general the better the washing and measuring techniques, the faster a tank
can be cleaned and inspected. Also the number of times a tank is rejected wil l
diminish .
In the case of newbuildings the installation of deck mounted self cleaning tankwash equipment could lead to better cleaning results. The reason th at most of
the chemical tankers use the portable equipment is its flexibility. The costs of a
portable tankcleaning system is about NLG 225,000, the costs of a deckmounted system is about NLG 1,000,000. The advantages of the deck mounted
system are however its higher wash effectivity, therefore its cleaning time is
shorter, compared to a portable system. This may result in a portable cieaning
time which is two times as high as the cleaning time with a deck mounted
system.
The man power needed with a portable system is higher than with a deck
mounted system.
If there is a lot of rain it is very difficult to dry the cargo tanks on the big ships.
In order to improve this, better drying equipment could be instalied.
THE MANIFOlD
The overall layout of the manifold is practical, however some small adjustments
might be of help with the hose connecting and disconnecting handlings .
The shape of the flanges is made in such a way that 12 bolts are needed to
fasten them; these bolts have nuts on both sides which require both hands to
fasten. If there could be a way to construct these flanges differently so one
needs only one hand to fasten them and with lesser bolts and still fullfil strength
and universal requirements , th is could be a way to shorten the connecting time
of the hoses and to lower the working pressure on the crew.
A standardization of equipment on all ship types could also be helpful to reduce
lost time in ca ss es of equipment failure.
OPERATIONAl RECOMMENDATIONS
Because of the high work pressure on the crew it might be interesting to look at
different ways of manning a ship. If it would be possible to divide the crew of a
chemical tanker into a sailing, maintenance crew and a port crew maybe considerable gains can be achieved in the port times.
At the moment there is a port coordinator assisting same of the port ca lls. This
is feit by the crew and others as an increase of the ship's productivity in port.
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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The sailing, maintenance crew should have a basic knowledge and some experience on discharging and loading cargoes. They should be able to clean tanks
during a trip.
The port crew will come onboard the ship at the main loading/discharging
regions (Rotterdam, Houston) and will handle all the cargohandlings and cleaning operations.
This is maybe a too big financial burden for one shipowner alone, so a port crew
pool might be established with other ship owners.
A reduction of the amount of activities which take place in Rotterdam can also
lead to better performance of the ship. Never change crews or part of the crew
(chief officer) at the start or during the port stay in Rotterdam. The crew which
loads a particular cargo has a lot of information about that cargo, which is not
always written down, so by changing the crew before discharging this can lead
to unforeseen problems.
A small laboratory which can be moved from one berth to another (on a truck),
which can be used by the surveyors to perform their analyses, could lead to less
time losses and might speed up the time used for analyses.
A reduction of the number of berths visited in one port call will also reduce the
time lost in port. This is of course difficult to achieve in the chemical trade. It
might be interesting to give the chartering department a tooi in which they can
see what the influence of an extra berth on the port costs and the ship's performance are. Cargoes with a bad cleaning reputation should also be avoided as
much as possible. The negative effects on the cleanliness of the cargo tank can
have a big influence on the ship's performance in consequetive after that particular cargo was carried.
Sometimes cargo tanks are used to collect slops. When a cargo tank has been
filled with a lot of different slops it is very difficult to clean such a tank. Maybe
other ways of collecting slops (decktanks) might lead to better results .
The difficulty about this subject is that all the information which needed to see
whether certain changes have an influence on the port time are not easyly available. All the time measurements which are relevant (e.g. pumptime, connect
time, discharging time, analysis time, clenaing time, etc.) are recorded by the
ship, the agents and the surveyors, but they disappear in a file and are hardly
ever used.
Why not connect a time measuring machine to the ship's loadmaster which
records and prints all the activities and their times . This reduces the enormous
amount of paperwork and the information which is stored on a disk is immediae-
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Iy available for planning and analysis. This system could even be connected to
the shipping system which is now used by the shipowner.
CONCLUSIONS
From the analysis there are several conclusions that can be drawn on the subject of to long port times.
The main reasons for time losses in the port of Rotterdam are excessive
analysis, non available berths, delayed barges, slow shore and low hydraulic
pressure.
The excessive analysis are a result of insufficient cleaning of the cargo tanks by
the crew, cargoes that are polluted, traffic jams, tough surveyors etc ..
The bad cleaning of the tanks can have various reasons like a very tough to
clean product that was previously in that tank, a crew th at is very busy, bad
working cleaning equipment and weather influences (When there is a lot of rain
it is very hard to dry the cargotanks) .
Non available berths can be the consequence of poor planning, time losses at
the beginning of the port call, other vessels occupying the berth etc.
There is a clear difference between the pumprates from the ship into a terminal
and from the ship into a barge. The reason for this is not very clear but has to
be the result of long lines at the terminal, clogged lines at the terminal, terminal
restrictions on pumprate, the siphon effect and sometimes discharging against
production.
Oue to all these causes of delay the 40,000 dwt ship type loses a total of 26.4
percent of its port time in Rotterdam and the 12,000 dwt ship type, 20 percent.
That is equal to about 3,500 USO lost per dav in the port of Rotterdam by a
40,000 ship type and about 1,000 USO per dav for a 12,000 dwt ship type and
those are only the expenses because of the port stay, the running and capital
casts are not incorporated.
On a yearly basis and extrapolated over all the port calls, this means a loss of
500,000 USO (30 percent of the total port expenses) per year for a 40,000
ship type and 140,000 USO (20 percent of the total port expenses) per year for
a 12,000 dwt ship type (these are estimates based on the port costs of Rotterdam).
Per year and extrapolated over all the ships in the chemical tanker fleet and
based on the port of Rotterdam, the fleet loses 20,500 USO every hour it stays
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too long in port. On a yearly basis and an average loss of 23 percent, this
amounts to 40,000,000 USO lost per year.
If the lost income is added, the amount of money lost for a 40,000 ship rises to
23,500 USO and for a 12,000 dwt ship to 13,000 USO. That means that every
hour a big ship stays longer in port, it loses 1,000 USO and a 12,000 dwt ship
500 USO.
The conclusions th at can be drawn from the port time program results in
Chapter 6 are the following :

*

They confirm the previous analysis of the actual port times and even give
an indication that there is even more time lost in port than previous
analysis suggested.

* They indicate that due to an accumulation of delays and a rising pressure
on the crew and the shore, the biggest delays arise in the last few
terminals.

*

The average theoretical time lost per terminal for the 40,000 ship types is
14 hours and if we delete the extreme ones the average is 9.75 hours for
the 40,000 ship type. For the 12,000 dwt ship types these figures are 12
hours and 8.6 hours respectively.

* In practice and compared with theoretica I va lues the 40,000 ship type
loses more time and money in the port of Rotterdam than the 12,000 dwt
ship type.

* Overall one can say that there is still a lot that can be done in order to
reduce th is lost time and by doing that, the costs and the time will not
only be reduced but the working pressure on the crew will also be
lowered
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PART 11 - PORT TIME ANAL YSIS OF CHEMICAL
TANKERS IN THE PORT OF HOUSTON
CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

THE ASSIGNMENT
This study is the result of a joint project of the departments Logistics headed by
Prof.dr.ir. J.J.M. Evers and the department Maritime Business Studies headed
by Prof.dr.ir. N.Wijnolst. Both departments are part of the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering and Marine Technology of Delft University of Technology. This
assignment is carried out under the authority of a shipping company managing
several chemical tankers out of Houston. During this study the client wil! be
refered to as 'the shipping company studied', 'the shipping company investigated' or the company will be mentioned under the pseudonym 'ABC
shipping company'.
The main objective of this study is to analyze the port calls of chemical tankers
in the port of Houston 1 and successfully implement a tooi which can help the
operational department of ABC shipping company to limit the time spent in port.
THE BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The operational and commercial department of ABC shipping company recognized that their vessels spent a lot of time in port compared to their time at sea.
The time the vessels spent in port is considered non-productive. That is why
ABC shipping company is interested in a study on the minimization of their port
casts. ABC shipping company is especially interested in analyzing the situation
in the port of Houston 1 because their vessels are spending most of their time in
this particular port.
When a chemical ship, managed by ABC shipping company, visits the port of
Houston 1, the vessel will generally laad or discharge at about six different
terminals. In total there are about 20 different terminals in Houston which
handle chemicals for vessels operated by ABC shipping company. Some of the
problems are:
1.ABC shipping company can not quantify how much time is lost and what the
causes of the delays are 2 • This makes it difficult to find adequate solutions to
reduce the time the vessels spend in port.
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2.The chemica I tankers often have to wait because a terminal is occupied. If
this is the case, the first six hours will be for the accoune of the shipping company investigated.
3.There is no accurate information available about the performance of the
different terminals which are visited. This makes the planning of the rotation of
the vessels in port difficult 4 •
The situation described above can be different for each terminal. Other factors,
such as the possibility to bunker, repair and take in supllies and spare parts are
also influencing the time spent in port .
The objective of this study is to make a user friendly operational port call planning model. The model should be able to:
a. Conduct a pre-planning;
b. Adjust the planning during the port call;
c. Make an evaluation of the planning performance;
The information on which the decisions in this model are based, should be
quantified in such a way that the simulation matches the real situation as good
as possible .
THE APPROACH OF THIS PROJECT
The project is divided into three parts:
1. First the actual situation has to be studied and the causes of delays
should be detected and quantified . 8ased on this information sufficient
solutions can be suggested to minimize the port time . Then the required
data to implement the chosen solution can be collected;
2. A sufficient user friendly model/tooi has to be developed to deal with the
problems detected in the first phase of the study;
3. Installation and testing of the simulation model and introducing the
software to the users.
The project was conducted during a 6 month period in 1993/1994.
THE CONTENT OF THIS REPORT
This report starts with a brief introduction explaining what happens during a
port call of a chemical tanker and which tasks the port agent has to fullfill
during the port call (Chapter 2). This is concluded with a brief description of the
port of Houston 1.
After the two introductory chapters, Chapter 3 contains the disturbance
analysis. This chapter explaines why chem ical tankers are delayed during port
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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calls . Chapter 4 explains the economic
owner/operator ot chemical tankers.

impact

of

port

delays to

the

Based on the results trom the disturbance analysis a scheduling tooi is
developed tor chemical tankers in the port of Houston 1 ('Route Simulation
Software'). First in Chapter 5 the objective of the port planning model is accurately defined and the available input data is studied. Based on the available
input information and the objective of the simulation model a modeling approach
is suggested. The proposed model is described with the assistance of flow chart
techniques and the most important parts of the simulation tooi are described in
more detail with the process description method [4)(Chapter 5).
Chapter 6 explains how the input data, gathered in the previous chapter, is
transformed into statistics in the 'Route Simulation Software' . The influence of
barge traffic in the port of Houston 1 and the flexibility of some terminals concerning cargo handling (flexible terminal layout) is also studied .
Based on the framework of the port simulation model developed in Chapter 5
and the available statistics (Chapter 6), the 'Route Simulation Software' could
be developed. Chapter 7 contains a description of the software. Both the
general context of the program and some interesting programming details are
described.
Chapter 8 contains the users guide of the 'Route Simulation Software' and
Chapter 9 contains a description of the testing and implementation of the
software. Finally, in Chapter 10 the conclusions are presented. In th is chapter
the situation in the port Houston 1 is also viewed from a broader perspective
resulting in a proposition of how cooperation between the parties involved can
reduce port times and consequently make the Port of Houston more cost-efficient and competitive.
Notes
1. Including Texas City and Freeport .
2. Of course the management of the shipping company investigated had agiobal impression of what
reasons of delays existed but management did not have hard facts about this subject available.
3. The charter hire of the vessels managed by ABC shipping company is about US$9000 a dav .
Paying for the first six hours results in additional costs of 6/24 x US$ 9000 = US$ 2250.
4. The planning is difficult because there are almost no facts available on which planning decisions
can be based.
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CHAPTER 2:

PORT CALL OF A CHEMICAL TANKER

INTRODUCTION
When analyzing port times of chemical tankers, detailed knowledge of the activities of chemical tankers in port is required. This chapter discusses the different activities of chemical tankers in port and the role of the port agent will be
explained. As the activities in the port of Houston ' are the subject of study in
this project, this chapter is concluded with a short description of the port area in
Houston' .
THE ACTlVITIES OF CHEMICAL TANKERS IN PORT
In Figure 1 the different aspects of a port call are summarized. The block
'customs' has a different pattern because boarding by customs and immigration
is just needed at the first terminal visited in the U.S.A. The block 'sea leg' has a
different pattern because it is not part of a port call.
When the vessel enters the port a pilot will board the ship in order to guide the
vessel safely to a berth . At the same time a Notice Of Readiness (NOR) will be
sent to the terminal which the ship is planning to dock . At the berth the vessel
often needs the assistance of tugboats for docking safely. After docking the
pilot will leave the ship. If the terminal visited is the first terminal visited in the
USA, the following government departments will board the ship:
a. Customs/immigration will board the ship to check if the information in
their administration is correct. When they board the ship a representative
from the port agent will accompany them and provide them with the
necessary documents. The clearance of the ship by customs should be
done within an hour.
b. The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) will board the ship to seal food
that is bought outside the USA and inspect the garbage.
c. The US Coast Guard can board the ship to check if all licenses are up to
date and carry out technical and safety inspections. The US Coast Guard
doesn't necessarily have to board the ship at the first terminal visited but
they often do th at for the convenience of the shipping company.
d. Sometimes the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) will board the ship to
look for drugs. The DEA can board the ship anytime they want.
When customs has cleared the ship, the dock master and the cargo surveyor
will board the ship. Both the dock master and the cargo surveyor will check if
their information about the cargo is correct. The cargo surveyor represents the
receiver or shipper of the cargo depending on the contract of affreightment. It is
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Figure 1: Diagram of a port call
the surveyors task to look after the cargo according to their clients instructions.
When a ship wants to load cargo , the surveyor will carry out the fol!owing
inspeetions:

*

The surveyor will always visually inspeet the eargo tanks. If their client
requires a physical inspeetion, a wall wash is earried out. The samples are
sent to a laboratory for analysis. The surveyors try to carry out the wall
washes before the ship docks the terminal where the tank actually is
going to be used. This is done to prevent large time losses due to th is
analysis. A visual inspection of the tank is always required at the berth of
loading, even when the tank has been wal! washed at a previous terminal.
* A visual inspeetion of the lines used in the cargo operations wil! always
be carried out by the surveyor. If the elient requires it, samples wil! be
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*

*
*

taken of the line for analysis in a laboratory . The samples of the line will
be taken at the end of the line at the part that is going to be connected to
the manifold of the vessel.
Sometimes the surveyor has to take foot samples of the cargo. This
means that a sample is taken of the cargo when one foot of the cargo is
pumped into the cargo tank. If the foot sample doesn't meet the required
standard, it could be necessary to pump the cargo back to share and then
again re-laad the tank with another foot sample.
After loading of the cargo is completed, a sample will be taken of the
cargo and this is again sent to a laboratory for approval. Most of the time
a vessel will start sailing before the final samples are analyzed.
The quantity of the cargo is measured (sounding) .

When discharging cargo a different procedure will be followed by the cargo
surveyor:

* The surveyor will take samples of the cargo and sent them to a lab for

*
*

analysis;
The lines are inspected visually and if necessary physically;
The quantity of the cargo is measured (sounding).

Cargo handling of the chemicals can proceed after the cargo lines are connected
to the manifold of the ship and the surveyor has approved the tanks, lines and
the cargo. The manifold is the pivot of all cargo lines at the ship (Figure 2). The
hoses are connected to the manifold by fastening the flange of the cargo line at
the manifold together with the flange of the cargo hose.
After cargo handling operations is completed, the vessel is ready for shifting to
the next terminal. The pilot will again board the ship and often the assistance of
tugs is required. When starting shifting a Notice Of Readiness (NOR) is sent to
the next terminal in the port. Of course, if the vessel is going to shift to another
port the NOR will not be sent to the terminal when arriving at the pilot station.
THE PORT AGENT
The port agent plays an important role when a ship is in port . The main task of
the port agent is to coordinate all activities of the ship in port:
a. Scheduling the vessel to the different terminals in port. When scheduling
the ship through the port the following points are taken into consideration:
1. The stowage plan of the vessel. Sometimes it is not possible to load a
certain cargo before another cargo;
2. The availability of a berth and the cargo.;
3 . The overall shift time between the different terminals .
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Figure 2 : Manifold of a chemical tanker
b. The port agent schedules the pilots, tugs and line men. When changes in
the time table of the vessel occur, rescheduling of the pilot, tugs and line
men may be required;
c. Transportation of crew members to the airport or to medical services and
crew changes are arranged;
d. The port agent prepares the documents for customs and immigration;
e. The port agent has intensive contact with the vessel when it is visiting
Houston. The agency tries to visit a vessel in port at least once a day. He
will also take care of themail and do other small favours for the crew;
f. Arranging the bunkering of the ship. The bunkers are purchased by the
operations department of the shipping company .
In the context of this study, especially the scheduling tasks of the port agent
are of importance.
THE PORT OF HOUSTON'
The port of Houston contains all terminals located around the Houston Ship
Channel and the terminals in Bayport . Both Texas City and Freeport 2 area considered as being different ports because they are each part of a different customs district. The map of the port area around Houston shows how the relevant
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terminals for the shipping company studied are located in relation to each other
(Figure 3).

DOW

Freeport

Figure 3 : Port of Houston
For various reasons a vessel has to wait for a certain dock because the dock is
occupied . The problems arising when a vessel has to wait for a berth can partly
be expla ined by the geography of the port. If a vessel for instance has to wait
for GATX (Galena Park) located far up in the Houston Ship Channel, there are
two options: (1) docking at a layby berth and (2) anchorage at the anchorage
place. Both these possibilities have specific drawbacks:
1. When docking at a layby berth additional costs are involved because lines
men have to be arranged and of ten a tug is needed 3 . These costs come in
addition to the docking fee of the specific layby berth and costs of sh ifting the vessel to this berth.
2. The anchorage option has as main drawback that the vessels have to be
anchored at Bolivar Road which is located in the beginning of the Houston
Ship Channel. This results in high shifting costs and a lot of lost time.
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Notes
1. The port of Houston is defined in such a way that the port of Texas City and Freeport are
included.
2 . Freeport is about a one hours drive from Houston .
3. All vessels docking at a berth in Houston are required to hire a mooring company even if the crew
of the vessel can take care of the lines themselves . This is the result of the strong presence of the
labour unions .
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CHAPTER 3:

DISTURBANCE ANAl YSIS

INTRODUCTION
In order to create insight into the causes of delays of chem ical tankers in port a
statistica I analysis of the delays is required. Two vessels were studied
intensively during totally 31 po rt calls to Houston.
The information used when making the statistica I analysis of the port times is
based on the administrative files. In this context it is necessary to know how
the administration is organized and in which way the different files are
processed. The paragraph 'Structure of the administration' will explain the
different files available in the administration concerning the operations of the
vessels . Next, will be explained which particular information is required for the
statistical analysis of the delays in port and how this relates to the information
ava ilable in the administration (paragraph 'Disturbance analysis'). Finally, the
results of the statistica I analysis are presented.
STRUCTURE OF THE ADMINISTRATION
In the administration of the shipping company investigated there are four important types of administrative sheets which contain information of the dav to dav
operations of the vessels available. All of the information is filed separately for
each ship and voyage. A voyage is in this case defined as a roundtrip which
starts at the first loading port and ends at the last port of discharge.
Daily vessel report
The Daily Vessel Report contains information about the current and future
positions of the vessels . The service coordinator writes the Daily Vessel Report
in superv ision of the operational manager.
The information in the Daily Vessel Report is based on information received
from the master of the ships and the port agents. The estimates for the future
position of the vessel are made by the port agents, brokers and the operational
manager.
Each dav all employees in the head office in Houston receive a Daily Vessel
Report . They use the report to plan their activities. For example, the executive
ass istant responsible for crewing, uses the report to coordinate crew changes.
Technica l management uses the Daily Vessel Report fo r the planning of repair
and maintenance of the vessels .
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The Leg Report
The Leg Report is produced by the commercial manager. The Leg Report contains a voyage schedule of the different vessels. The report is produced in a
special computer program available on the computer network of the company.
The program contains all the distances between the different ports and information about the speed of the ships (nautical miles per day). In this way the
program is able to calculate the time necessary for each leg. The time required
for cargo handling at each terminal is produced by an educated guess of the
commercial manager.
The program also contains a feature that makes it possible to update the Leg
Report with information available on the Daily Vessel Report. When certain data
changes (for instance because of a delay) all other data is corrected
automatically.
The Leg Report is produced every two days and distributed to all employees in
the head office, port agents and important clients.
Statement Of Facts
The Statement Of Facts gives information about the activities of a ship at a
particular terminal. The information in the Statement Of Facts is recorded from
the moment the ship tenders notice of readiness (NOR) until the ship has disconnected the hose after finishing loading and/or discharging at a terminal. The
Statement Of Facts both records some key data concerning the cargo handling
and some figures concerning the ship . On the bottom of the form is space for
remarks . After the form is filled out by the chief mate (direct responsible for
cargo handlingL both the master of the vessel and the agent should check The
Statement Of Facts on its correctness .
The Statement Of Facts is sent to the operations department in the head office .
The operational manager uses the Statement Of Facts to see whether there
have occurred delays which were not ag reed in the freight contract. The
demurrage calculations are based on information available through the
Statement Of Facts and the freight contracts. The operational manager passes
the demurrage calculation on to commercial management. Commercial management decides if the company is going to collect the demurrage . The commercial
manager also evaluates the freight rates given to a certain client for a certain
commodity transported between two specific terminals 2 .
Summary of the Statement Of Facts
During a voyage a Statement Of Facts is produced each time the ship visits a
terminal. For the convenience of management the key-figures of these
Statements Of Facts are summarized on one page (A4) . For each voyage two
summaries are made, one for the load ports and one for the discharge ports .
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DISTURBANCE ANAl YSIS
During port calls of a ship there are various causes for delays . First, the most
important reasons for delays are explained (paragraph 'Delays in port'). When
making an overall disturbance analysis it is desirabie to create categories corresponding to the various reasons for delays. To achieve th is, the necessary
information should be available. The way the administration is organized made it
necessary to chose another classification of the delays (paragraph 'Grouping of
delays'). Finally iit s explained in detail how the information available in the
administration is put into a spreadsheet to make the overall disturbance
analysis.
Delays in port
From studying literature [1] and through interviews with the operational
manager the following reasons tor delays were found:
a. Excessive analysis: This is defined as additional analysis required by either
clients or terminal;
b . low hydraulic pressure: This appears when the vessels pumps are not
working weil (slow loading/discharging ratel;
c. Slow shore: The shore can for instance cause delays because of mechanical breakdowns of their equipment, administrative procedures, non
availability of the cargo or the non availability of clean hoses;
d. Pilot late: Sometimes the pilots are not in time to board the ship at the
pilot station or at the berth;
e. Surveyor late: When the ship is docked the cargo surveyor should board
the ship right away because the cargo handling can only start when the
surveyor has finished his job;
f. Cleaning: Normally the tanks are cleaned when the ship is sailing and
there should not be any delays in port because of cleaning. Though if the
surveyor doesn't give the clean tank a certificate, an additional cleaning
operation could be necessary;
g. Weather: This could for instance be fog, storms or hurricanes;
h. Poor planning;
i. Equipment breakdown: Some of the ships operated by the shipping company studied have sometimes problems with their ballast pumps;
j. Shifting delays: Delays in the transit time between the terminals;
k. Occupied berth: It happens that the berth which a vessel wants to visit is
occupied. In this case the ship has to wait.
When studying the administrative fiies at the shipping company headquarters it
seemed difficult to determine delays and attribute them to one of the categories
mentioned above. This problem exists because of several reasons:
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1. When looking at the Statement Of Facts it appears that if delays occur,
the reasons for the delays should be mentioned at the remarks. Unfortunately the chief mates of the ships, writing the Statement Of Facts, do
not write detailed explanations when delays occur.
2. It is clear that not everybody has the same definition of ship's delay and
the accuracy of the measurement of delays differs a lot from one chief
mate to another.
3. In order to detect the delays as grouped in the beginning of this
paragraph a detailed description of the entire port stay of the ship and a
detailed description of cargo handling operations is needed. These
documents do most often not ex ist in the administration of a shipping
company.
Because of the problems mentioned above, it was necessary to rearrange the of
different delay categories. The way of grouping delays and how th is is
compatible with the administrative files available is explained in the following
paragraph.
Grouping of delays
For the statistical analysis of the delays three types of administrative files
seemed useful: the Daily Vessel Report. the Statement Of Facts and the
summary of the Statement Of Facts. The Leg Report seemed in this context to
be less useful because of its planning character.
When making the statistical analysis, the following basic assumptions were
made:
1. No double notation of delays are made. For example, if two products are
loaded at the same time and in both cargo operations delays occur, only
the cargo operation which created an overall delay will be noted as being
delayed. This way of notation is chosen because if all delays are written
down, the picture of the delay time compared to time used for terminal
operations would be unrealistic .
2. When cargo handling operations could have proceeded taster than they
did, there must be some kind of a delay .
3. Time lost because of a ship docking at a layby berth because of maintenance and repairs are excluded (offhire).
The delays occurring during port calls are grouped as follows:
a. Not available berth (NA berth): When a ship is delayed because of an
occupied berth the ship can either anchor or dock at a layby berth. When
the ship is anchored the reason for anchoring should be mentioned in the
Statement Of Facts at the appropriate blanc . When the ship is docked at
a layby berth because of an occupied berth, this is most of the time
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mentioned
A4/0CC'.

in the Daily Vessel Report.

For example,

'Docked Dow

There are different reasons for the berth being not available:

* Another ship is docked at the berth;
* Technical problems at the terminal;
* Administrative forms of ship and terminal do not match;
* The cargo is not available at the terminal.
b. Excessive analysis (Exc.An .): The excessive analysis occurs most of the
time when the loading of cargo is stopped and then later on resumed
(foot sample) . At the Statement Of Fact form there is an appropriate
blanc for both stopping cargo operations (STOPPED) and resuming cargo
operations (RESUMED). Sometimes there are remarks placed on the bottom of the form concerning this matter.
In general, there are two main reasons for the excessive analysis (foot
sample):

* The analysis is required by the shipper;
* The analysis is required by the terminal due to security .
c. Low pressure (Slow loading/discharging ratel: Most of the times the crew
doesn't mention low pressure as being a factor of delay. To see whether
the speed of pumping is sufficient, it is necessary to compare the pumping performance with a minimum required pumping rate. The actual
pumping ra te can be calculated with numbers available on the Statement
Of Facts . First the quantity of the product is needed . The Statement Of
Fact contains two numbers concerning this matter, 'SHIP FIGURES' and
'SHaRE FIGURES' . 'SHIP FIGURES' gives the quantity of cargo loaded
according to ship measurement equipment and 'SHaRE FIGURES' gives
the quantity of cargo loaded according to the shore measurement installation. The average of these two numbers are used for the calculation of
the pump rate. The time used for pumping is available by subtracting the
time when loading commenced from the time when loading IS completed .
When cargo operations are stopped due to excessive analysis, the time
lost will be subtracted from the loading time.
To judge whether a pumping performance is sufficient, the performance
should be compared with pumping rates of the same product in the past.
These numbers were not available in the office in Houston. Therefore a
list of minimum required pumping rates for the different commodities was
constructed in co-operation with the operational manager. The numbers
are based on his experience.
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If the performed pump ra te is slower than the minimum required pumping
rate, the time difference will be attributed to the low pressure category.
The reasons for slow pump rates could be:

* Leakage of pump or hoses;
* Problems with the hydraulic system;
* Loading/discharging out of trucks or railcars;
* High back pressure .
d. Slow shore I: When a ship docks at the terminal it should, according to
the operational manager, be able to start loading within two hours . If the
loading operations commenced more than two hours after docking, the
time lost will be ascribed to the category "slow shore I" . If time is lost
because of that the surveyor is late, this is taken into consideration when
calculating the time lost. For example, if the ship docks at 0400, the
surveyor is on board at 0420 and cargo operation is commenced at 0700
the following delays will be calculated: 0 .33 hours will be attributed to
the surveyor category and 7 - 4 - 2 - 0.33 = 0.67 hours will be ascribed
to the "slow shore I" category.
There are different reasons why the cargo handling operation starts later
than two hours after docking:

* Slow analysis;
* Technical problems at the terminal;

*

The cargo is not available;

* Administrative forms of ship and terminal do not match.
e. Slow shore 1/: When a ship completes loading it should be able to start
shifting within two hours (according to the operational manager). If the
time exceeds two hours the time lost wil! be ascribed to the category
"slow shore ,,". The time of completion of cargo handling operations is
written down in the Statements Of Facts (COMPLETED) . The time when
the ship starts shifting is written down in the Statement Of Facts of the
next terminal in the rotation (STARTED SHIFTING). The time when a ship
starts shifting is also available through the Daily Vessel Report.
Reasons for delays after cargo handling operations are completed could
be:

*

Administrative procedures;

* Pilot not ready;
* Analysis not complete.
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f. Slow share 11/: At one terminal a ship can load various kinds of products.
Ships managed by the shipping company studied will load from 1 to 6
different products at a terminal. The stowage plan of the ship is almost
always arranged in such a way that loading of all products at the same
time is possible. Though it happens often that the terminals load some of
the products after each other. Delays occurring because of this are
ascribed to the category Slow shore 111 .
Reasons for not loading all the products at the same time could be:

* Not enough man power available at the terminal;

*

Not enough hoses or lines available.

g. Surveyor late: When the surveyor is not available right after docking,
cargo handling operation cannot commence in time because the inspection by a surveyor has to be done first. The arrival time of the surveyor is
written down in the Statement Of Facts.
Reasons for delayed boarding of the surveyor could be:

* Laxity of the surveyor;
* Traffic;
* The surveyor is delayed on the terminal.
h. Shifting: To discover delays in the shifting time there must be numbers
available about the ave rage shifting time. At the head office in Houston
these numbers where not available but the master of one of the vessels
had a form with all the distances and shifting times between terminals in
the Houston area. According to the master of this vessel a deviation of
20 minutes in the shifting times is acceptable. Therefore we can speak of
a delay in the shifting time if the performed shifting time exceeds the
shifting time mentioned on captain Ocanola's form plus 20 minutes. The
performed shifting time is available on the Statement Of Facts by subtracting 'START SHIFTING' from 'SAFEL Y MOORED AT DOeK ' .
Reasons for delays in shifting time could be :

* Weather;

*

Heavy traffic in the shipping channel;

* Mechanical problems with the ship.
i.

Miscellaneous: Delays due to weather will be mentioned in the remarks of
the Statement Of Facts and sometimes there will be a remark at the Daily
Vessel Report as weil. On the Daily Vessel Report there would for
instance appear aremark like 'SAILED DOW A4/FOG' .
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Statistical analysis of port delays
When making the statistica I analysis, data concerning both the two vessels
were studied (Vessel 1 and Vessel 2).
Vessel 1 was chosen for th is study because this ship has the largest earning
capacity of the shipping company studied. The statistical analysis will be most
useful for the vessels with the largest earning capacity because possible time
savings in port will generate most money. Voyages of the last 2.5 years were
studied.
Vessel 2 was studied because th is ship makes more than twice as many
voyages a year than Vessel 1 (16 a year versus 7 a year) and because it
operates in another trade than Vessel 1. In this way it is possible to get a better
general picture of the port of Houston 2 • The data of 1992 concerning Vessel 2
was entered into a spreadsheet (15 voyages). In total 31 voyages were studied
(Vessel 1 and Vessel 2).
Information about delays in the port of Houston 2 available in the administration
of the shipping company was entered into spreadsheets and organised in
categories as explained in the previous paragraph. At the head office, administrative files were readily available for the last 2.5 years. When entering the
information into the spreadsheet the problem occured that there we re not
always explanations in the administration available for certain delays. In these
cases common sense was used to figure out what kind of delay occurred 3 .
After making the statistica I analysis of the different causes of delays, the data
was re-arranged in such a way that the performance of the different terminals
could be investigated. For each visit to the terminal the total time delay caused
by the terminal was entered into a spreadsheet. The same was done for delays
just caused by an occupied berth. Also the delay time excluding time lost
because of an occupied berth is calculated. In this way it was possible to get an
insight of terminaloperation performance.
RESULTS
The results of the statistical analysis are discussed in this paragraph. First the
results concerning the causes of delays will be discussed and finally the results
of the analysis concerning the terminal performance are presented.
Causes of delays
The results concerning delays of both Vessel 1 and Vessel 2 are summarized in
two pieOcharts (Figure 4). The categories 'Pilot late', 'Cleaning' and 'Bad
equipment' are not incorporated in the pie concerning Vessel 1 because their
share of the total delay time is negligible (0.25%, 0.39% and 0.18% respecti
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vely). For the same reason the categories 'Pilot late' and 'Miscellaneous' are
excluded trom the pie concerning Vessel 2 (0.07% and 0.02% respectively).

Vessel1

Vessel2

Total delay Is 974 hours

Total delay Is 775 hours

NA berth (45%)

Analysls (1

Slow shore I (1

Surveyor (5.6%) Slow shorol
Shilling (3.3%)
Ioad

raio (1.4%)

I (6.1 %)
shore 111 (1%)

Slow shore 11
Slow shore 111 (6.4%)

Figure 4: Vessel delays
When comparing the charts of the two vessels it appears that the largest difference is found in the category miscellaneous. This category contains delays due
to weather. Serious delays due to for instance hurricanes do not occur very
often, but when they occur it of ten results in large delays. In 1992 vessel 1
was for instance delayed for more then 36 hours because of the hurricane
Hugo.
Combining the data of both Vessel 1 and Vessel 2 results in Figure 5. From this
figure it appears that the category 'NA berth' is a major cause of delay in the
rotation of the ship through the port of Houston, Texas City and Freeport.
Delays due to slow shore operations have a share of 32.5 % of the total delay
time.
It is of course also interesting to compare the total delay time with the total
time spent in port during the same period. The total time spent in the port of
Houston during the 31 voyages which were analyzed can be calculated from the
Daily Vessel Reports. In total 4030 hours were spent in port during the 31 voyages. With a total delay of 1749 hours during the same period, it is clear that
43% of the time spent in port is lost because of delays 4. Delays due to
occupied berth resulted in a loss of 17.4% of the total port time 5 •
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Total delay is 1749 hours
NA berth (40%)

Analysis (8.8%)
Slow share I (15.8%)

Slow Share 111 (6.7%)

Figure 5: Port delays
Terminal Analysis
When reading the results on the following pages, it is important to keep in mind
that the call frequency of the different terminals differ a lot from one terminal to
another. The call frequency for the two vessels which were studied during a
period of time is printed in Figure 6.
It is clear that Paktank Deer Park was the terminal most visited by Vessel 1 and
Vessel 2. Also the DOW terminal in Freeport is visited very often.
Making statistics based on just a few calls can be misleading. That is why
prudenee is required when interpreting the results concerning the terminals Old
manchester, Fertifex, Shell, Sterling and Paktank Galena Park.
When the total delay time caused by the terminal is calculated and arranged per
terminal, the results can be summarized in Figure 7 6 •
The d iagram in Figure 7 above doesn't re late the number of terminal visits to
the total time lost. It could for instance happen that the DOW terminal is visited
10 times more often than the Stantrans terminal which means that the
Stantrans terminal actually performs worse than the OOW terminal. To get an
insight in the performance of the terminal, the average delay is calculated by
dividing the total time lost at a terminal by the number of visits to the terminal
(Figure 8).
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Figure 6 : Call frequency of the terminals
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Figure 8: Terminal performance
From the bar diagram it appears that in average 20 hours are lost for eaeh visit
to the DOW terminal and 16 hours are lost when visiting the Paktank Deer Park
terminal. City Doek appears to be the best performing terminal of the terminals
listed above. Terminals whieh were visited less than 10 times during the investigation period are exeluded from the diagram.
In the farmer paragraph was eoneluded th at the eategory 'NA berth' was a
major eause of delay. Therefore it would be interesting to see whieh terminals
are major eontributors to this eategory of delay (Figure 9 and Figure 10).
Figure 10 shows that the vessels visiting the DOW and Paktank Deer Park
terminals had to wait in average more than 10 hours before doeking. Surprising
is that the waiting time for a berth at the Exxon terminal is as low as 0.5 hour
in average. The Exxon terminal is known as a terminal where many delays
oeeur.
When eomparing the delays in port eaused by an oceupied berth it is important
to notiee that the DOW terminal is loeated in Freeport. The DOW terminal is the
only terminal in Freeport. This means that if a ship has arrived in Freeport, it has
to sail for DOW. If their doeks are oceupied, the vessel cannot be rescheduled
to another terminal. The Paktank Deer Park terminal in Houston doesn't have
the same problem beeause many other terminals are loeated near the terminal,
whieh makes it possible to resehedule the vessel.
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Tota! delay due to NA berth is 692 hours
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Figure 9: NA berth per terminal
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Figure 10: Terminal performance

When dividing the number of times 'NA berth' occurred at a terminal through
the total number of v isits to th at specific terminal Figure 11 is produced.
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Of course the numbers in Figure 11 do not give an actual picture of the occupancy rate of the terminal. The data available at one specific shipping company is influenced by the possibilities to reschedule the vessels .
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Figure 11
It would also be interesting to take notice of the performance of the terminal
when the category 'NA berth' is excluded . In this way the delays due to other
causes of delay can be calculated (Figure 12 and Figure 13).
From the fseigures it is clear that both OOW and Exxon are the worse
performers concerning shore operations 7 • This is the reason why Exxon in the
overall delay performance diagram performs bad though it is one of the best
performing terminals concerning berth availability. Interesting is also that Paktank's shore operations causes in average 40% less t ime lost than the shore
operations of the OOW terminal.
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Figure 13: Terminal performance
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Notes
1. Some terminals always refuse to pay for demurrage bills passed on from the cargo owner. When
evaluating freight rates these potential extra costs for the shipping company have to be taken into
consideration.
2. Port of Houston including Texas City and Freeport
3 . From experience the operational manager could most often find a reason for a particular delay.
4. It is important to notice that part of the time lost due to delays was compensated through
demurrage claims.
5 . Wh en a berth is occupied the first six hours are for the shipping companies account. Economical
loss because of longer waiting times can be compensated through demurrage claims .
6. Terminals with a share less than 1 percent of the total delay are not included in the pie.
7. Other causes of delay than shore operations are also included though their share is small compared to shore delays .
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CHAPTER 4:

PORT COSTS

INTRODUCTION
In maritime transportation the ships are a certain time of the year in port. The
time spent in port is considered as being non-productive because cash flow is
generated only by transporting products from origin to destination, not by
moving them around in port. Therefore shipowners try to limit the time their
vessels spent in port.
For the chemical shipping companies the time spent in port is considerable. The
amount of time spent in port depends on the size of the ships, the route of the
vessel', the commodities transported and the port facilities available. It is quite
obvious that there are large amounts of money involved in these port stays. In
the context of the port time analysis, it would of course be interesting to figure
out how much money actually is spend in port. Therefore, first is explained how
both the total time spent in port of the vessels and the costs involved are calculated and finally the result of this analysis is presented.
TIME AND COST CALCULATION
The calculation of the total time and money spent in port is based on two kinds
of administrative sheets available at the shipping company investigated, the
Final Estimate Report and the Voyage Summary.
Final Estimate Report
The Final Estimate Report is made by commercial management and contains the
arrival date to a port, port name, sailing time, port time, port costs, the
commodities transported, client's name, quantity, freight ra te and bunker
surcharge. The gross and net income as weil as costs for each cargo and for the
total voyage is calculated.
The same form also contains an estimate of the costs of tank cleaning, cleaning
chemicais, persistent oil and representation. The estimated costs for tank
cleaning contain the extra bonuses for the crew. Cleaning the tanks is not a
very pleasant job. The category persistent oil contains costs made for extra
insurance premiums when transporting oils which do not disperse when spilled .
The money spent on representation contains dues paid in port.
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Voyage summary
The voyage summary is produced by the accounting department of the shipping
company. It gives a summary of the costs and income involved for each voyage
of the ships in a specific year. For each voyage the following data are presented:

* Net revenues. The net revenue is calculated by multiplying the quantity of
products transported by the matching freight rates;

* Charter hire. The charter hire contains the hire of the ships, manning

*
*

*
*
*

costs and provisions;
Fuel;
Port costs. The port costs are defined as the out-of-pocket costs like
pilot, tug as weil as canal fees and includes the costs for tank cleaning,
cleaning chemica Is, persistent oil and representation costs;
Demurrage;
Total costs;
Gross results.

The Voyage Summary is made for general management and the auditors .
The calculation
The calculation of time and money spent in port is based on the financial year of
1992. The following assumptions are made:

* The port costs are defined as the total costs of having a ship in port. This
includes both out-of-pocket costs 2 and the charter hire of the ship during
the period it stays in port. Therefore it is necessary to calculate the total
time the ships spent in port. Excluded from the port costs are the costs
for tank cleaning, cleaning chemicais, persistent oil and representation.
* The calculation is based on the 6 vessels ope rated by the shipping company investigated . Vessels which are chartered for a limited period of
time are excluded.
* The ports of Freeport, Texas City and Houston are considered as one
port.
* The assumption above implies that the shifting time between the different
ports (now considered as one) should be included in the port time . For
practical reasons these shift times are excluded from the port time. The
difference in the total port time will not be influenced substantially
because of this simplification 3 •
In order to calculate the desirabie data, relevant data is entered into a spreadsheet. For each voyage the costs of tank cleaning, cleaning chemica Is, persist
oils (including representation), total port days and port days in Houston (inclu-
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ding Texas City and Freeport) are entered into the spreadsheet. This information
can be obtained from the Final Estimate Reports.
With information from the spreadsheet the total port costs can be calculated.
First, the part of the charter hire which should be contributed to the port costs
is calculated (total charter hire at the Voyage Summary x total port days / total
days in 1992). The desirabie port casts are calculated as follaws:
( +) Total port costs according to Voyage Summary
( - ) Tank cleaning casts, cleaning chemicals etc.
( +) Share of charter hire
Result : Total port costs (including charterhire)

The results are presented in the following paragraph.
RESULTS
From the calculations in the spreadsheet it seems that the total port time is
about one third of the total time available 4 . About 35% of the time spent in port
is spent in the port of Houston 5 (Figure 14). In this context it is important to
notice that one of the vessels of the shipping company studied never visits
Houston. Therefore the share of the port time in Houston for the other five
ships is even larger (39 .5%).

Houston versus other ports

Year1992

0Ih0r pons (64.9%)

Saillng (67.8%)

Figure 14: Time overview
The total costs a year was about US$ 24 .3 million 6 • About 44% of this amount
is spent during port calls 7 • Of the money spent in port about 53% is spent on
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out-of-pocket expenses and the remaining costs are costs due to charter hire 8
(Figure 15) .

Tota! costs a year

Port

US$ 24.3 mlillon

costs a year

US$ 10.72 mlillon

Charter hlre (47.1 %)
FueI (9%)

Others(3%)

Out-of-pocket money (52.9%)

Ch.hire saa leg (44%)

Figure 15: Costs
From the pie charts it is possible to calculate that US$ 3.75 million was spent in
the port of Houston 5 in 19929 . When visiting the port of Houston a ship will on
average visit 6 terminals. This means that during the 60 voyages the vessels of
the shipping company studied made in 1992 1 about 360 terminals were visited
in Houston. The average costs of visiting a terminal is than about US$1 0400.

°,

Economie background for reducing time lost in port
It would of course be interesting to calculate what economic consequences the
reduction of delays in port would have.
The study of the delays showed that 40% of the time lost in port is caused by
an occupied berth. This is the reason why it seems desirabie to make a model of
the port of Houston where an optimal rotation of the vessels is calculated.
According to commercial management US$2500 additional profit per ship can
be made for each dav that is saved. The additional profit is large because the
fixed costs are high (about 70%).
In the disturbance analysis it appeared that a vessel loses 43% of the time
spent in port and that 40% of all time lost is caused by an occupied berth . In
the calculation of the port costs it appeared that 32.2% of the available time is
spent in port and that 35.1 % of all time spent in port is spent in the port of
Houston 5 • For each percent time savings in awaiting for a berth, additional
annual earnings can be created (only for the port of Houston 5 ):
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[Nett revenues/day]*[No. of ships)*[No. days/year) *0.322 *0.351 *0.43*0.40*.0.01 =
US$2500 *6 *365 *0.322 *0.351 *0.43 *0040 *0.01 =US$1 065
A 30% improvement through better scheduling of the vessels in the port of
Houston 5 will generate additional earnings of US$ 32000 a year.

Notes
1. Short routes means that a relative high percentage of the time is spent in port.
2. Out-of-pocket costs contains costs made in port for tugs , mooring companies, pilots etc .
3. Because the relevant ports are more or less located next to each other.
4. The total time available: 6 vessels x 365 days = 2190 days . From the spreadsheet it appears
that totally 704.43 days were spent in port in 1992 . Conclusion: 100 x 704 .43 / 2190 = 32.2% .
5. Including Texas City and Freeport.
6. This is exc1uding the payed demurrage bills. Therefore in reality the costs would be slightly lower.
7 . Total port costs (including charterhirel was US$ 10 .72 million in 1992.
8. The out-of-pocket costs is calculated by subtracting the c1eaning costs, cleaning chemica Is etc.
from the total costs according to the Voyage Summary.
9. Share of port ot Houston in total amount of port days (0 .35) x total port costs (US$ 10 .72
million) = US$ 3.75 million. Demurrage is exc1uded trom this calculation .
10. Exc1uding that one vessel which never visits the port of Houston.
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CHAPTER 5:

MODELING THE ACTlVITIES IN PORT

INTRODUCTION
From the previous chapters it has become clear that optimizing the scheduling
of a vessel visiting the port of Houston ' makes financial sense. In order to
achieve this a simulation model/taal has to be developed.
Making a model of the chemical shipping activities in port is apracess which
can be divided in several parts. First it is necessary to accurately define the
objective of the port planning model (paragraph 'Objective of the simulation
model') and to define the input data required. Successful implementation of a
scheduling taal very much depends on the availability and the quality of the
input data. Therefore the paragraph 'Available input data' will explain which
inputdata is available for the simulation. Next, in the paragraph 'Simulation and
programming approach' is explained in which way the real life situation in port
can be translated into a computer model. Chapter 5 is concluded by explaining
the modeling approach in more detail with the assistance of flow chart techniques and the process description methad (paragraph 'General description of the
computer model').
OBJECTIVE OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
The objective of the simulation model is to make a taal for the port agent which
helps him to schedule the vessels through the port of Houston '. When a vessel
visits the port of Houston " relevant information will be entered into the program
and the time required for all the different combinations of the rotation through
port will be calculated. The tooi will point out the fastest route based on the
input information and statistics concerning the performance of the different
terminals . The port time will be used as a unit of measurement. The consequences of the following policies can for instance be evaluated:
1. At this time the Paktank Deerpark terminal is always visited right away
when it is available. What is the influence of this policy on the total time
spent in port? Could other terminals be eligible for such a policy? And
what influence has the current position of the vessel?
2. The port agent tries to schedule the vessels to the terminal which is
located furthest in the Ship Channel. Wh at are the consequences of this
policy?
Figure 16 contains a schematic outline of the model.
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INPUT DATA REQUIRED

The movements of chem ical ships in the port of Houston must be simulated in
such a way that the occupancy ra te of t he terminals correspond with the actual
situation. Therefore the quality of the input data is of great impo rtance.
There are two ways of simulating the activities in port : (1) from the ship's point
of view and (2) from the terminal point of view :
1. Each time a chemica I ship enters the port, the terminals which are going
to be visited are drawn from a certain distribution. This way of modeling
requires the following input data:
* Number of chemical vessels entering the port;
* Which terminals are going to be visited ;
* Laytime at the terminals;
* Routing strategy for each vessel;
* Shift times between the different terminals .
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2. For each terminal the interarrival time and the laytime is drawn from a
valid distribution for a specific terminal. This way of modeling requires the
tollowing input data:
* Statistics of the intermediate arrival times tor each specific terminal;
* Statistics of the laytimes of the vessels for each specific terminal;
* Shift times between the different terminals.
The choice of the modeling approach w ill be dependent on the information
available. The following paragraph will explain which relevant sou rees are
available and what input data can be generated.
AVAllABlE INPUT DATA
Sources tor the data reguired tor the simulation model
The model/tooi will require certain basic information about the terminals. The
information required for this study was not available in the administration of the
shipping company studied . The following companies or institutions were visited
in the search for relevant information:

*

A towing company;

* The Houston Pilots;

* The Port Authorities of Houston;
* Marine Exchange of The West Gulf, Inc.;
* US Coast Guard.
It was clear that the US Coast Guard had the most complete picture of the
different terminals and the information was arranged in such a way that a
statisticaloverview of docking times and interarrival times could be made.
Another advantage of the USCG is that they are obliged to give information to
other institutions or companies according to The Freedom of Information Act.
The organisation of the administration at the USCG is explained in the following
paragraph arranged.
Because both the docking times and the interarrival times could be derived from
information available at the US Coast Guard the modeling approach from the
terminal point of view was chosen (as explained in the previous paragraph). The
interarrival time (lAT) is here defined as the time between departure of a ship
from a terminal and docking of the next ship to the terminal.
The Marine Exchange had some general information about ship movements
available. The Marine Exchange of The West Gulf is a non-profit membership
organization which provides information on deepsea vessel arrivals at the port of
Houston and other West Gulf ports. From a lookout station at Morgan's point,
Marine exchange personal identify deepsea vessels as they enter the port of
Houston. The information reported includes: name of vessel, flag of vessel, type
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of vessel, passing time at Morgan's Point, first berth and agent or operator.
Each month statistics are made concerning the number of arrivals of the different types of vessels (Figure 17).
Arrivals Sy Type - Port of Houston - Jul, 1993
DEC NOV OCT SEP AUG JUL JUN MAY
BB-Break Bulk
95 81 91
BC-Bulk Carrier
32 39 32
CL-Cablc Layer
0
0
0
Q-Conll',part
13 20 11
CS-Conll', Culi
21 24 21
cr-Tanker,Chem.
69 82 75
LA-LASH
0
0
0
LN-LPG/LNG
31 24 21
N/C.Not Osfd_
0
0
0
0
0
0
NA-NaVY,combat
OB.()re/Buik/Oil
15 5
8
RE-Research
0
0
0
RF-Reefer,CulI
0
0
1
16 13 14
RO-Roll on/ocr
111 118 119
TK·Tan1ter,oü
0
0
0
11.-Tug. U,ht+
33 20 28
li-Tu&ltow+
VC·Vehide Carr.
11
6
7
+ - Offshore Tu,s only
" - Special oU indusll'Y ship Ik hospitallmercy ship_

APR MAR FEB JAN 1993 . JUL
83

47
0
14
21
75
0
26
0
0
9
0
2
12
114
1
21
5

88
46
0
11
21
71
0
36
2"
0
12
2
1
14
120
0
16
6

89
38
1
13
21
68
0
31
0
0
7
0
0
13
128
0
14
4

92
50
0
20
21
73
0
33
1
0
8
0
1
11
129
0
21
7

625
284

1
102
157
513
0
202
3
0

64
2
5
93

839
1
153
46

80
39
0
18
23
75
0
45
0
0
9
1
0
13
120
0
13

11

1992
SlIB
298
0
98
162
548
2

260

1
1
61
1
1
106
761
0
132

66

Figure 17: Information available from the Marine Exchange of The West Gulf

It appears that in 1993 in average 73 chemical ships visited the port each
month.
The US Coast Guard
One of the departments of the US Coast Guard is the Vessel Traffic Control
department (VTS). This department has as task to control the vessel movements in the port of Houston and Texas City. Their main goal is to avoid accidents. In order to operate successfully, the USCG needs accurate information
about the positions of all ships in port. This information is obtained by:
1. The masters oft the ships in port give voluntarily information about their
position to the USCG when they pass certain points in the Ship Channel.
This information is passed on to the USCG by radio.
2. At certain points in the ship channel cameras are installed . At the Vessel
Traftic Control centre the traffic controllers can look into the Ship
Channel with these cameras. It is possible to turn the cameras and to
zoom in on different objects.
3. A radar is positioned near Galveston. On this radar it is possible to follow
all ship movements in the Galveston Bay .
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Information about eaeh movement of a vessel in port is written down in the
vessel transit log. Eaeh dav a new vessel transit log is made. In average 365
vessel movements are made in the port of Houston and Texas City eaeh dav. In
th is number the move ment of tugs and pleasure boats is exeluded.
From the Vessel Transit log it is possible to get the data needed for the model
although in the way the data eurrently is presented, this would be a lot of work.
That is why the data base program was ehanged by the US Coast Guard for this
study in sueh a way that all transits from a eertain terminal during a three
month period are seleeted and printed. The prints were made for eaeh berth
vessels of the shipping eompany studied visits exeept from the DOW terminal in
Freeport . Freeport is not part of the same US Coast Guard district and therefore
no information about th is terminal was available at the Vessel Traffic Control
eentre in Houston. In total 29 doeks were studied during the visits to the US
Coast Guard. It taak 22 hours to run the database program to select the desired
information.
From the rearranged files, information about the doeking times and the interarrival times of the different terminals was generated. The number of berth ealls
studied for eaeh terminal was most of the time limited to about 20 calls (but at
least one month was studiedl due to the enormous amount of working hours
involved. This means that it was just necessary to study the total 3 month
period for terminals whieh are not visited very often. It is important to notiee
that the times mentioned in the Vessel Transit Logs are the entry times to the
system of the US Coast Guard whieh means that they eould differ slightly from
the real transit times. The results of the study are presented in the following
paragraph.
Docking times and lAT of the different terminals
The study is limited to the 29 doeks whieh are most visited by the vessels of
the shipping eompany investigated. For eaeh doek the following information
eould be generated:

*

General information about the dock;

* The period of whieh the transits were studied;
* A bar diagram of the docking times;

*
*

Average doeking time;
A bar diagram of the interarrival times (lAT);
* Average interarrival times (lAT);
* Average oeeupaney rate of the terminal.

In ? an example of the statisties made for a each doek is printed. The numbers
on the horizontal axis are in hours and the numbers on the vertical axis show
how many times a certain entry oeeurred .
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It is important to notice th at barge acivities at the terminals are excluded from
this study. In the port of Houston about 65 % of all movements in port are
barges. At most terminals ships will not be delayed because of barge activities
because:

* Barges are most of the time shifted away when a ship wants to doek a
berth;

* Many terminals have separated barge and ship docks;

* Barges are much cheaper to operate than ships . The demurrage bill from a
ship operator will therefore be larger than the demurrage bill from a barge
operator.
At a few terminals vessels of the shipping company studied could be delayed
because of barge activities. These terminals are:

*
*
*
*

*
*

GATX Galena Park;
Stantrans;
Petro United;
Paktank Deer Park;
Old Manchester;
DOW.

In Chapter 6 it will be explained how the statistics concerning the terminals
mentioned above are corrected for barge traffic.
SIMULATION AND PROGRAMMING APPROACH
Simulation approach
In the paragraph 'Input data required' was explained th at there are two different
ways of modeling the chemica I shipping activities in port: (1) from the ship
point of view and (2) from the terminal point of view . In the first modeling
approach the vessels will have a process and in the second modeling approach
the terminals have a process . Each of these modeling approaches require different input data. The choice of modeling approach depends on the available
input data. For this reason the second modeling approach was chosen 2 . The
following input data is required:

* Statistics of interarrival times of the vessels at a specific doek;
* Statistics of the lay times at the doek;
* Statistics of the waiting times of vessels when waiting for an occupied

*

berth;
Shift times between the docks.
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It is important to notice that statistics are needed for each specific dock
because it often happens that a vessel has to visit a specific dock at a terminal.
This is caused by the fact that some docks have limited cargo handling capabilities 3 .
For terminals which have more than one dock that can conduct all kinds of
cargo handling, statistics are needed for the combined operations of these
docks because the performance of the terminals is influenced substantially by
this flexible terminal layout . The average waiting time for an occupied dock will
be reduced considerably. The Exxon terminal is a good example of this
phenomena. Exxon has 2 berths which are both able to handle all kinds of
chemicais. In the 'Disturbance Analysis' presented in Chapter 3 it appeared that
waiting for an occupied berth at Exxon happens very rarely, although the ave rage occupancy rate of the terminal is 19%4. Chapter 6 will explain how the
statistics of separate docks are combined resulting in statistics for the overall
terminal performance .
Programming approach
Translating the model into a computer program can be done in two ways5:
1. The real situation will be mode lied as close as possible by introducing
components with attributes . The terminals will work simultaneously, with
each their own terminal process while the vessel of the shipping company
studied will sail to each terminal according to the feasible route (the
vessel of the shipping company studied also has its own process) .
Because the terminals are working simultaneously, this programming
approach will be called the 'simultaneous programming approach'.
2. It is also possible to simulate reality with terminals working sequentially
instead of simultaneously. When a vessel of the shipping company
studied arrives at a specific terminal , the terminal will start simulating its
own process (meaning arrivals and departures of vessels) from the predefined beg inning point 6 to the current time . After this simulation process
it will be clear whether the terminal is occupied or not. This programming
approach will be ca lied the 'sequential programming approach'.
Both programming approaches described above have specific advantages and
drawbacks. When using the 'simultaneous programming approach' the following
points are of importance :
1. This approach corresponds very close with the actual situation in port,
because in the real situation the terminals will also work simultaneously.
This similarity between reality and the model makes communication with
the users easier 7 •
2. It is possible to extend the model without complete changing the
programming layout.
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3. The 'simultaneous programming approach' has one major drawback: The
speed of the program. Because the terminals are running simultaneously
same of the computer power is used for caordinating the activities. This
is mainly done by introducing 'standby' procedures which means that
certain parts of a running program will standby until a specific pre-defined
condition occurs. Sometimes these 'standbv' procedures will result in a
loss of speed which is bevond the acceptable limits 8 .
The 'sequential programming approach' also has some advantages and drawbacks:
1. Explaining the way the model works to the users will be more difficult
because it could be hard for the users to trans late the real life situation of
simultaneous working terminals to a model containing sequential working
terminals.
2. When translating the model into souree code according to the 'sequential
programming approach' the resulting software will be designed for one
specific situation and it will therefore be difficult to extend.
3 . The coordination between the different modules in the program will not
influence the speed of the program substantiallv. No 'standbv' procedures
will be requ ired when programming according to the 'sequential programming approach'.
It is obvious that when the running speed of the program is of no importance,
the 'simultaneous programming approach' will be chosen. But because the
objective of this project is to design a planning tooi which is going to be incorporated in daV to dav operations, there are some requirements concerning the
running speed of the program . When the port agent has gathered all the required input information 9 it must be possible to make the final decision about
the first terminal call in the routing within a half an hour lO •
In order to decide which programming approach will fit best for the 'Route
Simulation Software' information about the difference in speed when running
each of the programs should be available . It is verv difficult to derive this information theoretically. Therefore two pilot programs were build, each based on a
different programming approach, in order to compare the running speed of the
programs.
After building and testing the two pilot programs it could be concluded that the
program based on the 'sequential programming approach' was able to calculate
the port time 3 to 4 times faster as the alternative program. This is the reason
whV the 'sequential programming approach' was preferred although there also
are some disadvantages connected to this approach. The following paragraph
contains a general description of the chosen modeling approach.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL
Introduction
The objective of the computer model is to calculate the optimal route for a
vessel which visits different terminals in the Houston area. When a vessel
arrives at the port of Houston (including Texas City and Freeportl. the computer
model requires the following input data:

* The terminals (or berth's) which are going to be visited;
* Restrietions in the order in which the vessel can visit the different terminals 11 • The program will ask which berth has to be visited before
another berth;
* The position of the vessel;
* For each terminal which is going to be visited the following information is
required:
Whether the berth is occupied;
If the berth is occupied an estimate has to be made when the berth
will be available. If the berth is available, the departure time of the last
vessel leaving that specific berth has to be entered into the program.
This information is available from the different terminals 12 •
With the statistics of the interarrival times, docking times and waiting times at
the different terminals and the matrix with sailing times between the different
terminals (the 'shiftmatrix'), the move me nt of chemical ships in the port of
Houston 1 can be simulated. Each individual terminal will, according to their input
information, start to simulate arrivals and departures of vessels to their docks.
The program will first calculate all the different routing possibilities of the vesseis (taking the limitations into consideration). The vessel will visit the terminals
according to these feasible routes. For each route this process is repeated many
times so th at for insta nee the 90 percent quantile of the total time in port can
be calculated. This means that 90% of all port visits according to that specific
route will be within the calculated amount of hours. This process will be
repeated for each different feasible route . The average port time and the 90
percent quantiles of the port time for each route will be compared with each
other and the best routings will be printed on screen . Also the routing possibilities differing less than for instanee 5 percent from the optimal solution will
be printed . In this way good alternatives are available if the optimum solution is
not acceptable for whatever reason.
The description of the model above will be further explained with the help of a
flow chart technique introduced by Robert E. Shannon [3l . This approach is
chosen because the visualization of models often makes it easier to understand
them 13 • Four symbols are of importance (Figure 18).
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Input-Output: Any process making information
available for processing or recording.

Processing: Operation symbol.

o
o

Decision: Used to show points where a branch to alternative paths is possible based upon variabie conditions.

Connector/entry-exit: An entry from , or exit to, another
part of the flow chart or the beginning or end of the
system.

Figure 18: Symbols used in the flow charts
Flow charts tor the 'sequential programming approach'
First a diagram of 'Main' will be shown (Figure 19). 'Main' is that part of the
model which initiates the model varia bles and starts all the other parts of the
model.
First the port planning model requires the input of relevant data. In the next
unit, 'Make routing possibilities', all the different combinations of the rotation
through port are calculated . Then the 'Control process' is started (Figure 20).
The 'Control process' acts as a centra I unit for the model. After finding a
feasible route, the control unit wil! go to the 'Ship process' . In the 'Ship
process' the total port time for the vessel wil! be calculated. This process is
repeated until the accuracy of the simulated port time is satisfactory. The
average port time and the 90 percent quantiles wil! be saved. If there are more
feasible routes left, the process described above will be repeated. Otherwise the
results wil! be printed on screen.
As explained before, the total port time of a vessel is calculated in
process' procedure (Figure 21). This procedure starts with finding
terminal that is going to be visited in the rotation through port. It wil!
the appropriate shift time. This is done by increasing the current port
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Figure 20
the shift time. Next, the 'Terminal process' will be called (Figure 22) . In the
'Terminal process' the current port time will be increased with the docking time
at th at terminal. If that terminal was occupied when the vessel arrived, the
appropriate waiting time will also be added to the port time. This process will be
repeated for each terminal in the routing of the vessel. Finally, the shift time
from the last terminal to the port exit will be added to the port time, resulting in
the total port time .
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SHIP PROCESS

Yes

More
terminals left?

Wait shift time

Figure 21
The 'Terminal process' starts with initiating the relevant variables for this particular terminal. Then the interarrival time (the definition is derived in this model
from the standard definition) is drawn and added to the terminal time. Now it is
important to notice the difference between the terminal time (tt) and the port
time (pt). The port time represents the time the vessel has spent in port. The
terminal time is a 'Iocal' time for each terminal which will increase from its predefined condition to the level of the actual port time (excluding the shift time to
the terminal currently visiting) by adding interarrival times and docking times of
vessels visiting that terminal.
In the following chapter important processes of the 'sequential programming approach' will be discussed in more detail.
Description of important processes in the simulation model
In th is paragraph the most important processes in the port call simulation taal
will be described in more detail. First the process of 'Main' will start up the
program and from there the 'Control process' w ill act as a central control unit .
The processes of 'Ma in' and the control unit will be explained first :
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TERMINAL PROCESS
lAT - Interarrlval Time
DT - Docklng Time
OWT - Occupled Waltlng Time
PT - Port Time
TermtIme - Terminal Time

No

No

>-01-...-< Termtime > PT? "' __

---l

Figure 22
Process of Main 14
Give appropriate va lues to the system variables
Open input files·
Repeat until input data is correct
Read input information b
Print the input data on screen
Read the shift matrix from file
Make a route matrix C
Start control process
Stop program
a.

b.

c.
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Input files are files containing information about the matrix of sh ift
times between the different terminals and some useful information
concerning the creation of the routing possibil ities.
The procedure 'Inputdata' will be started up. In this procedure all
the relevant information will be entered into the program by the
user.
Based on the input information all the feasible routings will be
calculated.
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Control process
For each different route dol
Take the first route out of the route file"
Check the route feasibilitl
If the route is feasible do:
Repeat n times C
Start ship process d
Check accuracy of the port time
Safe relevant data"
Calculate the average port time (and the 90% quantiIe)
Reset port time
Print the best results and the acceptable alternatives f
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

The route file contains the remaining routes (terminals not visited
vet) of the vessel (managed by the shipping company investigated);
Check if the selected route complies with the restrietions entered
into the program by the user;
The number of simulations will depend on the accuracy required l5 ;
Now the procedure 'Shipprocess' will be called;
The time used for each port visit (port time) is filed. With these
data the average port time and the 90% quantiles 16 can be
calculated;
The 90 percent quantiles and the average port times for the
different routings will be compared with each other.

Process of ship
Repeat until all the terminals of the route have been visited
Get first terminal out of the route
Wait shift time"
Start terminal process b
Correct the value indicating the position of the vessel c
Correct the route d
a.
b.
c.

d.

The shift time is added to the port time;
Now the procedure 'Terminalprocess' will be called;
A correct indication of the current position of the vessel is required
in order to find the required shifting times in the matrix of shift
times ('shiftmatrix');
The terminal just visited will be excluded from the route.

Process of terminal
Give appropriate values to the terminal varia bles'
Repeat until port time b < terminal time c
Sc = draw from interarrival time distribution
Add Sc to the terminal time
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Sd = draw from docking time distribution
Add Sd to the terminal time
If (terminal time - SdI < port time then
The terminal is occupied
If the terminal is occupied then
Draw waiting time from the OWT distribution d
Add th is waiting time to the port time
Draw docking time from the docking time distribution e
Add the docking time to the port time
Reset the terminal varia bles'
a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

Interarrival Time- (lAT), Docking Time- (OT), and Occupied Waiting Time(OWT) distributions belonging to this specific terminal have to be defined.
The terminal time will also get an appropriate value according to the
existing auxiliary conditions. For example, if the terminal is occupied and
will be available 20 hours from now (according to the dock master 18 of
the terminal), the terminal time will get the value 20. Notice that the
terminal time is just the 'Iocal' 'imaginary' t ime at the terminal and the
port time is the 'real' time that the vessel of the shipping company investigated has spent in port.
The shift time to the terminal visiting at the moment should not be added
to the port time when checking whether the terminal is occupied . The
vessel will tender NOR when finishing cargo handling at the previous
terminal visited .
Docking times and interarrival times will be added to the terminal time
until the port time (actual situation) has been passed . Now can be concluded whether the terminal is occupied or not. Of course this procedure can
only be executed if in the initial situation the port time is larger than the
terminal time. If th is is not the case, special arrangements have to be
carried out.
OWT = Occupied Waiting Time distribution .
The docking times for vessels managed by the shipping company investigated are drawn from a different distribution than the docking times for
all the other vessels visiting port. The vessels of the shipping company
investigated are relative small and will therefore on average have shorter
docking times than the average docking times of chemical vessels visiting
port.
This means that the distributions are destroyed and that the terminal time
will get the value zero (which is the beginning point of the simulation)
Notes

1 . Including Texas City and Freeport .
2. The second modeling approach was chosen because the required input data could be constructed
from information obtained from the US Coast Guard.
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3. For example, the DOW terminal has two docks (the A4 and the AB) of which the AB dock has
)imited cargo handling capabilities. A similar situation appears at the Paktank Deer Park terminal.
4. Berth number one and berth number two of the Exxon terminal have occupancy rates of 24.58%
and 13.42%, respectively . These numbers are based on information inquired from the US Goast
Guard .
5. There are more than two possible programming approaches, but the two approaches presented in
th is paragraph are the most appropriate when considering the auxiliary conditions.
6. The pre-defined beginning point will get an appropriate value which is based on the actual
situation in port .
7 . It is easier for the users to visualize the modelled situation in port because it is similar to actual
situation.
8. This conciusion is based on experience. Both ir . E.A.F. Kraan, member of the staff of the department Logistics within Delft University of Technology, and myself have experienced that 'standby'
procedures can reduce the running speed of the program. It is important to notice that in most of
the simulation models this loss in speed is of no importance (most often it is not noticed).
9 . The port agent gathers the relevant input information by calling the terminals.
10. This means that the planning tooi should be able to present conciusions within half an hour .
11. Restrictions in the rotation through port are most of the time caused by the stowage plan. This
means that some cargoes have to be loaded or discharged before other specific cargoes. This is
caused either by safety requirements directly concerning the cargo or by stability requirements of
the vessel.
12. The port agent can obtain this information by calling the different terminals .
13. In the paragraph 'Description of important processes in the simulation model' the model will be
explained in greater detail with the process-description-method [4]. This method is a way of
modeling the desirabie situation and has a near connection with the specialized program codes available for simulation (for instance like Pascal and Must) .
14. In the source code the process of 'Main' will not be exactly the same as described in the
'process description'. In the source code the tasks as described in the 'process description' are
spread over 3 procedures : 'Main' (which is not really a procedure) , 'Mainmenu' and 'Startup' .
15. This is a management decision. In the configuration file the required accuracy used when
running the program, can be changed according to the users preference.
16. Of course other quantiles than the 90 percent quantile can also be calculated .
17. The port time will be deduced by simulation .
18. The dock master is in charge of cargo handling operations at a terminal and will therefore be
able to make an educated guess when the terminal will be available considering the vessels currently visiting the terminal and the vessels that have tendered NOR (Notice Of Readiness).
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CHAPTER 6:

ARRANGEMENT OF THE INPUT DATA

INTRODUCTION
The gathering and the arrangement of input data is one the most important
activities when simulating real life situations, like the chemical shipping activities in the port of Houston 1 • The previous chapter gave a detailed description
of the gathering process. In this chapter the arrangement of the input data will
be discussed.
.
First will be explained in which way the data needs to be presented for a computer program in order to draw from a distribution. Paragraph 'Drawing from a
distribution' concludes with a brief explanation of the way the available statistics 2 need to be rearranged in order to fit into the statistical framework of the
computer program. The paragraph 'lAT distributions' will in further detail explain
how the lAT (Inter Arrival Time) distributions are constructed. Especially the
influence of barge traffic will be expla ined. The following paragraph's will
discuss the arrangement of the docking time distributions and the OWT
(Occupied Waiting Time) distributions in more detail. Of course it also important
to check the correlation between the statistics used in the computer model
(paragraph 'The correlation between the statistics').
Some terminals can handle certain kinds of cargo at more than one dock. This
influences the terminal performance and therefore adjusted statistics are required (paragraph 'Consequences of a flexible terminal layout') . This chapter
concludes with a brief presentation of the arrangement of non-statistical input
data.
DRAWING FROM A DISTRIBUTION
In order to simulate the real situation in port, the characteristics of the port has
to be incorporated in the model. Both knowledge of the port layout and
knowledge of the vessel movements is required. The vessel movements are
incorporated in the interarrival time statistics and the docking time statistics of
the terminal. These statistics are based on information inquired at the US Coast
Guard office in Houston. Of course, some adjustments are required in order to
draw from the distributions in a simulation environment.
In a simulation environment drawing from a distribution will proceed as follows
(Figure 23):
The statistics need to be presented as cumulative distributions. When drawing,
the program will shoot randomlyon the Y-axes, between the minimum and
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Figure 23: Drawing from a distribution
maximum value. This is shown in the graph above. The corresponding X-value
is then the desired value from the distribution. This means that the frequency
histograms of the interarrival times and the docking times need to be
transformed into cumulative percentage frequency histograms. This transformation process wil! proceed as follows (Figure 24):

1

Frequency histogram

2

Frequency histogram

%

3

Frequency histogram

4

Frequency curve
wrooillt...oporoontago

Figure 24: Transformation process of frequency histograms
In the simulation environment used for the 'Route Simulation Software'3, It IS
not required to transform the cumulat ive frequency distribution into cumulative
percentage frequency diagrams. In this way many working hours can be saved .
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An example of the transformation process for the interarrival time distribution of
ITC's berth 1 is shown in the following diagram (Figure 25):

Frequency histogram
DocIdngUme

Cumulative frequency histogram
Docking time
ifC. boI\h 1

Figure 25: Histogram transformation process for ITC's doek number 1
The line drawn in the cumulative frequency diagram shows how the diagram is
defined in the simulation environment used 3 • This distribution is created by the
following command:

doekdis: =NewDis('table(7,0, 10,2, 15,8,20, 15,25, 19,44,20)',rando).
'Rando' is the random sequence which is 'shot' at the Y-axes . All the statistics
concerning the docking times and the interarrival times for each doek are
transformed in the same way as shown above. although corrections were
necessary for some of the interarrival time distributions because of the influence
of heavy barge traffic. This is explained in the following paragraph.
lAT DISTRIBUTIONS
From the US Goast Guard it appeared that about 65% of all movements in the
port of Houston is barge traffic. It was pointed out that most of the vessels will
not be delayed because of these barge activities because ship operators will
sent larger demurrage bills than barge operators . But at a tew terminals, barge
activities could delay ship operators 4 • According to operational management
these terminals are 5 :

* GATX Galena Park;
* Stantrans;
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* Petro United;
* Paktank Deer Park;

*
*

Old Manchester;
DOW (Freeport).

According to an estimate of operational management, about 10% of the times
that a vessel has to wait for an available doek is caused by a barge occupying
that particular doek. In order to simulate the reality as weil as possible, these
barge activities have to be incorporated in the statistics of the relevant
terminals. In the current statistics only the vessel movements are incorporated.
The barge activities result in an increase of the occupancy ra te of the terminals.
Correcting the statistics in such a way that the occupancy ra te will be
increased, can be done in several ways. Decreasing the average interarrival
times seems an appropriate solution. When the required increase of the
occupancy rate is known, the correction factor for the interarrival times can
easily be calculated.
When 10% of the waiting time is caused by barges, in the current statistics just
90% of the relevant activities is incorporated. Increasing this number to 100%
means that 10/90 x 100 = 11 .1 % increase of the number of terminal calls (in
this way the barges arriving at the terminal are incorporated). In other words,
11.1 % more vessels (or barges) will visit the terminal per unit of time. This
results in an increase of the occupancy ra te of 11.1 % (Assuming that the arrival
pattern of the barges is similar to the arriving pattern of the vessels).
The occupancy rate is calcu lated by the following formula:

Occu = 100 *D1T(DT+IA ToJ
The symbols have the following meaning:

*
*
*
*
*

DT = average docking time
lATaid = average interarrival time without barge activities
IATnew = average interarrival time including barge activities
Occu = occupancy ra te according to current statistics
f = Correction factor for the occupancy ra te (f = 1.11)

When barge activities are included, the formula above will have changed to:

Occu*j=1 OO*DT/(DT+IATnew)
From the formulas printed above lATaid and IATne w can be calculated. This
results in:
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If, for example, DT=60 and IATo1d =40 the oeeupaney rate will be 60%. When
eorreeting the statisties for barge aetivities the oceupancy has to be increased
to 1.11 x 60% = 66.67%. When filling in the appropriate va lues in the formula
derived above, as explained above, IATnew ean be ealeulated. This results in :

IATnew =0.75 *40=30
Now the oceupaney rate will be:

Occu =(1 00x60)/(60 +0.75*40) =66.67%
The interarrival time statisties of the terminals mentioned in the beginning of the
paragraph will all be eorreeted aecording to the method described above. It is
important to notice that the new statistics do not give a good picture of the
barge aetivities at a specific doek aceording to the real situation. Only the barge
activities that causes delays for one speeific shipping company are incorporated.

DOCKING TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
The distribution of the docking times for a doek, shows how long a vessel stays
at that speeific berth. The statistics are based on all vessels that are visiting
that dock during a specific period.
In the simulation model, described in Chapter 5, two kinds of vessels can be
distinguished, vessels managed by the operator investigated and vessels
managed by 'other' operators . The first category has its own 'proeess' ('Ship
process'). Both types of vessels will visit different terminals and therefore
docking times need to be drawn from the appropriate distributions. In th is
model, the docking times for vessels managed by the shipping company investigated and vessels managed by 'other' operators are drawn from different
distributions . Investigation showed that it is not aceeptable to draw the docking
times for both types of vessels from the same distribution because the doeking
times for vessels operated by the sh ipping company investigated are in general
smaller than the average docking times for all the vessels visiting port. This is
caused by the fact that the shipping company investigated operates small
vessels .
The distribution of the docking times for vessels managed by the shipping
eompany investigated were made by studying docking times during the years
1991 and 1992 in the Daily Vessel Reports. The collection of data is converted
into statistics in a similar way as done for the interarrival time statistics and the
general docking time statistics as explained in the previous chapter.
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The distributions of the docking time for the 'other' operators are based on
information inquired at the US Goast Guard office in Houston.

OWT DISTRIBUTIONS
OWT (Occupied Waiting Time) is defined as the time that a vessel will be
delayed when arriving at an occupied berth 6 • When simulating from the terminal
point of view 7 it is not sufficient to just wait until the vessel that is visiting the
actual berth at that moment has left. The possibility that more than one vessel
is waiting for the berth should be taken into consideration as weil as time lost
because of extra shifting activities 8 . This is the reason why special statistics
concerning this subject should be made for each berth.
The OWT statistics can be based on available information in the administration
of shipping company investigated. For terminals not visited very frequently and
where delays caused by an occupied berth occur rarely, information for the
OWT-statistics is hard to obtain. In this case estimates of the OWT-distribution
are made in cooperation with the operational manager.

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE STATISTICS
Theory
In the model of the chemical shipping activities as explained in Chapter 5, the
terminals are simulated as independent processes. In other words the model
assumes that the state of one terminal does not influence the state of the other
terminals. From the description of the activities in port (Chapter 2), it appeared
that the assumption made above cannot be totally correct: Each shipping company will try to limit the port time of their vessels by minimizing the waiting
time at the terminals. In other words the arrival distribution at a terminal will be
influenced by the state of the terminal 9 and the state of other terminalslO. The
vessels will try to avoid terminals which are occupied. Of course it is important
to notice that many vessels do not have the possibility to visit another dock
first. This occurs for example when just a few terminals are left in the rotation.
In this context it is also important to notice that large vessels 11 have the tendency to visit less terminals 12 than smaller vessels and th at barges most of the time
transport commodities from just one terminal to another.
In the following paragraph will be checked to wh at extent the terminal processes are dependent, but first the phenomenon correlation will be explained. Assume that two situations exist, both based on the same data (Figure 26). When
observing the two situations described above (black box approach 13), statistics
of each situation can be made (similar as the statistics of the interarrival times
and the docking times were made). The statistica I properties of each of the
situations will be the same (the same data occurs in both situations). In other
words, the average and the deviation will be the same in both situations. The
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Figure 26 : Difference between correlated data and data in random order

resulting statistics of the two situations described above will therefore be
identical and shaped as the statistics shown in situation two (random order). It
is obvious that the statistics in situation two do not give a correct picture of the
actual performance of situation one; In situation one the data is correlated and
in situation two the data is not correlated. In the gathering process of the data
finally resulting in statistics, important information about the correlation between the data is lost. Therefore it is important to check whether or not the data
within a distribution is correlated.
Until now only the correlation between data within one distribution was discussed. But there could also be a correlation between the different types of
distributions. In this context two situations can be checked:
1. Are the docking times correlated with the interarrival times. For example,
long docking times could result in short interarrival times because there is
a greater chance that a vessel arrives at an occupied dock. Although
theoretically, the interarrival time could influence the docking time,
though this is not very likely.
2. Is the combination of the interarrival time and the tollowing docking time
correlated with the next interarrival time. Here the same argument as
discussed in the previous point could be applied .
In the following paragraph, both the correlation between the data within a
distribution and the cross correlation between the distributions will be checked .
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The correlation check
The correlation between two variables can be expressed by calculating the
correlation coefficient 'r'. The variabie 'r' measures the strength of the linear
relationship between the variables, say x and y [6]:

L (x-x)(y-y)

r

When checking the correlation between variables within one distribution, the
formula above will change to [7] :
n

L~-x)~-x)
r

;=2

The value of 'r' will be in the range of -1 to 1. When 'r' approaches zero, x and
y will be totally un-correlated. If 'r' approaches one of the extremes (1 or -1), x
and y will be totally correlated.
In order two ca lculate the correlation coefficient with sufficient accuracy at
least 100 entries are desired [7]. Unfortunately, only 20 entries are available for
both the interarrival time distributions as the docking time distributions 14.
Therefore the results should be interpreted with great care.
Correlation within a distribution
A program was designed to calculate the correlation coefficients. The formula
above is incorporated in the program. The series of interarrival times and the
docking times concerning several terminals were entered into the program 15 .
The 90 percent confidence intervals (C in ,) calculated for these terminals was
(DT = Docking Time, lAT = Interarrival Time):

Cifll,DTJ -0.13,0.05) and Cifll,lAT=( -0.06,0.11)
When interpreting this result it is important to notice th at when entering 20
totally un-correlated numbers the 90 percent confidence interval would be:
Cin, = (-0.05, 0.07). In other words, there could exist a limited correlation between both the data of the docking time statistics and between the data of the
interarrival time statistics.
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Cross correlation of distributions
In order to calculate the coefficient for the cross correlation between two
distributions, another program was written. The following results were obtained:
1. The influence of the docking times on the interarrival times (90 percent
confidence interval):

Cint =(-0.014,0.149)
In th is situation there could exist a limited correlation.
2. The influence of the combination of the interarrival time and the following
docking time on the next interarrival time (90 percent confidence interval):

Cint =(0.053, 0.211)
Also in th is case there could exist a limited correlation .
3. The influence of the interarrival time on the docking time (90 percent
confidence interval):
Cint =( -0.015, 0.077)

As expected, the interarrival time does not influence the docking time.
The limited correlations found above will be neglected. If the port times of the
simulations approximately correspond with the port times of the real situation,
the assumption made above will be acceptable . If this is not the case, an adjusted approach of the drawing process from the distributions might be required
(in order to incorporate the limited correlation). The simulation tooi will be
tested in Chapter 9.
CONSEQUENCES OF A FlEXIBLE TERMINAL LA YOUT
At some terminals vessels can dock at more than one berth. Such terminals can
be considered as having a flexible layout. If the products which require cargo
handling can be hand led at more than one berth at a certain terminal, the statistics of the individual docks at these terminals do not give the actual picture of
the situation. The chance of facing an occupied dock will be reduced substantially if more than one dock can be visited.
In order to cope with this problem, additional statistics are made. These statistics represent the overall performance of a terminal. This option will only be
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used when the required cargo handling can be executed at any of the berth's
available.
The overall terminal statistics were made with the help of a dedicated
model. In this model the docks of a certain terminal are
simultaneously in such a way that new statistics of interarrival
docking times could be made. The following diagram shows how the
the dock is modelled (Figure 27):

simulation
simulated
times and
process of

TERMINAL PROCESS

lAT - interanival TIme
Yes

Figure 27
In the block 'Controlprocess', occurring twice in the model, the docking times
and the interarrival times for the flexible terminal layout are initiated when
necessary. The gathering of information resulting in statistics of docking times
and interarrival times for the whole terminal is also taken care of by the control
process.
The results of the program are printed in histograms. For example, the results
for the Baytank terminal are printed in Figure 28 and Figure 29.
From Figure 28 can be concluded that the average docking time is 9.9 hours.
This is considerably less than the average docking times available from the
statistics for each separate berth of the Baytank terminal (18.87 hours and
25.82 hours). The average interarrival time is 61.89 hours for the terminal
(Figure 29). The interarrival times of the two berth's separately was 30.95
hours and 45.25 hours.
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Figure 28: Histogram of docking time for the Baytank terminal
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Figure 29: Histogram of interarrival times for the Baytank terminal
The decreasing docking times and the increasing interarrival times lowers the
chance of facing delays because of non availability of a berth. Only 13,79 % of
the time both berth's will be occupied at the same time.
Both the statistics of the docking times and the interarrival times concerning the
overall terminal performance do no not give a picture of the real situation at the
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terminal as the terminal was just considered as being occupied when both
berth's were occupied at the same time.
Additional statistics were made for each terminal which has more than one
berth available for cargo handling. These terminals are:

*
*
*
*
*

Baytank;
City Dock;
Exxon;
ITC;
Oiltanking;
* Paktank Deer Park;
* Shell;
* Stantrans;
* Union Carbide;
OTHER INPUT INFORMATION
When making a characteristic of the chemica I shipping activities in the port of
Houston 1 , th is will include the statistics described in the former paragraph's and
information about the port layout.
Information about the port layout is summarized in the matrix of shift times.
This matrix contains the sailing times between all the different terminals. The
data in the shiftmatrix will be read from an specially designed input file .
Information concerning the relevant terminals and the vessel which is going to
be simulated will be entered into the model by the user. The information will be
stored in different matrices.
Notes
1. Including Freeport and Texas City
2. This means the interarrival time statistics and the docking time statistics .
3. The program is written in Borland Turbo Pascal 6 .0 together with Must 5.0 .
4. It is important to notice that the largest barges could be of the same size (or even bigger) than
the vessels managed by the shipping company investigated . Operators of larger vessels will
therefore have less problems with the barge traffic .
5. This information concerns one specific shipping company and can very weil be different for other
shipping companies.
6. This involves vessels managed by the shipping company investigated.
7. Chapter 5 explains the concept of 'simulation from a terminal point of view'.
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8. Wh en a vessel has to wait for a particular berth it has two possibilities: (1) Docking at a lay by
berth or (2) Anchoring at Bolivar Road. Both alternatives will result in extra shifts.
9. Whether the terminal is occupied or not.
10. If the other terminals remaining in the route are available one of these might be visited first.
11. According to operational management 65% of the vessels visiting port can be considered as
large vessels.
12. The number of terminals is reduced by transporting some of the commodities by barge to one
terminal.
13. The observer will not have any knowledge of the way the data in the real situation is arranged .
14. More data for each terminal can be gathered by carrying out additional runs with the database
of the US Coast Guard . Chapter 5 described the gathering process of input data in detail.
15. The data of the 20 terminals were used when calculating the correlation coefficient.
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CHAPTER 7:

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
The 'Route Simulation Software' carries out the desired operations, as explained
in the previous chapters. The program consists of more than 40 modules
(procedures) .
It is of great importance to document the program as weil as possible so that
other people besides the author can also carry out the desired operations successfully. The following strategy was chosen in order to document the program:
1. A definition of the objective of the program was given in chapter 5;
2. The most important processes were described with the process description method. In order to put these process descriptions in the right context, flow charts were introduced. The performance of the model was
explained with the help of these diagrams . Chapter 5 contains the
diagrams of the model and the process descriptions;
3. 8ased on the process descriptions the computer program was made. The
connection between the different modules (procedures) in the computer
program will be explained in the fOllowing paragraph ('Connection
between the modules ' ). This is v isualized with the help of some diagrams;
4. The transformation process of data to program input data was explained
in the previous chapter;
5. In order to explain how the program can be used, following chapter
contains a users guide.
CONNECTION BETWEEN THE MODULES
The connection between the d ifferent modules of the program will be explained
with the help of diagram techniques. The total diagram is spl it up into four
different parts, as the complete diagram does not fit on one page . Each of the
four diagrams will be explained.
Main
Each cube in Figure 30 contains a procedure. ' Main ' is not a procedure and is
therefore pr inted as a cube with c ircular corners. The diagram should be read
from the left to the right . Some procedures are called once from its 'parentprocedure' while others are called several times . Arrows with a striped line
means that a procedure can be called several times. The bold line means that
the procedure wil! be called once from its 'parent procedure' . When a 'bomb'
appears in the right hand corner of a block it means that the contents of this
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Figure 30: Connection between the modules, diagram I
procedure is explained in a separate diagram.
'Main' begins with calling the procedure 'Mainmenu'. In th is procedure the main
menu is printed on screen . The user has the option to start the program
(procedure 'Startup' ), change the configuration of the program (procedure
'Configuration') or get an explanation of what number belongs to wh at terminal
(procedure 'Termexplain')'. It is also possible to look at the latest input data or
results by calling the procedures 'Printinput' and 'Resultprint' , respectively2. The
layout of both the main menu and the configuration file will be explained in
more detail in the next chapter 'The users guide'.
Startup
When the user has decided to start the program, the procedure 'Startup' will be
called (Figure 31). This procedure starts with collecting the relevant input data
by calling the procedure 'Inputdata' . Next the collected input data will be
printed on screen (procedure 'Printinput') . If the user is not satisfied with the
data, it is possible to return to the procedure 'Inputdata' and correct the mistakes.
Af ter collecting the necessary input data, the program will read the shift times
between the different terminals from the file 'shift.jdd' (procedure 'Make_shift130
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Figure 31 ; Connection between the modules, diagram II
matrix'). The shift times are stored in a matrix (40 x 40)3, but first all the components in the matrix are made zero by calling the procedure 'Putzer04'.
Before starting the simulation process by calling the 'Control_process' procedure
(Figure 33), all the different routing possibilities need to be calculated. This is
done by calling the procedure 'Combinationmatrix' . This procedure makes a
matrix from which all the different routings can be derived. In some situations
calculating the routing possibilities can be a time consuming event . In that case
the procedure 'Printwait' will print a text on screen asking the user to wait a
moment.
At this point, the program has stored the relevant input data, the shift times
between the terminals and the routing possibilities in different matrices. Now
the simulation process will be executed by calling the 'Control_process' procedure . In this procedure the rotation of the vessel through port will be simulated
many times and repeated for each different routing possibility. The results will
be stored in a matrix.
When the simulation is finished the program will finally call the procedure
'Resultprint' . Now the best solutions will be printed on screen. When quitting
the result menu, the main menu will again appear on screen .
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Input data
When the procedure input data is called, some general information is printed on
screen (Figure 32). By pressing 'v' the program wil! proceed. In the process just
described, the procedure 'Inputdata' is assisted by the procedure 'Readprocess'.

Figure 32: Connection between the modules, diagram 111
The inputdata which is asked for, is stored in two matrices 4 . The components
in these two matrices wil! get the value zero by calling the procedures
'Putzero1' and 'Putzer02' . Now the procedure 'Terminalnumbers' will be called.
In this procedure the program will ask the user to enter the terminal numbers of
the terminals which are going to be visited 5 • This information will be stored in a
matrix called 'terminfo' .
When the program knows which terminals need to be visited it will call the
procedure 'Terminalinf' . Now the program will ask for information about each
terminal. This information is also stored in the matrix 'termininfo' .
Next, the program ca lis the procedures 'Terminallim' and 'Terminalres'. In these
procedures the program asks if there are any limitations in the rotation of the
vessel. The information is stored in the matrix 'restrictdata' .
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Finally6, the procedure 'Inputdata' calls the procedure 'Vesselpos'. Here the
current position of the vessel is asked for.
Control_process
The procedure 'Putzer05' first gives all the components in the matrix ca lied
'bestmatrix' the value zero. 'Bestmatrix' is a matrix which is keeping track of
the best results of the simulations.

Figure 33: Connection between the modules, diagram IV
Next, the procedure 'Turn further' is ca lied . This procedure transforms the
matrix of routes in a certain way such that all the different rotations can be
deduced.
Before starting with the actual simulation, the route has to be deduced from the
routing matrix (procedure 'Newroute'). Then the procedures 'Control_route1'
and 'Control_route2' are called. In these procedures the actual route is checked
on its feasibility. This is done by comparing the actual route with restrictions
stored in the matrices 'restrict data' and 'resmatrix' . If the actual route is not
feasible the program will go back to the procedure 'Newroute'. This process will
continue until a feasible route is found.
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Before each simulation the procedure 'Workingscreen' is ca lied . During the
simulation this procedure will print on screen what percentage of the simulations requ ired have been completed. In th is way the user can approximately
guess when the simulation results will appear on screen .
The next step7 is now to start up the simulation process by calling the
procedure 'Shipprocess'. In the procedure 'Shipprocess' each of the terminals is
visited by repeatedly calling the procedure 'Terminalprocess'. Before terminal
operations can proceed it is of course necessary that all varia bles concerning
that specific terminal get the appropriate values. In this context the procedure
'Finddis' is called. Each specific terminal needs to find the appropriate
distributions for the interarrival times, docking times and the occupied waiting
times. These distributions are stored in the procedure 'Finddis'. Other information concerning the actual situation at the terminal is asked from the matrix
'terminfo' .
The procedure 'Longrunprocess' is called when the user has indicated that there
is no information about the actual situation in port available. In this case the
procedure 'Longrunprocess' will 'create' the initial situation in the port by
simu lation 8 •
The procedure 'Help1' is used for validation of the program by storing specific
information in histograms . The chapter 'Testing and using the Route Simulation
Software' explains in greater detail the results obtained through this procedure .
Each time the vessel leaves a terminal, the procedure 'Correctroute' deletes that
terminal from the set of terminals which still needs to be v isited. When all the
terminals have been visited, the port time is stored and the process described
above is repeated again.
After several runs for a certain route, the program evaluates whether it is useful
to go on with the simulation (procedure 'Interrupt'). This is done in order to
save simulation time. The average port time and the 90 percent quantile of the
port time of the actual route w ill be compared with the corresponding data of
the best routing calculated at that time . If the difference is too large 9 the
simulation for the actual route will not be continued'o .
After a certain amount of simu lation runs the accuracy of the simulation result
(the total port time) is checked (procedure ' Accuracycont') . If the accu racy
calculated is not within a pre-defined limit'" additional simulation runs will be
carried out.
When all simulations for one route have been completed the results are stored in
a histogram in such a way that the 90 percent quantiIe can be calculated. To
achieve this, the procedure 'Tohist' is called. This procedure will then call the
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procedure ' Chosehist' . Here the appropriate definition of the histogram is
chosen.
Finally, the procedure 'Remember' will be called. Now the average port time and
the 90 percent quantile of the port time will be compared with the corresponding va lues of other routes. If th is calculated port time belongs to the 15 best
results calculated until that moment, the port time and the corresponding route
wil! be stored in a matrix called ' bestmatrix' .
Now the process described above is repeated for another route . When all the
routes have been simulated the results are printed on screen as explained
before .
STOP CRITERIUM FOR THE SIMULATION

When simulating the situation in the
simulated many times (with differing
simulations an average port time and
Of course, repeating the simulation of
time consuming event . Therefore it
simulations executed for each rotation

port of Houston, each specific route is
circumstances in port). Based on these
a 90 percent quantile can be calculated.
a rotation through port several times is a
is desirabie to minimize the number of
through port .

When comparing port times of different rotations it is desirabie that each of the
rotations have the same accuracy. In other words, the simulation of one specific
route through port will be repeated until a certa in pre-defined accuracy has been
reached". Note that the number of times a simulation wil! be repeated wil! be
different for each route, as the statistics concerning the routes can vary
substantially.
The accuracy of the port time can be calculated in the following way:
1. First the simulation of the route will be repeated several times, for
example 1000 times '2;
2. The resulting 1000 port times are divided in 10 groups with each 100
entries;
3 . For each of the 10 groups an average and the standard deviation of the
port time is calculated (Jl. and a . ). It is possible to enter these 10
average port times into a histogram, constructing a distribution (Jlb and a b,
Figure 34);
4 . Distribution B gives an indication of the average port time resulting from
one run containing 100 simulations. But it is not desirabie to know the
average port time of one run but the distribution of these average port
times . In other words, the average and the deviation of the ave rage port
time of the 10 groups constructed above have to be calculated . The
average port time can be calculated by summarizing the average port time
of each of the 10 groups and dividing the total through the number of
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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entries (10 in this case). It is important to notice that th is process cannot
be repeated for the standard deviation (Figure 35):

_Ir. a~

_a

b
a -----C

n

..{n

5. When dividing a c through Jl c it is possible to get an indication of the
simulation accuracy. When ac/Jlc is smaller than a certain pre-defined percentage of Jl, the accuracy is good enough. If this is not the case, additional simulation runs have to be carried out. There are two possible ways
of doing this:
1. Increasing the number of entries in each of the 10 groups made. For
example, 10 runs of 110 entries instead of 10 runs of 100 entries;
2. Increasing the number of groups of 100 runs. For example, 11 runs
with each of them 100 simulations instead of 10 runs with 100
simulations.
Each of the methods above wil! have the same result. In the route simulation software the second method described above was chosen. When
increasing the number of runs carried out, the peak of distribution [Cl will
become narrower resulting in a lower value of a c •
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Figure 35
The calculations above are made under the following assumptions:

* The calculated port times are mutual independent;
* The realisations are part of a normal distribution. This assumption will not
always be satisfied but according to Law and Kelton it is possible to
assume a normal distribution when several runs (meaning several groups)
with long simulation time have been carried out [5].
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The approach for the stop criterium suggested above is incorporated in the
'Route Simulation Software' in the procedure 'accuracycont'. The user can
enter the required accuracy and the number of simulations carried out before
the accuracy will be calculated in the configuration file. The followoing chapter
contains more details about the configuration file.
COMPARING PORT TIMES OF DIFFERENT ROUTES
The main objective of the simulation tooi is to give an indication of the fastest
ways of rotating a vessel through the port of Houston. In order to draw
conclusions, the total port time calculated for the different routes should be
compared. There are different ways of comparing the port times. For example,
the route with the shortest average port time can be considered as being the
preferred route. It is also possible to compare the 90 percent quantiles 13 of the
port time. Combinations of both options mentioned above are also possible .
The easiest way of comparing the results is by comparing the average port
times. But this is not a very good solution because just one of the statistical
characteristics (the average) is taken into consideration. The spread of data is
neglected . This can influence the results substantially and by just presenting the
average port time it is possible to draw a wrong conclusion. This will be illustrated with an example (Figure 36) .
In the graph above it is possible to distinguish two distributions both representing the port time for a specific route . Distribution [A] has a slightly smaller
average port time and will therefore be selected as the preferred route. It is of
course a subject of discussion whether this is really the best solution. It is clear
that the spread in the data is substantially larger in distribution [A] when comparing with distribution [B] . The 90 percent quantile of distribution [B] will be
lower than the 90 percent quantile of distribution [A]. Therefore in this particular case, distribution [B] represents the desired solution because the 90
percent quantile of distribution [B] is substantially lower than the 90 percent
quantile of distribution [A] and the average port time is about the same for
either of the proposed solutions. This example shows very clearly that just
comparing the average port times is not a good way of making a proper decision
about the desired rotation.
When just the 90 percent quantiles of the port times of different routings are
compared with each other a similar situation as described above will appear.
That is the reason why it is desirabie to use a criterion which takes the average
port time and the spread in the port time into account. This can be achieved by
using both the average port time and the 90 percent quantiIe 14 in the criterion:
Situation:
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There are two situations indicated by the indices 1
and 2 (Jl is the average port time and q90 = 90 percent
quantiIe).
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U

-average

q90 - 90 % quintile

[8]

q90a

Figure 36: Two distributions of the port time for two different routes
Assume that:

Aigorithm:

(Jl1-J12) x fac - (q90 2 -q90,) = result
result < 0 = = > situation 1 is preferred
result > 0 = = > situation 2 is preferred

If 'fac' has the value zero the value of the 90 percent quantiles will decide
which situation will be preferred. On the other hand, if the value of 'fac' is
large, the average port time will indicate which situation will be preferred. The
value of 'fac' can be adjusted in the configuration file'5 . The factor 'fac' is a
management parameter and can have different values in different situations. For
example, if management attaches great value to the fact that the vessel will
have left port within a certain amount of hours, it could be desirabie to attach
great value to the 90 percent quantiles. This results in a small value for the
factor 'fac' . On the other hand, if an overall (in the long term) optimal performance is desired, the factor 'fac' will have a greater value.
The compare-algoritm descriped above is incorporated in the 'Route Simulation
Software' in the procedure 'Remember'.
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SAVING SIMULATION TIME
In Chapter 5 was explained that the time required for a simulation run should be
minimized because the program is designed for operational use . It is desirabie to
present the results within half an hour after starting up the program.
There are several ways of reducing the time required for a simulation run:

* The program should run efficiently. Therefore the 'sequential programming approach' was preferred instead of the 'simultaneous programming
approach d6 ;
* It is possible to increase the running speed by running the simulation tooi
on a faster computer 17;
* It is possible to reduce the time required by reducing the number of
routing possibilities.
The simulation tooi has a feature where it is possible to reduce the number of
routing possibilities. This is done by combining 2 terminals (or 3 terminals)
which are located near each other and have low occupancy rates; couples of
terminals are created. In other words, when a vessel visits one terminal in a
coupie, it is very likely that the next terminal visited will be the remaining terminal in the coupie, because that terminal is located near the terminal just
visited and it will most likely be available (low occupancy rate)18. Of course it is
important to choose the terminals which will be considered as a pair with great
care.
Creating couples of terminals reduces the number of routing possibilities and
therefore the simulation time substantially. For example, when visiting 4 terminals the creation of one couple of terminals (for example terminal number 3
and 4 will be visited together, either 3 and then 4 or the other way) will reduce
the number of routing possibilities from 4! = 24 to 12 (50% reduction).
Introducing one more couple will again reduce the number of routing possibilities
but the impact will be less than when the first couple of terminals was introduced 19 .
In the computer program the coupling of terminals is realized by the procedures
'Terminalres' and 'Controll-route2'. In the procedure 'Terminalres' the terminals
which can be considered as a pair are stored in the matrix 'resmatrix' . Later on,
each proposed route will be checked on its feasibility concerning couples in the
procedure 'Controll-route2'. This process is similar to the process 'Controllroute 1 ' where is checked if the route complies with the restrictions stored in the
matrix 'restrictdata'20.
Notes
1. Eaeh doek has a unique number .
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2 . The last option is to quit the program .
3. In the program this matrix is called 'shiftmatrix' .
4. In the program these matrices are called 'terminfo' and 'restrictdata' .
5. The user can get information about the terminal numbers (dock numbers would be a better name)
by calling the procedure 'Termexplain' .
6 . The procedure 'Oneroutelim' wil! be cal!ed when the port time only of one specific route has to
be calculated (Th is is an option in the mainmenu). More information about the option of calculating
one specific route wil! be given in the users guide (next chapter) .
7. Af ter giving all the entries in the matrix 'rememdata' the value zero (procedure 'Putzer6') . The
total port times resulting from the simulations are stored in the matrix 'rememdata' .
8 . The initial terminal conditions are simulated by starting the simulations of the terminals long time
back in the time . For example, starting with a terminal time of -1000 (terminal time = 0 = > initial
situation (now)) .
9 . The limit can be adjusted in the configuration file.
10. Of course, the simulation process will be continued if the port time of the actual route is smaller
than the best port time calculated.
11. In the configuration file the user can enter the required accuracy into the program. Next chapter
contains detailed information about the configuration file .
12. The number of simulations to be carried out can be entered into the program by the user before
the accuracy of the results is checked (configuration file, see next chapter) .
13. Of course, other quantiles than the 90 percent quantile can also be considered .
14. It is also possible to use the deviation of the port time in the criterium instead of a quantile . It
wil! not make much difference because a Quantile can be considered as an injunction of the average
and a factor multiplied by the deviation. In other words , the 90 percent quantile is dependent on the
value of the deviation (the relation of this dependency wil! differ for each type of distribution) .
15 . See next chapter for more detailed information about the configuration file.
16. In the chapter ' Modeling the activities in port ' both the 'sequential programming approach' and
the 'simultaneous programming approach' were explained in more detail.
17. For example, a 486PC with a frequency of 66Mhz or the new 586

pc .

18. The terminals located in Texas City, Bayport or far up in the Houston ship channel can be
suitable candidates when couples have to be created. Of course a good choice of a couple wil! be
depend on the other terminals in the routing.
19. The impact of creating coup les is larger when more terminals need to be visited .
20. These restrictions concern the order in which the terminals should be visited (for example
caused by the stowage plan).
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CHAPTER 8:

THE USERS GUlDE

INTRODUCTION
This ehapter explains how the 'Route Simulation Model' ean be operated . When
the program is started the main menu will appear on screen:

********** Optimal

Rotation Program
J .D .Doornbos

I]
2]
3]
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

**********

Optimal route calculation
Port time of a specific route
Long run simulation
Program configuration
Terminal numbers
Latest input
Latest results
Exit program

Option:

******************************************
The first three options in the main menu eaeh start the simulation proeess with
a speeifie objeetive. This is the paragraph 'Simulation options'. Before starting
the program it might be neeessary to adjust the eonfiguration varia bles (option 4
in the main menu, paragraph ' The eonfiguration file').
When seleeting option 5 in the main menu all the doeks that ean be seleeted in
the program are printed on screen with their eorresponding number. Eaeh doek
has a unique number. For example, when seleeting doek number 2, Baytank
berth number 1 is seleeted (see a print of the doek numbers on the next page) .
Sometimes the vessel ean load or discharge at every doek at a speeifie terminal
(flexible terminal layout). In the case of Baytank, doek number 4 should be
selected. When seleeting doek number 4 the eorresponding statistics are adjusted for this flexible terminal layout. This was explained in Chapter 6 .
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********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J.D .Doornhos
# Terminal
1 Amoeo
2 Baytank bI
3 Baytank b2
4 Baytank
5 Celanese
6 City Doek bIE
7 City Doek btW
8 City Doek b2
9 City Doek
IODOW
11 Exxon bI
12 Exxon b2
13 Exxon

# Terminal
14 GATX GP
15 ITC bI
16 ITC h2
171TC
18 Oiltan b2
19 Oiltan b3
20 Oiltanking
21 Old man
22 Paktank DPbl
23 Paktank DPb2
24 Paktank
25 Paktank GP
26 Petro U nited

# Terminal
27 Shell bE
28 Shell bW
29 Shell b2
30 Shell
31 Stantr bI
32 Stantr b2
33 Stantrans
34 Sterling
35 UCC bT66
36 UCC bT67
37 UCC
38-39 ---40 Entrance

******************Press r to return to previous menu *******************

When selecting option 6 and 7 from the main menu the latest input and the
corresponding results are printed on screen, respectively. It is possible to exit
the program by chosing 8 on the mainmenu.

THE CONFIGURATION FILE
When selecting the configuration file in the main menu the following screen
appears on screen:
********************* Optimal Rotation Program *******************
J.D.Doornbos
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8]
9)

Minimum number of runs tor each route contiguration
Number of runs before feasibility check will be exeeuted
Interrupt limit for the average port time
Interrupt limit tor the 90% quantile
Percentage deviation allowed
Compare parameter (cl)
Limit wh en results are printed on screen
Long run pre simulation time
Return to main menu

400
100
1.1
1.1
5.0
8.0
2.0
400

**************************************************************
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Each of the options can change a specific configuration parameter of the
program:
1] Minimum number of runs for each route configuration

When selecting th is option it is possible to adjust the parameter called 'nofrun',
indicating how many simulations have to be executed for one specific route
before the accuracy check is carried out. For example, when 'nofrun' = 400,
the simulation is repeated 400 times. Thereafter it is checked if the accuracy of
the result has met a certain pre-defined limit'. If this is not the case, 100 additional simulations are carried out and the the accuracy of the result is checked
again . This process is repeated until the accuracy of the result is satisfactory.
The variabie 'nofrun' has to be a multiple of 100. The value of 'nofrun' should
not be smaller than 400 and the maximum value should not exceed 1900.
2J Number of runs before feasibility check is executed
In order to gain simulation time, the program contains a feature which can stop
the simulation untimely if it is obvious that the current port time is 'much'
larger 2 than the best port time currently obtained. In this way the simulation can
be stopped even if the pre-defined accuracy requirement has not vet been met.
Of course it is not necessary to use a lot of simulation time calculating an
accurate port time of a route which will not be selected anyway. For example,
when 'contofrun' = 100 the program will compare the port time obtained after
100 simulations with the best result at that time.
The value of 'contofrun' should be an integer value. If the value of 'contofrun'
exceeds the value of 'nofrun' the feasibility check will not be carried out.
3J Interrupt limit for the average port time
After several runs the result is checked on its feasibility as explained above.
When selecting option 3 in the configuration menu it is possible to adjust a
varia bie called 'factor1' . In the feasibility check the simulation is interrupted if
the average port time of the current simulation is larger than the best port time
currently obtained multiplied by 'factor1'.
For example:
* Best average port time = 100
* Average port time of the current simulation
* 'factor1'=1.1
Result: 100 x 1.1
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'Factor1' should have a real value of at least 1. Large values of 'factor1' can
result in longer simulation times because more routings are simulated until the
accuracy requirement has been met (also dependent on the value of 'factor2').
On the other hand, when the value of 'factor1' approaches 1, al most all
simulation runs are interrupted untimely. In this case a large value of the
parameter 'contofrun' is required because otherwise some appropriate solutions
may not be taken into consideration.

4J Interrupt limit far the 90% quantiIe
When selecting option number 4 in the configuration menu it is possible to
adjust a variabie called 'factor2'. This variabie has the same function for the 90
percent quantile as the variabie 'factor1' has for the average port time (as
explained above). In other words, the simulation is interrupted if either the
average port time is not in the pre-defined range or the 90 percent quantile is
not in the pre-defined range.

5J Percentage deviatian allawed
When selecting option number 5 in the configuration menu the variabie 'diflim'
can be adjusted. 'Diflim' indicates wh at maximum value of Gex100/Jl e is allowed .
In the formula Jle is the ave rage port time and Ge is the deviation of the distribution containing average port times each based on 100 simulation runs. The
process of calculating the accuracy of the results of the simulation was explained in detail in Chapter 7. For example, if 'diflim'=5.0 and Gex100/Jle < 5.0
the pre-defined accuracy requirement has been met and the simulation is
stopped. If this is not the case additional simulations are carried out in order to
meet the accuracy requirement .
'Diflim' should be a real value larger than zero. Small values of 'diflim' result in
very long simulations and should therefore be avoided.

6J Campare parameter (c 1)
The compare parameter ' c1' is related to the process of comparing the average
port times and the 90 percent quantiles of the port times of the different routes
with each other . This process was explained in Chapter 7, paragraph
'Comparing port times of different routes'. Notice that the parameter 'c1' corresponds to the parameter 'fac' in th is specific paragraph .
The value of 'c1' should be a real value larger than zero. If 'c1' has a very small
value (c1 = > 0) the 90 percent quantiles of the port time will decide which
route wil! be preferred. On the other hand, if 'c1' has a large value the average
port time will decide which route will be preferred .
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7J Limit when results are printed on screen

When presenting the best result after completing the simulation, several good
alternative routings are also be printed on screen. A routing is considered as a
good alternative if the result does not deviate more than a pre-defined limit from
the best result. This limit can be adjusted by selecting option 7 in the configuration menu changing the varia bie called 'prper'. The result will be printed
on screen if 3
(average pt
quantile)

<

'prper' x best average) and (quant pt

<

'prper' x best

average pt = average port time
quant pt = 90 percent quantile of the port time
'Prper' should have a real value larger than 1. Large values of 'Prper' result in
many feasible solutions but the number of solutions printed on screen will never
exceed 15 . Small values of 'prper' prevent that any other solutions than the
best solution is printed on screen .
8J Long run pre simulation time

When selecting option number 8 in the configuration file the varia bie 'Irtime' can
be adjusted. This parameter is related to simulation option number 3 (long run
simulation) in the main menu. The simulation of the terminals starts at 'terminal
time ' = -'Irtime' . This is explained in more detail in the following paragraph.
The value of 'Irtime' should be an integer larger than 400.
9J Return to main menu

When pressing 9 in the configuration file the main menu will again appear on
the screen. From this menu the desired simulation can be executed.
SIMUlATION OPTIONS
Three different simulation options
The 'Route Simulation Software' contains three different options concern ing
simulation 4 :
1. The option 'Optimal route calculation' simulates the chemical shipping
activities in port resulting in a list of appropriate routings. This simulation
is useful for the port agent when making decisions concerning the
rotation of the vesse ls through port.
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2 . When selecting the opt ion 'Port t ime of a specific route' the port time of
one specific route is calculated . This option might be useful in order to
evaluate the chosen route afterwards .
3. The option 'Long run simulation' simulates the chemical tanker activities
in port without having any knowledge of the auxiliary conditions in port
(such as if a doek is occupied or not). The auxiliary conditions are
deduced by simulation . This is achieved by starting the terminal
simulation many hours before the actual simulation should start (For
example: 'terminal time ' = -400) . The initia I state 5 of the different terminals is drawn randomly .
This option might be useful if management wants in advance an indicat ion of the routing possib ilities . This information can be used when planning the activities in port 6 .
When starting up any of the available simulation options, the user has to
provide appropriate information to the program. The required information
depends on the kind of simulation executed . The answer-question procedures
when sta rting up the simulation are explained in the following paragraph.
Executing a simulation
When starting 4 a simulation the following information appears on screen:

************ Optimal Rotation

Program
J. D. Doornbos

*************

In order to simulate th e optimal route in port some
info rmation concerning both the terminals and the
vessel is required .
Proceed (yi n)? y

************************************************
When typing ' V' the following questions will appear on screen:
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************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D .Doornbos
How many terminals need to be visited? 4
Do you want to see an explanation of the terminal numbers (yin) ? n
Give the terminal numbers separated by the space bar:
223347

************************************************************************
First will be asked how many terminals are going to be visited. The terminals are
specified by a unique number (last question). If the user does not know the
terminal numbers, it is possible to get assistance by answering 'V' at the second
question printed on the screen. In th is case all the docks appear on screen with
their corresponding number (as explained in paragraph 4.1).
The program proceeds by asking some questions about each specific doek in
the route:

************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D.Doornbos
Some information about each specific berth is needed .
The following questions concern berth number 22.
Is the berth occupied (yIn)?
If 'y'=

>

If'n'=>

For how many hours will the berth be occupied? 4.3
How many hours ago did the last vessel departure
from the terminal? 9.5

************************************************************************
Next, the program asks if there are any limitations in the order the terminals
should be visited. For example, if doek number 22 should be visited before doek
number 7 because of the stowage of the vessel, the user should proceed as
follows:
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************************ Optimal

Rotation Program

*************************

J .D.Doornbos
Are there any limitations in the order the terminals
should be visited (yIn)? y
Which terminal should be visited before which other terminal,
separated by space bar? 22 7
More restrietions (yin)? n

************************************************************************
When five or more terminals are going to be visited, the required time for the
simulation can become verv large . This is dependent on how manv Iimitations
exist in the rotation 7 and the required accuracv of the results 8 • Therefore the
program contains a feature which enables the user to combine some terminals.
This reduces the number of routing possibilities considerablv. Paragraph 3.5
contains a detailed explanation. When the user wants to combine some terminals 'V' should be answered on the question 'Proceed (vin)?':

**********************

Optimal Rotation Program
J . D. Doornbos

***********************

In order to safe simulation time it might be useful to
reduce the number of terminals that are going to be visited by combining some of the terminals. A reduction
to four terminals is desirabie.
Proceed (yIn)? y

********************************************************************
The following Questions now appear on screen:
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************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D.Doornbos
How many terminals do you want to combine (2-3)? 2
Give the terminal numbers separated by the space bar:
2233
Do you want to combine more terminals (yIn)? n

***********************************************************************
In the example above the terminals 22 and 33 are combined to a coupie . Finally,
the simulation tooi needs the vessel position. The vessel wil! be at one of the
terminals or at the pilot station (position number 40):

************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D.Doornbos

Give the current position of the vessel : 40

************************************************************************
Before starting the actual simulation, the input data entered into the program is
shown on screen:

************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D.Doornbos
Terminfo:

OVERVIEW OF THE INPUT
Terminal#
Occupied
y
22
33
N
4
Y
7
Y

DATA:
Oc./Lvd .
4.30
15.00
8.25
22.33

Restrictions : (22 7)
Couples:
(22 33)
Vesselposition: 40
Is the input data correct? y

***********************************************************************
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The information printed in the example above has the following meaning:
1. Doek number 22, 33, 4 and 7 are going to be visited;
2. Doek number 22 is oeeupied and the terminal will be available in 4.3
hours (aecording to an estimate of the terminal). Dock number 33 is
available at the moment. The last vessel visiting this dock left 15 hours
ago;
3. Dock number 22 always has to be visited before dock number 7;
4. Dock number 22 and 33 are considered as a couple in the simulation.
This leaves only six routing possibilities;
5. At the moment the vessel is at the pilot station (position number 40).
If the input data is not correct, the question-answer procedures w ill be repeated
all over again. If the input data is correct the simulation is executed. During the
simulation the following message appears on screen:

************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J .D.Doornbos

The program is calculating the optimal route.

Proceeding: 22.20%

***********************************************************************
The percentage printed gives an impression of how many of the routings have
been simulated . In the example above 22.20 percent of the routings have been
simulated.
During simulation when calculating the port time for one specific route (option 2
of the main menu), it is not useful to show a percentage of the number of
routes th at have been simulated on screen (there is just one route) . In this case
the following messa ge will appear on screen:

************************ Optimal Rotation Program *************************
J. D. Doornbos

Please wait.. ..

***********************************************************************
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When the simulation has been completed the results are printed on screen. For
example:
********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J .D. Doornbos
The program is calculating the optimal route.
The best routings will be printed:
90%quant
average
route
89.12
332274
65.21
66.70
80.36
223374
67.27
80.84
223347
67.84
332247
90.69

******************Press m to return to the main menu******************

When pressing 'm' the main menu will again appear on screen. Now a new
simulation can be carried out.

Notes
1. When selecting option 5 in the configuration menu the pre-defined limit for the accuracy of the
result can be adjusted.
2. The limit of the al!owed percentage deviation can be adjusted by selecting the options 3 and 4 in
the configuration file.
3. The number of solutions printed on screen wil! never exceed 15, even if more solutions meet the
presented requirement.
4. Option number 1, 2 and 3 in the main menu.
5. Whether the terminal is occupied or not.
6 . Commercial and operational management could benefit from this information.
7. More restrietion concerning the order of the terminals in the route wil! result in less feasible
routings.
8 . If a high accuracy is required, more simulation runs have to be carried out for each route. This
results in a longer simulation time.
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CHAPTER 9:

TESTING AND USING THE ROUTE SIMULATION
SOFTWARE

INTRODUCTION
After designing a computer program it is important to evaluate its performance.
Fishman and Kiviat [3] divide the process of evaluation into three categories:

1. Verification: To insure that the model behaves as the modeier intends;
2. Validation: To test the performance of the behaviour of the model and
that of the real system;
3. Problem analysis: Deals with the analysis and interpretation of the data
generated by experiments .
In other words, we are concerned with the internal cons istency of the model, its
correspondence with the real life situation and the correct interpretation of the
resulting data.
In relation to the 'Route Simulation Software' the foltowing approach wilt be
foltowed:
1. The simulation was executed for many different situations . In each case
was checked whether or not any error messa ges occurred. Also, extreme
values of the auxiliary conditions and control-parameters were entered
into the program in order to insure that the program did not return absurd
answers (the values of the different parameters were within the predescribed limits explained in the previous chapter, 'The user guide').
2. Detailed analysis of the software was carried out by using the debugging
tools available in turbo pascal. In the paragraph 'Step by step simulation'
the results of one of these 'step by step' simulations wilt be presented.
3. When running the program many times for a specific route involving many
different auxiliary conditions, the number of times that the vessel has to
wait for a specific dock divided by the number of ca lts to th at dock
should match the occupancy rate of the dock. The occupancy rates of
the docks were calculated with information inquired at the US Coast
Guard office in Houston 1 . In this case the problem occurs that the
auxiliary conditions influence the real occupancy rates of the terminals
substantialty2. Th is is why the test is carried out with the 'longrun
simulation option'3 where the auxiliary conditions are detected by simulation. The results are presented in the paragraph 'Checking the occupancy
rates of the docks'.
4. The program is also evaluated by presenting situations to the 'Route
Simulation Software' of which the results can easily be predicted. In th is
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way it is checked that results obtained from the computer program for
these clearly evident situations match the expected results. The results
are presented in the paragraph 'Evident situations and the simulation
software' .
5. The range of the calculated port times with the 'Route Simulation
Software' has to be in the order of magnitude of the port times obtained
in the real life situation. Experiments concerning this subject are carried
out in the paragraph 'The order of magnitude of the simulation results'.
The paragraph 'Evaluating the results ' evaluates whether or not the results
obta ined with the 'Route Simulation Software' are better than the results obtained in the real life situation. In the next paragraph the experience of using the
'Route Simulation Software' at both the shipping company investigated and its
port agent in Houston is descriped (paragraph 'Introducing and using the 'Route
Simulation Software'). FinaJly, Chapter 9 concludes with a short evaluation of
the current scheduling approach used (paragraph 'Evaluation of the current
scheduling strategy used').
STEP BY STEP SIMUlATION
Many d ifferent situations were simulated and evaluated by following the
simulation process step by step. This was done in orde r to check whether the
program simulates the activities in port as intended 4 • One of the simulations wiJl
be presented in this paragraph . The example presented below wiJl also
contribute to a more detailed understanding of the modeling approach as
explained in the chapter 'Modeling the activities in port' .
In the example 4 docks are visited, Paktank Deer Park berth 1 (22), Exxon berth
1 (11), City Dock berth 1 West (7) and Sterling (34) (Figure 37).
The input data is arranged as foJlowing:

************************

Optimal Rotation Program
1.D .Doornhos

OVERVIEW OF THE INPUT
Terminfo : Terminal#
Occupied
22
N
11
Y
7
N
34
Y
Vesselposition: 40
Is the input data correct? y

*************************

DATA:
Oc ./Lvd .

3.00
20.00
2.00
15.00

***********************************************************************
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Houston

Gulf Of Mexico

DOW

Figure 37 : Port of Houston
First Paktank Deer Park will be visited. According to the input information this
dock is available so that when tendering NOR the vessel will be able to dock at
Paktank Deer Park right away . Of course, the vessel first has to sail from the
pilot station (position number 40) to Paktank Deer Park. The port time will
therefore be raised from its initial value of zero to 4 . 15 hours . Next, the docking
time of the vessel is drawn from the appropriate distribution. In this case the
docking time is 10.50 hours which results in a total port time of 14.65 hours.
Now the vessel is going to visit the Exxon terminal. Exxon berth number 1 is
occupied and will not be available until 20 hours from the starting moment. This
means that the vessel has to wait 5 .35 hours before starting cargo handling
operations (port time = 20 hours). In this case the docking time is drawn to be
21.15 hours, resulting in a total port time of 41.7 hours (including a shift time
of 0.55 hours).
Next, the vessel shifts from Exxon to City Dock raising the port time with 1.72
hours to 43.42 hours. According to the information from City Dock their berth
number 1 West was available at the moment the vessel managed by the shipping company investigated was at the pilot station and the last vessel left that
particular berth 2 hours ago. The terminal process of th is particular dock will
therefore start at a terminal time of minus 2 hours. Next, an interarrival time
and a docking time will be drawn from the appropriate distributions (interarrival
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time = 53.22 hours and docking time = 10.14 hours). Adding the interarrival time
to the terminal time of minus 2 hours w ill result in a terminal time of 51.22
hours which is larger than the actual port time (41 .7 hours) when tendering
NOR. In other words, when the vessel arrives at this particular dock, it can doek
right away and start cargo handling operations. The docking time for the vessel
is drawn to be 5.99 hours resulting in a port time of 49.41 hours.
The vessel will now sail to Sterling terminal which is located in Texas City.
Sterling was occupied when the vessel entered the port. The initial terminal time
for this spec ific terminal will therefore be 15 hours (according to the input data).
The interarrival time and a docking time are drawn to be 89 .78 and 16.97
hours, respectively. The vessel managed by the shipping company investigated
is ready to shift to the Sterling terminal wh en the port time is 49.41 hours,
which means th at the Sterling terminal will be available at the moment
(49.41 <15+89 .78). Adding the docking time, the shift time from City Dock to
Sterling (5 .08 hours) and the shift t ime from Texas City to the pilot station to
the port time will result in a final port time of 69.35 hours.
After repeating the process described above for many different values of the
input data it can be concluded that the procedures 'Shipprocess' and 'Terminalprocess' work as intended.
When carrying out many runs for each of the chosen configurations, statistics
can be made for each terminal/dock concerning the docking times of the vessel
operated by the shipping company investigated, docking times of all vessels
visiting a specific doek and the interarrival times of each dock. Next, these
statistics were compared with the orig inal statistics based on the information
inquired at the US Coast Guard . It could be concluded that the values derived
by simulation match the orginal values on which the statistics used in the
simulation are based.
The values of the 'shiftmatrix' and the values of the waiting times we re
checked on its feasibility in a similar way as described above .
Of course it is also interesting to see how often the vessels had to wait for each
of the docks visited. For the example, presented in this paragraph, the results
are as following (Tabie I) :
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Doek number

Oee .rate
through sim.

Oeeu .rate
statisties

22

0.00 %

74.34 %

11

80.40 %

23 .44 %

7

31.90 %

20 .20 %

34

28 .70 %

22 .70 %

Table I
The numbers in the second column represent the occupancy rates experienced
by the vessels managed by the shipping company investigated and the numbers
in the third column represent the overall occupancy rates for the docks .
It is clear that the occupancy ra te experienced by the vessels managed by the
shipping company investigated when visiting the docks will be different from
the overall occupancy rates of the terminals calculated with the information
from the US Coast Guard (third column) . This is caused by the specific auxiliary
conditions in this situation. When many simulations are carried out for different
auxiliary conditions, the occupancy rates experienced by the vessels should
match the overall occupancy rates of the terminals. Tests concerning th is matter are carried out in the next paragraph.
CHECKING THE OCCUPANCY RATES OF THE DOCKS
In this paragraph is checked whether or not the occupancy rates of the docks
experienced by the vessels correspond with the values of the occupancy rates
obtained from the real life situation on which the program is based 4 • Of course
the occupancy rates will only correspond with each other if the occupancy rates
deduced from simulation are based on situations in which all the possible
auxiliary conditions are incorporated . This can be achieved by starting the
simulation with the 'longrun simulation' option 5 in the main menu. In this case
the auxiliary conditions are deduced by simulation.
Next, the results of the occupancy rates experienced by the vessels will be
presented for the same route presented in the previous paragraph (Tabie 11) . The
'longrun simulat ion' was carried out for 1000 runs with each a pre-s imulation
time of 1000 hours (the terminal process will start its process with a 'termtime'
of minus 1000 hours) 6.
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Dock
number

Occ.rate
through sim.

Occu.rate
statistics

22

71.4 %

74.34 %

11

24.58 %

23 .44 %

7

20.20 %

20.20 %

34

22.70 %

22.70 %

Table 11
The numbers in the second column represent the occupancy rates experienced
by the vessels and the numbers in the third column represent the overall occupancy rates for the docks (as explained in the first part of th is study).
It is clear that there are small differences between the percentages in the
second and third column. The reason for this could be that the interarrival times
and the docking times statistics in the computer are an estimate of the statistics
deduced from the information of the US Coast Guard 7 • The differences are
within acceptable limits and will therefore be tolerated .
The process described above was repeated so that data could be generated for
all the terminals. It seemed that the deviation between the two kinds of
occupancy rates (as explained above) for all the terminals are within acceptable
limits.
EVIDENT SITUATIONS AND THE SIMUlATION SOFTWARE
According to Shannon [3] the demonstration of the ability of the model to
predict some future events helps both the analyst and the user to develop
confidence in the model. That is why several situations were simulated by the
'Route Simulation Software' of which the results can easily be predicted. The
different situations tested will be presented in this paragraph. A reader familiar
with the situation in the port of Houston 7 will notice that the port times
presented seem be to high, compared to the real life situation . This will be
explained in more detail in the next paragraph.
For the convenience of the reader the map of the port of Houston will be printed
so th at the docks discussed in the different situations can easily be located
(Figure 38):
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Figure 38: The port of Houston

Situation 1
In this situation the terminals Paktank Deer Park berth 1 (22), City Doek berth 2
(8), Baytank berth 1 (2) and Shell berth East (27) are visited . All these terminals
are available and the last vessel leaving the terminals left two hours ago. The
eurrent position of the vessel is the pilot station (40). In this situation it is
obvious that Paktank Deer Park should be visited first beeause this terminal has
the highest oeeupaney rate and a visit to this terminal would not result in a raise
of the shift time eompared to the fasted route through port (when taking the
shift time into eonsideration). The 'Route Simulation Software' supports this
deeision:

********************** Optimal

Rotation Program
J.D .Doornhos

*********************

The program is calculating the optimal route.
The hest routings wil! he printed:
route
average
90 %quant

22
22
22
22

27 8 2
827 2
2 827
227 8
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58.84
60.64
61 .69
62.19

74.32
78.41
79.56
79.14
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******************Press m to return to the main menu******************

Situation 2
This situation is the same as the situation described above but now the vessel
position wil! be ITC doek number 1 (16) . In this situation Paktank Deer Park wil!
also be preferred by the port agent as the first terminal to visit, although this
will introduce a small inerease in the total shift time (twiee the shift between
ITC and Paktank Deer Park). The 'Route Simulation Software' supports the
dec is ion of the port agent.
Situation 3
In this situation the same situation applies as described in the previous situation,
but the vessel is now positioned at City doek, meaning th at an extra shift totalling 2.36 hours wil! be involved if Paktank Deer Park is visited first. Again the
'Route Simulation Software' indieates that Paktank Deer Park should be visited
first, as expeeted.
Situation 4
Now, two terminals remain to be visited, City Doek berth number 2 (8) and UCC
berth number 66 (35). Both doeks are oeeupied for the next 5 hours. In the
eurrent situation the vessel is loeated at ITC whieh is loeated between City
Doek and UCC. In this case the port agent would prefer to visit City Doek first
although UCC has a mueh higher oeeupaney ra te than City Doek berth number
2. The 'Route Simulation Software' supports this deeision:
********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J.D.Doornhos
The program is calculating the optimal route.
The best routings will be printed:
route
average
90%quant
835
35.70
47.11
35 8
43.67
55.35
******************Press m to return to the main menu******************

Obviously, the extra shift time involved when visiting the highly oeeupied UCC
terminal first is too high.
Situation 5
In this situation 3 doeks are seleeted eaeh of them having an oeeupaney ra te of
around 40%. The doeks seleeted are ITC berth number 1 (15) Petro United (26)
and UCC berth number 66 (35) . When the vessel is loeated at the end of the
ship ehannel (City Doek) and all the doeks are oeeupied for another two hours,
the port agent expeets th at ITC wil! be visited first beeause this is the first
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terminal on the route back to the pilot station. The 'Route Simulation Program'
draws the same conclusion:
********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J .D.Doornbos
The program is cal cu lating the optimal route.
The best routings will be printecl:
route
average
90%quant
15 26 35
46.29
60.50
153526
51.!7
65 .28
******************Press m to return to the main menu******************

Situation 6
In this situation Paktank Galena Park (25l, GATX Galena Park (14) and Old
Manchester (21) need to be visited. The vessel is at the pilot station (40). When
both GATX and Old Manchester are occupied for the next 10 hours and Paktank
Galena Park is available (last vessel departure = 10 hours), the port agent
would prefer to visit Paktank Galena Park first. Again, the 'Route Simulation
Software' supports this position:
********************** Optima! Rotation Program *********************
J . D .Doornbos
The program is calcu!ating the optima! route.
The best routings will be printed:
route
average
90%quant
25 1421
37.72
47.71
252! 14
39.20
51.45
******************Press m tel return to the main menu******************

Situation 7
Now, the same situation applies as described in the previous situation, but now
GATX will also be available (last vessel departure = 10 hours). in this case the
port agent would prefer to visit GATX first because this terminal is much bus ier
than Paktank Galena Park. The 'Route Simulation Software' draws the same
conclusion.

THE ORDER OF MAGNITUDE OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS
The range of the port times calculated with the 'Route Simulation Software'
should be in the order of magnitude of the port times obtained from the real life
situation. However in the previous paragraph was mentioned that some of the
port times for specific routes seem to be high compared to the real life situation.
Therefore, it will first be explained why th is difference exists (the paragraph
'Theory') and then a testing procedure is suggested in order to check whether
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the proposed explanation is acceptable (the paragraph 'Testing approach').
Finally, the results of the test are presented (paragraph 'Results') .
Theory
The port t ime calculated in the 'Route Simulation Software' for a specific route
is the average of all the simulations carried out for that specific route . This
means that both 'favourable' and 'bad' situations occurring during the
simulations are incorporated in the result. For example , sometimes the vessel
does not have to wait for any of the terminals visited ('favourable' situation)
and on other times the vessel will for example wait 36 hours for a specific dock
('bad' situation). If this situation occurs in reality, the vessel wil! first visit the
other terminals remaining in the route (if any) 8 and then return to the dock
which was occupied. In other words, the vessel will then prefer another route .
This means that the average port time calculated with the 'Route Simulation
Software' will be larger than the ave rage port time for that particular route in
the real situation . Therefore it will be expected that the port times obtained
from the real life situation will be a low quantile of the port time calculated for
that same route with the 'Route Simulation Software'. If the rotation through
port was completed very favourable (not waiting for any terminal). the real port
time should be a very low quantile of the calculated po rt time for the same
route. If many problems occur during the rotation , this quantile will be substantially higher. In other words, the average port time calculated by the 'Route
Simulation Software' is a statistica I quantity and can not be compared with the
port times obtained from the real situation without any adjustments. The
situation described above is summarized in Figure 39 .

It is important to keep in mind that the port agent will reschedule the vessel
every time it leaves a dock (instead of keeping to a pre-defined route as the
Route Simulation Software does). Each time up to date information about the
state of other terminals will be available. The 'Route Simulation Software'
should be set up in a similar way . But in the description above, the 'Route
Simulation Software' will just be executed once . In other words, the port time
calculated by the 'Route Simulation Software' is based on less accurate information 9 than the real rotation in port scheduled by the port agent. The port
agent uses information which was not availab le when the ' Route Simulation
Software' was executed. This is why the difference in port times occurs as
described above.
Testing Approach
According to the previous paragraph the port times obtained in the rea l life
situations should be low quantiles of the calculated port time. In th is paragraph
a procedure wil! be suggested in order to check whether the assumption mentioned above is correct.
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Distributlon of Ihe port time
calculated wlth Ihe 'Route
Simulatlon Software' lor one
specific route

L..ow Quintiles -> Real port time

Figure 39: Interpretation of the calculated port time
The port time for each rotation through port should be compared with the port
time calculated by the 'Route Simulation Software' for that particular route
(same order of the terminals) 10 and the same auxiliary conditions .
In order to achieve this, the port agent can carry out simulations for the vessels
arriving at the port. With an average of one vessel (managed by the shipping
company investigated) visiting the port of Houston 7 each week, th is way of
gathering the desired information is time consuming 11. Therefore an adjusted
approach will be required. In this case simulations should be carried out for port
calls from the past . However, in this case the problem exists that the auxiliary
conditions on which the port agent based his decisions are not recorded. If
possible, these auxiliary conditions have to be reconstructed.
When taking the available administrative files into consideration the following
procedure is suggested in order to reconstruct the auxiliary conditions:
1. In the Daily Vessel Reports is printed when a vessel enters and when it
leaves the port of Houston 12 • In th is way the total time in the port of
Houston can be calculated 1 3 . In Chapter 3 was explained in detail what
kind of information the Daily Vessel Report contains and wh at it is used
for 14 •
2. From the rearranged files of the Vessel Transit Log (information sorted by
dock number) 15, the auxiliary conditions can approximately be reconstructed . For every dock in the rotation can be checked whether it was
occupied or available. Also information about the last vessel departure
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from a specific
available can be
Log. Of course
vantage that all
the desk.

doek and the
deduced from
this is a time
the necessary

number of hours before a doek will be
the rearranged files of the Vessel Transit
consuming procedure but it has the adinformation can be gathered from behind

When gathering the auxiliary conditions in port by the method described above
the following should be kept in mind:
1. The port agent bases his routing schedule partlyon information which will
not be taken into consideration by the 'Route Simulation Software'. This
additional information is not filed anywhere and can therefore not be
reconstructed .
2 . The information deduced from the Vessel Transit Log (USCG) is data
concerning the situation in port as it occurred in reality. The information
given to the port agent at the moment he is making the decision about
the rotation through port might differ from what occurred in reality. For
example, the dock master of a terminal might say that a berth will be
available in 10 hours when in reality the berth was occupied for 20 more
hours. Then the port agent will base his decision on incorrect information.
Of course this does not apply for information about the last vessels
departuring from the terminal.
Results
Based on the available Transit Vessels Logs from the three month period during
the summer of 1993 16 several tests were carried out according to the procedure
described above.
Before presenting the results for all the routes tested, two examples will be
presented, one of a case where no delays occurred during the rotation through
port and one where several delays occurred .
First, the visit of a vessel to the port of Houston and Texas City starting at the
4th of July will be presented (VOY 209/93). During this visit the vessel visited
the terminals Stolthaven (Oiltankingl, Petro United, Union Carb ide (dock number
66) and Paktank Deer Park (doek number 1 )17 . The vessel used 72.9 hours to
visit these terminals. Carrying out a simulation for this particular route with the
'Route Simulation Software' resulted in a specific distribution of the port time
(Figure 40).
From Figure 40 it appears that the real port time is a 2 percent quantile 18 of the
port time calculated in the 'Route Simulation Software' . This corresponds with
the expectation described in the paragraph ' Theory'. The quantile calculated
above is low because there occ urred no drawbacks during this specific rotation
through port. The vessel did not have to wait on the availability of any of the
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Figure 40 : Distribution of the port time
docks neither did any problems occur during cargo handling.
Of course, when several problems occur during a port call, the real port t ime
will be a higher quantile of the calculated port time with the 'Route Simulation
Software' than occurred in the example above. In th is case an example will be
presented concern ing a vessel visiting the port of Houston (including Texas City)
at the 22nd. of July 1993 (VOY 210/93) . During this port call the vessel visited
Amoco, Union Carbide (dock number 66), City Dock, ITC (dock number 1) and
Paktank Deer Park (dock number 1). The total port time was 84 hours. Carrying
out a simulation for this particular route with the 'Route Simulation Software '
resulted in a specific distribution of the port time (Figure 41) .
From Figure 41 it appears th at the real port time is a 32 percent quantile of the
port time calculated with the 'Route Simulation Software'. This quantile is
substantially higher than the quantile presented in the first example because the
vessel had to wait for more then 17 hours for an available berth at the ITC
terminal. When subtracting the 17 hours delay of the total port time, the quantile will decrease to approximately 10 %. Again th is supports the suggestion
that the real port times are low quantiles of the calculated port times with the
'Route Simulation Software'.
The test described above was carried out for all vessels of the shipping company investigated visiting the port of Houston during the month's June, July
and August 1993 19 • The results are summarized in Table 111.
The first column in the table shows the number of the test carried out (a unique
number was assigned to each test). The second column shows the port time in
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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the real life situation and in the third column the results obtained by the 'Route
Simulation Software' for this particular route is presented (the same auxiliary
conditions as experienced in reality apply) . In the fourth column the result of the
calculations is printed:

(port time of the real life situationfcalculated port time)*100.
The fifth column presents the estimate of the quantiles, as explained in the
previous paragraph's. In the sixth column the port time obtained from the real
situation is corrected for obvious visible delays (for example waiting for an
available dock or very long docking times 20 ). In the context of the example
presented on the previous page, the 17 hour delay at ITC wil! be subtracted
from the total port time of 84 hours . Of course when no large delays occurred,
the results presented in the sixth column wil! be identical to the results
presented in the second column. Now the port time again, obtained from the
real situation (including correction), is compared with the results from the
simulation (seventh column) and the corrected quantiles are calculated (last
column).
From the table can be concluded that the port time in the real life situation is a
low quantile of the port time calculated with the 'Route Simulation Software'
for the same route and under the same auxiliary cond itions. In average this
quantile wil! have the value of 32 .3 percent and when large delays are
subtracted from the port times the average quantile wil! be as low as 10.7
percent. The results correspond with the expectations explained in the theory in
the beginning of the paragraph 'The order of magnitude of the simulation
results'. In other words, the results obtained through simulation (when
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Testnumber

Port
time"
(real sit.l

Port
time"
(simul.l

Pt,.. ,IPt,'m

(%1

Ouantile

(%1

Port time
Corrected

Pt,.. ,/Pt,'m

Ouantile

(%)

(%1

1

72 .9

104.3

69 .9

2 .0

69.9

67 .0

0 .2

2

80.8

75 .8

106.6

67 .9

62 .2

82 .1

15 .9

3

84 .0

90 .3

9 3 .0

32 .0

62 .6

69 .3

6 .3

4

68.0

86 .7

78.4

11 .8

68.0

78 .4

11.8

5

123.5

114.3

108 .0

48 .4

92 .3

80 .7

11.9

6

78 .5

104 .8

74 .9

8.0

70 .3

67 . 1

3 .7

7

67 .0

53 .9

124.3

86.3

46 .2

85 .7

28 .0

8

97 .0

128 .0

75 .8

5 .7

89 .5

69.9

1.7

9

32 .4

41 .1

78.8

18.2

78 .5

74 .9

18 .2

10

97.0

130 .6

74.3

5. 8

97 .0

74.3

5 .8

11

61 .0

56 .3

9 2 .8

67.4

47.7

84 .7

23.0

12

79.5

66.4

119 .7

85 .9

51.6

77 .7

11 .0

13

66.0

93 .8

70 .4

10.3

66.0

70 .4

10.3

14

60 .0

87 .6

68 .5

2 .0

60.0

68 .5

2 .0

Average

76.3

88 .1

88 .2

32 .3

68 .7

75 . 1

10.7

Table 111

interpreting it correctly) are in the order of magnitude of the port times obtained
from the real life situation . This indicates that the 'Route Simulation Software'
simulates the chemical shipping activities in port realistically 21.

EVALUATING THE RESOLTS
When introducing the 'Route Simulation Software' it is desirabie to evaluate
whether or not the software improves the scheduling performance of the port
agent and commercial management of the shipping company investigated. But
because of the nature of the tasks for which the software is designed
(scheduling) combined with lack of relevant information, a complete evaluation
is difficult to achieve.
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Next, some of the possible evaluation procedures are summarized:
Method 1
Evaluation of the program by comparing the results obtained by the program
with the results obtained in the real situation by scheduling simultaneously with
the port agent (such that the same auxiliary conditions apply). For this method
the problem arises that the 'Route Simulation Software' and the port agent
often will take different decisions concerning the next berth to visit in the
rotation. If the vessel deviates from the proposed route by the 'Route
Simulation Software' the visit to the remaining terminals have to be simulated in
order to say anything about the total port time. It is difficult to simulate these
activities because the scheduling strategy of the competitors is not known and
because the required information concerning the different docks is hard to
reconstruct.
If the port agent draws the same conclusions as the 'Route Simulation
Software' it will still be difficult to draw any conclusions whether the actual
rotation through port was the best one when taking the auxiliary conditions into
consideration.
Method 2
Evaluating the results by analyzing rotations from the past. This can for example
be achieved by carrying out simulations for each of the port calls during a
certain period (for example last year) and comparing these results with the
actual time spent in the port.
In this case the same problems arise as described above. It is of course possible
to estimate the auxiliary conditions when running the 'Route Simulation
Software' once when the vessels enters the port (as explained in the paragraph
'The order of magnitude of the simulation results'). When applying the theory
from the previous paragraph a rough estimate of the actual port time can be
made when following the advice of the 'Route Simulation Software'. Of course,
a rough estimate of the port time when using the scheduling tooi is not sufficient enough to draw any conclusions about the performance of the 'Route
Simulation Software'22 (ünless the improvement is in the order of magnitude of
100 percent or more 23 ).
Method 3
Evaluation of the results through simulation. In this case the results obtained
when simulating the rotation according to the strategy of the port agent are
compared with the results obtained when using the scheduling tooI. Several
problems arise when introducing this evaluation procedure:
1. The strategy of the port agent has to be translated into computer
software. This is difficult because no structured approach is used when
making the decisions concerning the scheduling of the vessels.
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2. The results from the evaluation should be easy to communicate with the
users of the 'Route Simulation Software'. That is why a link with the
actual situation in port is preferred .
3. The 'sequential programming approach' used for the 'Route Simulation
Software' is not very suitable for implementing the proposed evaluation
procedure 24 • Another drawback of th is method is th at the required
modeling and programming will be time consuming 25 •
Method 4
Evaluation of the scheduling tooi by using it in dav to dav operations. Again in
this case the problem arises that it is almost impossible to compare the
achieved results with the other possible solutions (as described above for
method 1 and 2). However, an experienced scheduler (like the port agent) will
after a certain amount of time be able to get an impression whether the 'Route
Simulation Software' performs adequately (qualitative results). Then it will also
be possible to formulate possible adjustments.
It is clear that presenting accurate quantitative results about the performance of
the 'Route Simulation Software' is difficult. It seems that the last method
described is the best option in order to get an impression about the performance
of the scheduling tooi but when th is method is pursued it will not be possible to
present any of the results in this report.
In order to generate some numbers concerning the performance of the 'Route
Simulation Software' the following procedure is proposed: The auxiliary conditions for some port calls in the past are reconstructed and an optimal route
simulation is carried out. Then the actual rotation carried out is simulated and
the resulting port time will be compared with the port time calculated for the
best route. In this case the same rotations are simulated as in the previous
paragraph.
It is important to notice that in reality the 'Route Simulation Software' will be
used in a different way as proposed in the procedure above (the vessel will be
rescheduled after each terminal which has been visited 26 ). That is the reason
why the numbers presented in the table below just give a rough indication of
the possible increase in performance (Tabie IV, • The simulation results are in
hours).
The first number in the table shows the number of the test carried out. The
results when running the scheduling tooi for the chosen route in the real
situation are printed in the second column. The port times calculated for the
best route with the 'Route Simulation Software' are printed in the third column
and then in the fourth column the difference between the results obtained in the
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Test number

Simul. resulta
(chosen route)

Simui. result a
(best route)

Pt bes t r:

Ptchosen

a
f.

Increase of performance (%)

1

104.3

63.4

40.9

39 .2

2

75 .8

72.4

3.4

4.5

3

90 .3

85.8

4 .5

5.0

4

86.7

68 .9

17.8

20.5

5

114.3

6

104.8

85.4

19.4

18.5

7

53 .9

49.8

4.1

7.6

8

128.0

9

41.1

38.1

3.0

7.3

10

130.6

108.2

22.4

17.2

11

56.3

56.3

0.0

0.0

12

66.4

62.6

3 .8

5.7

13

93.8

92.3

1.6

1.7

14

87.6

87.6

0 .0

0.0

Average

88 .1

72 .6

10.1

10.6

Table IV
two previous columns is printed '. In the last column this difference is related to
the simulation result of the chosen route in the following way:

100*(port time of chosen route - port time of best route)
port time of chosen route
From the table can be concluded that about 140 hours could be saved when
comparing the results of the chosen rotations with the best rotations according
to the 'Route Simulation Software,27. This corresponds with a decrease of the
port time of 10.6 percent. In the chapter 'Port costs' was explained that a 10
percent improvement through better scheduling of the vessels in the port of
Houston will generate additional earnings of about US$ 10000 a year. Of
course once again, it is important to notice that the numbers generated above
are based on a approach which differs substantially from the approach used in
the real life scheduling environment.
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INTRODUCING AND USING THE 'ROUTE SIMUlATION SOFTWARE'
Introduction
This paragraph contains a description of the experience of using the 'Route
Simulation Software' for scheduling purposes. First is explained in what way the
'Route Simulation Software' can be used (paragraph 'Application possibilities)
and next the introduction of the 'Route Simulation Software' at a port agency is
described (paragraph 'Introduction of the RSS at the port agency'). Finally, an
example of a scheduling decision made by the 'Route Simulation Software' in a
real life situation is presented (paragraph 'Using the 'Route Simulation
Software').
Application possibilities
There are two different ways in which the 'Route Simulation Software' can be
used:
Port Agency
The port agent can use the 'Route Simulation Software' for scheduling the
vessels through port. Before every shift relevant information is entered into the
computer and then the optimal rotations are calculated and printed on screen.
Based on this information and other relevant information the port agent makes a
decision about the next berth to be visited. In other words, the 'Route
Simulation Software' assists the port agent in his decision process and does not
replace the port agent.
Commercial department of the shipping company
The commercial manager can use the 'Route Simulation Software' to quantify
some of the decisions concerning the booking of cargoes from certain terminals.
By running the 'Route Simulation Software' it is possible to deduce how much
more time a vessel approximately will stay in port and th is can then be compared with the profit made on the deal. This way it can be quantified if certain
business propositions are acceptable.
Introduction of the RSS at the port agency
The 'Route Simulation Software' is especially designed to assist the port agent
with scheduling the vessel through port 28 • Even though the software is tailor
made for its application there always exists resistance among the users when
introducing the new software. There are several reasons for this:
1. The benefit of using the new software application is not clear. The
employees are used to proceed in a certain way and find it difficult to
change these procedures ('It did always go weil, so why change?').
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2. When formulating the business problem, the relation to the goal of the
organisation is often not clear.
3. The users are not prepared to the fact that often some discipline is required in order collect the necessary input data completely.
If not probably dealt with the issues described above an information technology
project can fail. The users feel that they are managed by the computer software
though the intension was the other way around . Most of these problems boil
down to the problem of communication. In order to implement software
successfully communication towards the users seems to be of great importance.

In order to mmlmlze the resistance of introducing the 'Route Simulation
Software' the following approach was used :
1. The user 29 was involved in the project in an early phase. In this way
thiswishes and possibilities were formulated . Involving the users in an
early phase has more advantages:
* Access to relevant information and experience;
* The project will to a larger extent be considered as their own;
* Reduce the resistance to change.
2. Knowledge of the way in which the program works gives the user more
confidence in the results. Therefore the way the activities in port are
simulated was gradually explained to the port agent .
3 . The process of using the scheduling tooi is explained to the port agent
and in several cases the author scheduled vessels simultaneous with the
port agent. In the folowingparagraph several examples of the scheduling
process with the 'Route Simulation Software' will be presented. The
contents of scheduling simultaneously with the user is:
* Get acquainted with the 'Route Simulation Software'
* How to interpret the results
* Get acquainted with the process of experimenting with the software
Of course, during the implementation of the 'Route Simulation Software' several
problems arose:
1. One problem is connected to the relationship between the port agency
and the shipping company investigated. The shipping company hires the
port agency to take care of the practical matters when visiting the port of
Houston 30 • In other words, the port agency for which the prog ram is
designed, did not initiate this study (the shipping company initiated the
project). In the beginning of this project the port agent did not really
believe that the objectives of the project could be realized, which of
course does not make the acceptance of the 'Route Simulation Software'
easier. Nevertheless, the port agent has always supported this project
totally in every possible way .
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2. The designers of the computer software most often have more
knowledge about the future application (of the computer program) than
the user. In this case it is clear that it was difficult for the user to imagine
what the possibilities of simulation are which makes the process of
gathering the right information more difficult.
3. When the 'Route Simulation Software' was first introduced , the port
agent hesitated with gathering all information required . When using the
computer tooi, only one additional question has to be asked when calling
the terminals though this seemed to be difficult . But after actually doing it
a few times it was clear that the terminals were very cooperative and can
provide the desired information.
4 . As stated before, when introducing computer software it is important to
involve the users, also during the building of the actual program itself. In
this project direct feedback from the users during the building of the
program was not possible because the program was written in Delft, The
Netherlands.
5. When introducing new computer software the users should have the
chance to get acquainted with the system over a certain amount of time.
A gradual introduction of the 'Route Simulation Software' at the port
agency is preferred . It is obvious that the time available for th is phase in
this project is to short. By the time the port agent gets used to the idea
of the fa ct that the scheduling process of vessels can be assisted by the
'Route Simulation Software', the author headed back to Europe.
Therefore active support from the shipping company is required in the
future . A 3 month 3 1 period will be required in order to completely incorporate the software in the scheduling procedures of the port agene 2 .
When putting up this time table one should keep in mind that interesting
situations in which the 'Route Simulation Software' can be useful do not
appear every day .
6. Sometimes decisions about the rotation have to be made during the night.
Of course it is not very likely that the port agent is going to simulate the
situation during his sleep . In these cases possible scenarios have to be
simulated at dav time. This requ ires some extra effort from the scheduler.
7. When using the 'Route Simulation Software' it is sometimes useful to
simulate several scenarios. Of course, the computer should be able to
perform the required calculations within a certain amount of time . Unfortunately the computer facilities at the port agency do not meet the required standard. In order to work successfully with the 'Route Simulation
Software' a faster computer should be purchased . In this case it is important to notice that a co-processor 33 might improve performance
sufficiently .
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Using the 'Route Simulation Software'
Now a situation in which the 'Route Simulation Software' was used for
scheduling a vessel to the next berth is explained:
The situation descriped below occurred at the 22nd. of January 1994 when a
vessel managed by the shipping company investigated finished cargo handling
at Union Carbide (35) in Texas City . Three more docks needed to be visited
during the port call: ITC doek number 1 (15), Sterling (34) and Celanese (5).
Sterling is loeated in Texas City, Celanese in Bayport and ITC is loeated on the
Houston ship ehannel 34 .
Both Sterling and Celanese are available and ITC doek number 1 is occupied for
another 6 hours. The last vessel departured from Sterling and Celanese 26 and
14 hours ago, respectively. ITC also told the port agent that if the vessel is not
going to tender NOR to ITC first, most likely a Stolt vessel will tender NOR and
the doek will then be occupied for another 12 hours. In other words there are
two scenario's:
(1) ITC doek number 1 is going to be occupied for the next 6 hours;
(2) ITC doek number 1 is going to be occupied for the next 18 hours;
In this context the question arose if it is economical to visit ITC first although
th is will result in a six hours wait. In this case it is important to keep in mind
that ITC is a highly occupied terminal. Running scenario 1 on the 'Route
Simulation Software' results in:

********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J .D.Doornbos
The program is calculating the optimal route.
The best routings will be printed :
90% quant
route
average
44 .87
63.00
34 155
15534
47.29
59.21
345 15
47.55
60.00
5 1534
47.99
63 .08
15345
55.78
72.00
******************Press m to return to the main menu******************

In this case the 'Route Simulation Software' advises to visit Sterling (34) first,
but visiting either Celanese or ITC first will not result in an enormous loss of
time.
According to the port agent it is likely that the departure of the vessel currently
occupying ITC will be delayed for 2 hours which means that ITC doek number 1
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will be occupied for the next 8 hours (instead of 6 hours). Entering this information into the 'Route Simulation Software' results in:
********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J.D.Doornbos
The program is calculating the optimal route _
The best routings will be printed :
route
average
90%quant
34155
43 .87
61.71
44.56
60.23
5 15 34
34515
47.92
61.27
15534
50.41
63.43
534 15
54.87
69.57
15345
58.25
72 .00
******************Press m to return to the main menu****** ************

In this case the computer advises to visit either Sterling or Celanese first. If the
vessel occupying ITC doek number 1 is delayed for an additional 2 hours the
'Route Simulation Software' will still chose to visit Sterling first.
Now it is interesting to see what will be the most favourable terminal to VISlt
first when the Stolt vessel tenders NOR to ITC before the vessel managed by
the shipping company investigated_ In this case ITC doek number 1 will be
occupied for the next 18 hours:
********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J.D.Doornhos
The program is calculating the optimal route.
The best routings wil! be printed :
route
average
90%quant
5 15 34
45.52
56.85
345 15
45.23
63.94
48 .69
59.66
34 155
15534
61.49
76 .36
15345
67.49
80.77
******************Press m to return to the main menu**** **************

It is clear th at either Celanese or Sterling should be visited first. If the ITC berth
will be available four hours later than predicted by the terminal (which is very
likely according to the port agent) the 'Route Simulation Software' will generate
the following results:
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********************** Optimal Rotation Program *********************
J . D. Doornbos
The program is calculating the optimal route.
The best routings will be printed :
route
average
90%quant
345 15
42 .05
57.64
49 .00
59.59
5 15 34
15 5 34
65.32
76.89
15 345
71.69
84.80
15 345
66.07
77.24
******************Press m to return to the main menu ******************
It seems th at the route where Sterling (34) is visited first performs better and
the route were Celanese (5) is visited first performs worse . In this case Sterling
is clearly preferred to become the first terminal to be visited .
Cons idering the conclusions drawn for both the scenario's above Sterling will be
preferred as the terminal which is going to be visited first . The port agent draws
the same conclusion.
In the real situation the ship visited the remaining terminals in the rotation in the
order Sterling , Celanese and finally ITC . Unfortunately ITC dock number 1 was
occupied when the Catalina finished cargo handling at Celanese and therefore it
had to anchor for about 7 hours at Bolivar Road.

EVALUATING CURRENT SCHEDULJNG STRATEGY USED
In the description of the objective of this study was explained that in the current
situation the following scheduling approach applies:
1. The port agent tries to schedule the vessels to the termina l that is located
furthest in the Houston ship channel first (situat ion 1);
2. Paktank Deer Pa rk is always visited right away when it is ava ilable
(situation 2).
It is possible to evaluate the scheduling approach described above by using the
'Route Simulation Software' for a period of time and collecting the necessary
data. In order to get an impression of the outcome of the evaluation several
imaginary rotations were simulated with the 'Route Simulation Software' 35 .
Situation 1 : Terminal furthest in the ship channel first 36
In th is case 10 different situations were simulated in which the vessel is located
at the pilot station and the term inals that are going to be visited are all
available 37 . Now was checked how often the 'Route Simulation Software '
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preferred the terminal located furthest in the ship channel. The results are
summarized in Table V.

Number of rotations carried
out

Terminal with highest occupancy rate preferred first

12

9

Terminal located furthest
on the ship channel first

2

Table V
In only 2 of the 12 situations simulated, the terminal furthest on the ship channel was preferred. In more than 80 percent of the cases the terminal with the
highest occupancy ra te was preferred. When excluding the rotations in which
the terminal located furthest down in the ship channel also happened to be the
terminal with the highest occupancy ra te from the tests, the terminal located
furthest in the ship channel was not selected once. In other words, the first part
of the scheduling approach currently used (as explained above) is not good .
Situation 2: Visit Paktank OP if the terminal is available 3 6
In the situation 1, it was concluded that the terminal with the highest occupancy rate often is preferred as the terminal to be visited first . Paktank OP is the
terminal with the highest occupancy ra te of all the terminals in Houston. Tests
with the 'Route Simulation Software' showed that Paktank Deer Park should
always be visited right away if this terminal is available. Most of the times
Paktank Deer Park was even preferred if the vessel had to wait for a couple of
hours before it was possible to doek at the terminal.
In order to get an impression of how many hours waiting for the Paktank Deer
Park 38 terminal is acceptable, 10 tests with different rotations were carried out
with the 'Route Simulation Software'. The first 5 tests concern rotations in
which several terminals with high occupancy rates are incorporated and in
which the current location of the vessel was selected in such a way that a visit
to Paktank Deer Park first can result in extra shift time. The last 5 tests concern
rotations were it is obvious that Paktank Deer Park is going to be visited first.
The results are summarized in Table VI (" Number of hours it is acceptable to
wait until Paktank Deer Park doek number 1 is available).
From the table it can be concluded that waiting times between 4 and 8 hours
are acceptable when visiting Paktank Deer Park first. Of course the number of
hours acceptable will be different for each situation. This means that the 'Route
Simulation Software' should be used each time the vessel is going to be
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Test number

Terminal numbers in
route

Nof h. waiting time
accep.·

1

22 19 16 28

5

2

2232344

4

3

227

4

4

22262

6

5

221530

4

6

93022

7

7

13422

11

8

22251 30

7

9

2022

6

10

37332022

7

Table VI
scheduled . The results presented above are just examples in order to get an
impression of the order of magnitude of the acceptable waiting times when
visiting Paktank Deer Park.

Notes
1. Of course the correction for barge traffic at some of the terminals should be taken into consideration when viewing the occupancy rates of the terminals . This was explained in Chapter 6 .
2. Which is one of the reasons for designing the 'Route Simulation Software'.
3. This was explained in greater detail in 'The users guide', Chapter 8 .
4. The 'real' life situation in port is incorporated in the statistics of the docking times and the
interarrival times obtained from the US Coast Guard and the administration of the shipping company
investigated.
5. In the paragraph 'Simulation options' (Chapter 81 a detailed
simulation' option was given.

explanation of the 'longrun

6. This was explained in 'The users guide'.
7 . Including Texas City and Freeport.
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8. Assuming that the port agent knows that the waiting time at that terminal will be 36 hours (the
terminals do not always give correct information to the port agent) .
9. In the ' Route Simulation Software' the future auxiliary conditions of the different docks are
deduced by simulation which of course is less accurate than information directly obtained from the
terminals (assuming that their information is correct which is not always the case) .
10. This can be achieved by starting up the simulation through option number two in the main menu
of the 'Route simulation Software', 'Port time of a specific route' .
11 . Only two weeks were available for this phase of the project.
12. Including Texas City and Freeport . However, Freeport (DOW) will be excluded from th is test .
13. The DOW terminal in Freeport is excluded from this test .
14. Paragraph ' Structure of the administration '
15. Paragraph 'The US Coast Guard' in Chapter 5.
16. The statistics of the interarrival times and the docking times (of all vessels) was based on the
Vessel Transit Logs from this period.
17. The last terminal visited was DOW in Freeport . This terminal is excluded from this example
because the information available in the 'Route Simulation Software' concerning this terminal is not
accurate.
18. It was assumed that the quantiles are linear between the values presented in the histograms. In
reality this is most likely not true but this approach will give a good estimate of the desired quantiles.
19. Voyages where not all the desired information was available were excluded .
20. The port time is cor rected for long docking t imes if the docking time exceeds the average
docking time with more than 35 percent .
21. The port times obtained through sim ulation approximately correspond with the port times
obtained from the real life situation. Therefore the assumption about neglecting the supposed limited
correlation between some of the statistics (as stated in Chapter 6) will be acceptable.
22. Especially when taking the variation of the quantiles into consideration .
23. Which is not the case.
24. In Chapter 5 was explained that the resulting software when using the ' sequential programming
approach ' will be designed for one specif ic app li cation and wi ll therefore be difficult to extend.
25 . The time available for this phase of t he project is limited .
26 . Of course it is also possible that certain decisions con cern ing the scheduling of the vessel is
based on information not taken into con sideration by the ' Route Simulation Software ' . It is important to remember that the ' Route Simulation Software' is just a planning tooi and the f inal decision
about the scheduling should both be based on the port agent's judgement (taking information not
available for the 'Route Simulation Software' into consideration) and the statistical results obtained
trom the computer .
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27. Remember that the real port times are low quantiles of the real port time calculated by the
'Route Simulation Software'.
28. The role of the port agent was explained in Chapter 2.
29. The port agency and commercial management of the shipping company .
30. Including Texas City and Freeport .
31. This is an estimate .
32. Some other conditions also need to be fulfilled in order to achieve full acceptation of the
software.
33. They cost about US$100.
34. The paragraph 'Evident situations and the simulation software' contains a map of the port of
Houston, Texas City and Freeport .
35. There was not enough time available in order to carry out a sufficient number of tests in the real
situation in port .
36. Excluding DOW.
37. Four terminals in each rotation.
38. Berth number 1.
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CHAPTER 10:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONClUSIONS
The objective of this study was to make an user friendly operational port call
planning model in order to reduce the port time of chemica I tankers in the port
of Houston ' . From the 'Disturbance analysis' is known that substantial time
savings can be gained:

*

43 percent of the time spent in port is lost because of delays;

* The biggest single reason for delays in port is waiting for an occupied
berth (40 % of the time lost);
* Additional earnings of US$1 065 a year can be generated for each percent
time saving achieved when scheduling the vessel through the port of
Houston'.
Based on the information above, the scheduling of the vessels through port was
analyzed in more detail and in this context the 'Route Simulation Software' was
developed.
Now the most important conclusions concerning the scheduling tooi are
presented:
1. The 'Route Simulation Software' satisfies the pre-defined objective of this
study. The project was realized within the available time (6 month's) and
budget .
2. The ' Route Simulation Software' calculates the statistica I fastest route
through port when taking the auxiliary conditions into consideration . The
real port time is a low quantile of the port time calculated with the
scheduling tooi for that specific route 2 •
3. It is difficult to quantify how much time will be saved when using the
'Route Simulation Software' during the scheduling process. This is
caused by the nature of the tasks for which the software is designed
(scheduling) combined with lack of relevant information 3 .
4. The terminals can provide the port agent with the required information in
order to start the computer simulation.
5. The ' Route Simulation Software ' assists th e port agent in his decision
process and does not replace the port agent . Information which is not
taken into consideration by the ' Route Simulation Software' can influence
the decision about the next berth to be visited substantially .
6 . The port agent can work with the software without any assistance from
the author. He was taught how to work with the 'Route Simulation
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Software' and he learned to experiment with the software (calculating
different scenario's).
7. Some extra effort from the scheduler is required when decisions about
the rotation are made at night. In th is case the port agent needs to calculate several scenario's during the dav in advance.
8. In the current strategy, the port agent prefers to schedule the vessels to
the terminal which is located furthest on the Houston ship channel. Tests
showed that this is not a good criterion when scheduling the vessels
through the port of Houston. The strategy of always visiting Paktank Deer
Park when the terminal is available seems to be a good strategy.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. In order to incorporate the 'Route Simulation Software' in dav to dav
scheduling operations of the port agency the following will be required :
* A gradual introduction of the 'Route Simulation Software' at the port
agency is preferred . The users should get the chance to get acquainted
with the system over a certain amount of time. Therefore active support from the shipping company is required in the near future.
* The computer facilities at the port agency do not meet the required
standard in order to work sufficiently with the 'Route Simulation
Software'. A faster computer should be purchased 4 •
2. After working with the 'Route Simulation Software' for a period of time
the experience with the scheduling tooi should be evaluated and possible
extensions of the software can be suggested. The assumptions 5 made
when designing the 'Route Simulation Software' should also be
evaluated. These assumptions are:
* A possible correlation between some of the statistics is neglected 6 .
* The OWT-statistics (occupied waiting time) are rough estimates of the
real life situation.
* The statistics concerning the OOW terminal in Freeport were made by
an educated guess. Therefore it is better to exclude the OOW terminal
from the simulation until accurate statistics for this terminal have been
obtained.
* The correction of the statistics for barge traffic are based on rough
estimates of the real life situation.
If commercial management wants to quantify how much time is saved
when scheduling with the 'Route Simulation Software' special arrangements concerning the administration have to be made 7 .
3. The maintenance of the software also requires proper attention. This
concerns both the maintenance of the software and the maintenance of
the statistics on which the simulation is based 8 • In this case, manpower
with sufficient skilIs is required. The computer department of the shipping
company investigated has no experience with Turbo Pascal and does not
have any experience with simulation software whatsoever. The same
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situation applies for the port agency. The commercial manager of the
shipping company is therefore the only person in the company who is
9
able to maintain the system •
4. This project concerning the scheduling of the vessels through port was
executed according to the point of view of one single shipping company.
Analyzing the scheduling situation from another point of view might result
in a different scheduling approach . Scheduling possibilities when using a
top-down approach should be studied in greater detail because big
savings concerning both time and money might be gained. The next
paragraph gives a brief introduction of planning in a broader perspective.

PLANNING IN A BROADER PERSPECTIVE
Introduction
When taking this project concerning the scheduling of the vessels in the port of
Houston ' in a broader perspective, it is obvious th at more cooperation between
the different parties ' 0 will, in general, shorten the port times of the vessels. For
the completeness, first the way the vessels are scheduled through the port of
Houston ' are summarized : A vessel enters the port and needs to visit several
terminals . The scheduling of the vessels is not coordinated (on macro-level)".
Each vessel tries to find the best way through port separately. The scheduler 1 2
has limited information available when making decisions. It is very difficult to
estimate what future positions the other vessels in port will have.
According to the experience of the port agent 13 in Houston 1, the scheduling of
the vessels through port is easier when he has several vessels in port at the
same time'4. This is caused by the fact that more information is then available
and the scheduling of the vessels is arranged by one authority . In other words,
the information availability and concentrated scheduling power are of great
importance when seeking improvement in scheduling the rotation of the vessels .
8ased on th is information the following paragraph discusses a possible direction
of a solution.
General scheduling model
The first step in order to improve scheduling procedures in the port of Houston "
would be that the shipowners (or its agents) and the terminals provide more
information to each other. In this case the individual scheduling process of each
of the operators can improve, although the final objective should be to integrate
the scheduling tasks of all the operators with each other. If all the operators
integrate their scheduling task with each other we can speak of a central planning system :
1. Each vessel visiting the port keeps a central authority (e .g. the harbour
master) up to date with the following information:
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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* Which docks have to be visited;
* Which cargoes have to be loaded or discharged and the relevant quantities of the cargoes;

* Restrictions in the rotation;
* Possible visits to dry docks for repairs and estimates of the time required.
2. The terminals provide the harbour master with the following information:
* Estimates of the time required for cargo handling for the vessels currently docked at the terminal and for the vessels wh ich are going to
visit the terminal in the near future;
* Giving notice of any problems which can influence cargo handling
capabilities.
3. The US Coast Guard can provide information concerning vessel traffic and
weather conditions 15.
4. Several times a dav a schedule will be made for all the vessels visiting the
chemica I docks in port w ith a port plann ing tool 16 . The computer program
should calculate the average best solution for all the vessels involved.
This means that sometimes the interests of a specific operator has to be
sacrificed for interests of other operators, but in average all the vessels
will be better off. In order to ensure a fair scheduling approach for all the
parties it could be useful to keep a record of how often the interests of
each operator had to be sacrificed.
In the context of scheduling vessels through port, it might be useful to study air
control systems of airports. The proposed model is roughly summarized in
Figure 42.
When a centra I planning procedure is introduced successfully, the following
advantages can be obtained :
Shipowners(operators:

* More business can be generated with each vessel because the average

*
*

port t ime decreases;
More reliable estimates concerning the time spent in po rt can be made
resulting in a higher service level towards the clients;
The amount of money spent on demurrage will be reduced as weil as the
time and money lost during the six hours grace period before any demurrage can be collected 17 .

Shippers:

* Higher service level of the operators .

*

Reduced demurrage claims.

* The increased ship-efficiency may lower the freight rates.
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Terminals:

*

Reduced demurrage claims;

* Attract business from competing ports;
* Higher service level towards clients 18.
Project proposal
In order to implement the proposed central scheduling unit, the following approach is suggested:
Phase 1
This phase can be considered as the pilot-project in which the objective is to
draw up an inventory of possible savings concerning both time and money:

* Analyze how much time can be saved when the central planning unit is
introduced . It might be possible to do this by simulation 19 ;

* Quantify the time saved and the financial consequences for the different

*

types of companies involved;
Make a project proposal (including manpower requirements and costs) .
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Phase 2
The second phase will be pursued if in the first phase it is concluded that the
financial consequences are positive (also when taking the costs of implementing
the scheduling tooi into consideration). In th is case the main objective will be to
get all the companies involved and the different authorities to support th is
approach. Of course, there should be made arrangements for the required
financial resources:

*

Start a task force which has as objective to arrange meetings, give
presentations and structure the wis hes and requirements of all parties
involved. It seems that in this process the port authorities of the ports
involved can play an important role;
* Study how the cooperation between the port authorities of Houston and
Texas City can be intensified (or integrated);
* Define selection criteria in case different vessels are competing for the
same dock.

Phase 3
When phase number 2 has successfully been completed, the process of designing the model can be started:

* Build the model and design a computer program;
* Testing of the computer program;
* Implementation of the computer program. This also includes all the required organizational adaptions and aspects concerning legal procedures
(if necessary), and electron ic dat interchange (EDIT).
Of course it is clear that a lot of resistance within conservative shipping circles
wil! exist against the progressive approach suggested in th is paragraph. It is
clear that convincing results from the first phase wil! be required in order to get
enough of the parties involved and financially commited to the project.
Therefore the first phase should be considered as a crucial phase in the
proposed project.

Notes
1. Including Texas City and Freeport.
2. This was explained in detail in Chapter 9, paragraph 'The order of magnitude of the simulation
results'
3. This was explained in Chapter 9, paragraph ' Evaluating the results'.
4. A 486PC, 66 Mhz. or the new 586PC is preferred .
5. Assumptions we re made in order to simplify the simulation process or because it was not
possible to gat her appropriate input data.
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6. Chapter 6 explained about the correlation between the statistics .
7. In Chapter 9 was explained which problems exist when evaluating the 'Route Simulation
Software' .
8. The way the statistics are inquired is explained in Chapter 5.
9. The commercial manager of the shipping company investigated is an engineer of education and
has much experience in programming with Turbo Pascal.
10. Shipowners/operators and terminals .
11 . Coordination is only possible on micro-level, meaning that operators take vessel movements of
their own vessels in port into consideration when scheduling.
12. The port agency carries out the scheduling tasks of the vessels for the shipping company
investigated.
13. The port agent working for the shipping company investigated.
14. Assuming that the vessels not all have to visit different terminals.
15. Fog is a common problem in Houston, especially during the winter .
16. Which has to be tailor made for this specific situation.
17. The first six hours are for the owners expense .
18. Or towards the relevant parts of its own organisation.
19. This might be an interesting task for a student .
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TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS

Charter-party

Contract setting out terms on which the shipper contracts for transportation of his
cargo or the charterer contra cts for the hire of a ship .

Demurrage

Demurrage is payed to the shipping company when cargo handling takes a long er
period of time than ag reed on in the charter party . The demurrage rate is also laid
down in the charter party.

Draught

Vertical distance between water surface and keel of a ship.

DEA

Drug Enforcement Agency

Docking time

The time that a vessel is docked at a particular berth Ilaytime) .

DT

Docking time .

lAT

Interarrival time.

Layby berth

A berth where a vessel can dock wh en waiting for an occupied berth .

Laytime

The time that a vessel is docked at a particular berth Idocking time).

NA berth

Not Ava ilable berth = Berth is occupied.

NOR

Notice Of Readiness. NOR is tendered to the next terminal when the vessel is ready
to leave the terminal it is visiting at that moment.

Pilot

A pilot is responsible for manoeuvring a vessel safely through port.

Rotation

The rotation of a vessel in port is the order in which the different terminals are
visited.

RSS

Route Simulation Software .

Sea leg

The part of the voyage when the vessel is out side port .

Shift

The movement of a vessel between two berth ' s.

Time charter

The vessel is hired for a specific period of time for payment of a daily, monthly or
annual fee. The shipowner retains possession and mans and operates the vessel
under instruction f r om the ' charterer' who pays the voyage costs .

USCG

US Coast Guard .

USDA

US department of Ag riculture .

VTS

Vessel Traffic Control department lof USCG) .
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PART 111 - SLOPS TREATMENT ONBOARO; THE
SEATREAT SYSTEM
Slops on a chemicaltanker are the result of the cleaning of the cargo tanks with
water. The mixture of chemicals and water can sometimes be discharged at sea
or, in other cases, it has to be delivered at shore reception facilities for further
treatment. Little is published about the volumes which are produced by a che micaltanker operating in European shortsea trad es, as weil as the costs for its
removal. This is why a large chemicaltanker company was prepared to cooperate in a study which has two objectives.
1. Measuring the slops production for its fleet of chemicaltankers over a
number of years;
2. Developing means to reduce the slops production, and to treat slops
onboard the vessel.
This resulted in a cooperation with a specialist in chemica I waste water treatment equipment, ENCON B.V. of Rotterdam, which developed, based on the
specifications of the study, a relatively simpie, but elegant solution for the
treatment of slops onboard . A system which can be implemented on every
vessel, and can in principle be cost-effective. These encouraging results are
especially relevant in the light of the increasing number of environmental regulations.

CHAPTER 1:

ENVIRONMENTAl REGUlATIONS

ENVIRONMENT REGUlATIONS
In 1973 a treaty on "Maritime Pollution" (MARPOl) was established . In 1978
some subjects of th is treaty were modified and since then the treaty is known
as MARPOL 73/78 .
In The Netherlands the treaty was incorporated as a part of the "Prevention of
Pollution by Ships Act" (WVVS '86). This act imposes sanctions on violations of
the MARPOL regulations by ships sailing under the Dutch flag and foreign ships
within Dutch territories .
This treaty consists of :

* 20 articles;
* 2 protocols;
* 5 technical annexes.
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For the design and exploitation of a chemicaltanker, Annex 11 is the most important one. This annex contains the procedures and regulations for operational
activities and equipment of the ship.
The annexes deal with the following subjects:
"
"
"
"
"

Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex
Annex

I
II

111
IV
V

oil;
noxious liquid substances in bulk;
chemica Is in packaged form;
sewage;
garbage.

Description of ANNEX 11
On 7 April 1987 the regulations, described in Annex 11, have taken international
effect. This annex comprises 14 regulations which contain the basic directives.
These directives contain 5 appendices :
"
"
"
"
"

Guidelines for classification of noxious liquids;
List of noxious liquids which are transported in bulk;
List of other liquids which are transported in bulk;
Loading journal;
Certificate .

The annex also contains the chapter "Guidelines for Procedures and Equipment
for Unloading and Discharging Noxious Liquids" . This chapter comprises the following appendices:
"
"
"
"

Determination of remainders in cargo tanks, pumps and pipes;
Pre-wash procedures;
Ventilation procedures;
Standard execution of the "Procedures and Arrangement Manual", in
short P&A Manual.

Definition of 'Noxious Liguids'
The definition of noxious liquids is determined by the following factors:
"

"
"
"

Bioaccumulation; The quantities in which living organisms absorb substances and the threat they, because ot this, directly or indirectly are, tor
the life in the sea and the health of men;
The toxicity for the organisms that live in the water;
The threat for the health of people, who take in the polluted water;
The threat for recreation areas or other sea activities .
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The "Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution" (GESAMP)
developed, by orders of the IMO, a guideline for every factor. With these guidelines the GESAMP classified the noxious liquids into four product categories . It
divided the products into A, B, C and D substances. A-substances are the most
toxic and D-substances are the least toxic.
OPERATIONAl CONDITIONS

The objective of Annex 11 is based on two principles:

1. Limitation of the spill of noxious liquids in case of accidents;
2. Limitation of the operational discharge.
limitation of the spi" of noxious liguid
To achieve this, Annex 11 puts restrictions on the transport of chemicais. The
connection between Annex 11 and the IBC/BCC becomes evident:

* Transport of most noxious liquids (A, Band C) by sea must be carried
out by chemicaltankers;
* Some oil-alike liquids (C and D) can be transported by product tankers;
* Some D-liquids can be transported in deeptanks of dry cargo ships, if they
are not mentioned in the lBC / BBC code;
* Transport of packaged noxious liquids is connected with Annex lil.
In summary :

*
*
*
*

A-substances:
B-substances:
C-substances :
D-substances :

shiptype I or 11;
shiptype 11 or 111;
shiptype 111;
no requirements concerning shiptypes .

Besides the requirements of Annex 11, every (Dutch) ship has to meet other
requirements . If a ship has to transport substances of Annex 11 in bulk, it needs
a Certificate of Fitness (CoF). Internationally th is certificate is called the NLS
(Noxious Liquid Substance)-certificate. It is issued by the "Scheepvaart Inspectie", when the ship satisfies all the requirements of Annex 11 .
limitation of the operational discharge
To satisfy the second principle of Annex 11, the following operational regulations
have to be met:
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Maximum dischargable amount
Table I gives an overview of the maximum amounts which a ship may discharge. Tanks of type A-products have to be cleaned until the concentration of
the remainders in the wash water is :

* 0.1 % outside vulnarable areas ;
* 0.05% inside vulnarable areas.
All wash water must be delivered at the shore reception facilities .

Built befare 1-7 -86
Amount per
tank (m 3 )

Built after 1 -7 -86

Total Amount
(ltr)

Amount per
tank (m 3 )

Total Amount
(ltr)

A-product

0

0

0

0

B-product

0.3

150

0 .1

350

C-product

0.9

950

0 .3

350

D-product

no limit

no limit

no limit

no limit

Table I: Ma x imum discharg e
At 2-10-94 the distinction between new and old ships will disappear and all
ships must meet the same, strict, requirements .
Discharge locations
Ships are allowed to discharge at sea (if the product and the quantity are al lowed) if they follow the following re gulations :

*

The ship must be more than 12 miles out of the nearest coast;

* The waterdepth must be at least 25 meters;
* The ship should not be inside a vulnarable area ('Special Areas'), i.e .:
The Baltic Sea ;
The Black Sea .
In these areas, discharge of some substances is forbidden and for other
substances the permitted amounts are limited .
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Other conditions
The following conditions are based on the possibility that even if one satisfies
the regulations which are discribed before, the concentration of noxious liquid
on one location can be too high :

*

By mixing or thinning of B, C and 0 products, their concentrations in the
wake should be less than:
B-product: 1 ppm;
C-product: 10 ppm;
D-product: The remainders of this type of liquid have to be discharged with a minimum ratio of 1 volume part substance to 10 volume parts of water.
* The ship must be en route, which means that the slops may not be discharged on one location;
* The ships speed must be at least 7 knots during discharge;
* The discharge must be made below the water-line. This way substances
will be spread in the turbulent layer alongside the ship, which prevents
them from entering the wake.
Exemptions
There are a number of exceptions which justify deviation from the regulations.

* The ship is in such a danger that the captain decides to discharge the
entire cargo or a part of it. It is his judgement that this action will save
lifes of seamen. The discharge must be reported as soon as possible.

*

If the ship transports only one product, which means that washing is not
required, it can get a certificate of exemption. Of course the ship must
satisfy the demands, which are required for that type of product.

* The port authorities can give an exemption to a ship which is obliged to
do a prewash in the following circumstances:
The ship will load the same cargo as it has unloaded;
The captain has a written confirmation of the next port, that the
ship can unload its slops over there;
The remainder of the cargo can be removed, using ventilation.
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Shore Reception Facilities

Regulation 7 of annex 11 determines that:
"

"

Ports that recieve A-substances, and solidifying and viscous B- and Csubstances must have sufficient Shore Reception Facilities to take in all
the products;
Ports with repair facilities for chemicaltankers must have shore reception
installations.

Shore reception facilities not only take in slops but have often also the facilities
to clean a ship. The permit for a shore reception facility can be obtained from
the local port authorities.
PROCEDURES AND ARRANGEMENTS

As mentioned before , Annex 11 contains an additional chapter called "Procedures
and Arrangements" (P&A). As in the annex the catagorisation of noxious liquids
and the permitted discharge amounts are discussed, the P&A gives more information about:
"
"
"
"

The substances;
The way of discharge;
The construction requirements of the Underwater discharge outlet;
Regulations for drawing up a P&A manual.

In four appendices the following items are discussed:
"
"
"
"

The water testing procedure, to determine the amount of liquids remaining in the tanks and in the pipes;
The prewash procedure;
The ventilation procedure;
Guidlines for the P&A manual onboard.

To make it possible, to satisfy Annex 11 requirements onboard a ship, the P&A
guidelines are included in a manual: the P&A manual. This manual is composed
according to the forementionend guidelines and is approved by the Shipping
Inspectorate .
This manual has the following functions:
"
"
"

To make clear to the responsible officers, how Annex 11 should be used;
To make it possible for the Shipping Inspectorate to approve the equipment and operations;
To be an independant means of control.
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The manual is divided into the following parts:

* Section I
* Section 11

* Section 111
* Section IV
* Table I
* Table 11
* Table 111
* Addendum A

* Addendum B

* Addendum C

Main characteristics of MARPOL 73/78, annex 11;
Description of the ship's equipment and layout, general
arrangement, cargo part with a tank plan, loadpump
and stripping system, load pipesystem, ballast system,
slopstanks with pumps and pipes, underwater discharge outlet, ventilation system and tank wash
system;
Load and unload procedures and stripping;
Procedures for the cleaning of the tanks, discharging of
remainders, ballasting and deballasting;
List of all noxious liquids which can be transported;
Cargo tanks capacity;
Ballast capacity;
Flowdiagrams for section IV;
Prewash programs;
Ventilation procedures.

THECARGO RECORD BOOK
Every tanker which is allowed to transport Annex II-products, must keep a socalled cargo record book. In this book all activities concerning the transport,
unloading/loading and cleaning of noxious liquids must be recorded. This is a
way to make control of the use of the regulations possible. The officer in charge
records all activities and the captain signs this book as the responsible
authority.
The book is subdivided in a general part and a part for notes. The general part
deals with general data, like name of the vessel, call signal, BRT and the period
which is covered by the cargo record book. The note-part consists of an
enumeration of activities which are standardized in 11 main subjects. These
subjects are marked wih a letter (A till Kl.
The main subjects concern the following activities:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Loading of the cargo tanks;
Pumping cargo;
Unloading of the cargo tanks;
Required prewash according to the P&A manual;
Cleaning of the cargo tanks;
Discharge of wash water at sea;
Ballasting of cargo tanks;
Discharge of ballast water from cargo tanks;
Discharge due to an accident or special discharge;
J. Checking by the competent surveyors;
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K. Extra operational procedures and remarks.
This cargo record book gives a lot of information which is useful for the analysis
of the slops problem, like:
"
"
"
"
"

Number of ports;
The products;
Number of washes;
The amount of prewash water which is delivered ashore;
The amount of wash water discharged at sea.

CHANGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
It is almost sure that in the future the environmental regulations will change ,
though it is difficult to predict in which way. At th is moment the IMO wants to
revise Annex I and Annex 11 of MARPOL and possibly merge it into one Annex
called "Noxious Liquids in Bulk" . At present there are some contradictons
between the two annexes.
The fact that some product may be transported according to the requirements
of Annex I as weil as according to the requirements of Annex 11, means that oil alike products can be transported in a chemicaltanker of IMO type 111. This
however is not permitted according to the new regulations 13F and 13G of
Annex I. These regulations, among others, prescribe that an o iltanker must have
a double huil . A chemicaltanker of type 111 however, does not need to have a
double huil .
For other products, like naphta solvent and white Spirit, there are differences
between the discharge requirements . According to Annex I a ship with a cargo
of 30,000 m 3 may discharge at sea only 1 m 3 . According to Annex 11 however,
the ship is allowed to discharge at least 27 m 3 .
Furthermore, there are plans to revise the categorisation of Annex 11 . One possibility is decreasing the number of categories from four to two. The first category is for products which require a prewash, like A-products . The second
category comprises products of which the maximum amount of remainders in
the tanks may not exceed 100 liters. This quantity is deduced from the present
requirements for Bcproducts . The requirements for C-products will decay, because all IMO 11 tankers satisfy the B-limits. It will also be examined, for each
product, whether the discharge requirements must be adjusted . This concerns
mainly the D-products.
It is difficult to predict whether these changes will lead to an increase in the
amount of slops which has to be delivered ashore.
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CHAPTER 2:

SLOPS PRODUCTION ON SHORTSEA CHEMICALTANKERS

This chapter will discuss the quantitative aspects of slops. The data for this
chapter are gathered from three seagoing chemicaltankers, which have been
monitored for the last two years. The information is obtained from the cargo
record baak. This document contains all data concerning cargo handling.

THE CARGO RECORD

BaaK

As mentioned before, every tanker which is allowed to transport Annex 11 substances is obliged to keep a cargo record baak. In th is book all activities concerning transport, loading, unloading and cleaning of noxious substances are
recorded.
A database was composed, using the computer program dBase 111 +, to sort out
the slops statistics. The records of this file contain the following data:
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Date of washing/disposal;
Ship;
Product;
Product category (MARPOL class of the product);
Loading and unloading port;
Does this type of product needs a prewash?
Number of tanks, with the same products;
Total washing time of the tank;
Is the wash cold or warm?
The amount of slops (discharged or delivered in the port);
Is the product removed using ventilation?
Shore reception facilities. This field states whether the slops are delivered
in port, and if so, th is field contains the name of the shore reception
facility.

Often more than one product is unloaded in a port. The tanks with the remainders of the different products are washed simultaneously and the water is discharged or collected in slopstanks. In th is case the cargo record book does not
mention the different slopsvolumes per product. The wash water contains more
than one product and it is very difficult to sort out the amount of slops per
product.
Furthermore, the amount of useful information depends on the person who
keeps the book. Sometimes the book contains information about the pressure,
duration and number of machines that were used for the wash. Combined with
the output characteristics of the washing machines it is possible to calculate
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the slopvolumes per product (tank) . However, aften the amount of information
is very limited .
SELECTION OF THE SHIPS
As examination of the cargo record books of all seagoing ships would take toa
much time, a representative selection is made . Three ships are selected. All of
them operate on the spot-market and are also engaged in longterm
chartercontracts. These operate in shortsea trades within Europe .
The first ship, built in 1988, is the biggest one of the three selected ships
(large). The third ship, built in 1969, is the oldest and smallest one (smali). The
size of the second ship is between the size of the first and the third ship (medium).
Because a small part of the cargo record book of the medium size ship was
missing (10/91 to 3/92), the statistics of this period are estimated on basis of
the statistics of 1991 . All th ree ships are representative of their type . Table 11
contains some characteristics of th e ships.
AMOUNTS
In Table 111 an overview of slops amounts is given . The amounts are given in
cubic metres (m 3 ). The periods are divided as follows :
'"
'"

1991 covers the period 10 /90 to 10 /91;
1992 covers the period 10/91 to 10/92.

The item "number of po rts" gives the number of ports which th e ship has ca lied
at during that year. " Slops excl." gives the amount of slops without the chemical-mixes. The next two rows give the amount of slops which has been
delivered, specified for obligatory prewash and non obligatory prewash .
The row "chemicals mix" gives the amount of slops which contain several different substances. The last row of the table gives the total amount of slops
(discharged or delivered).
The amount of slops disch arged by the medium size ship over 1992, is estimated as follows:
First half of 1991 (until 30-03-91)
Slops, excl.
Chemica I mix
Total

934 .0 m 3
597.0 m 3
1525 .0 m 3
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Size

large

Medium

Small

5098

2570

1774

16

12

12

5099

2548

1629

5308.4

2717

1819

8.5*7 .5*6.8

8 .0*6.0*5.5

9.5*5.0*5 .0

Average tankvolume, excl.
slopstanks (m3 1

425

255

163

Average tankvolume, incl.
slopstanks Im 3 1

332

226

152

Number of washing machines

6

6

4

Number of washing machines for
hot washes

4

4

13.5 m 3 /hr
8 bar

13.5 m 3 /hr
8 bar

9 .0 m 3 /hr
4 bar

60 m 3 /h

27.5 m 3 /h

21 .8m3 /h

Deadweight (tons)

Stainless steel tanks , incl.
slopstanks
Capacity excl. slopstanks (m 3 1

Capacity incl. slopstanks (m 3 1

Dimen sions tank midship (l *6*DI
(m)

Output of washing machines, at
pressure
Maximum flow per UDO

Table 11 : Ships characteristics
Second half of 1992
Slaps, excl.
Chemical mix
Total

1028.0 m 3
670 .0 m 3
1698.5 m 3

The amount of liquid which was delivered, though not obligatory, for th is ship is
estimated as follows:
First half 1991:
Second half of 1992:
Total:
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1991

Vear
Number of ports
slaps excl.
Delivered

obligatory
not obI.

Chemical mix
total

Medium

large

Size

discharged
delivered

1991

1992

Small

1991

1992

1992

102

128

172

152

123

157

1650

1360

1903

1962

1120

1289

33

0

45

80

47

121

3

17

290

316

50

44

828

1624

1115

122

234

304

2478

2984

1028

2324

13 53

1593

66

17

335

396

97

191

The underlined flgure only concerns the perlod 17-4-92 to 5-10-92

Table 111: Overview slops statistics
No estimate is made of the amount of slops, which was obligatory delivered in
port, because the amounts are very erratic. For example, the ship delivered
more obligatory prewash water in the second half of 1992 than in entire 1991 .
Product categories
Table IV gives an overview of the amount of slops and number of parcels that
were delivered, per product category.
A category lil-product is a substance which is mentioned in Appendix 11 of
Annex 11. An 'oW-product is a product that is mentioned in Annex I of MARPOL.
The slo ps production depends indirectlyon the amount and type of cargo. The
number of tanks filled with cargo, determines the number of washing machines
which is used for cleaning. Washing time and water pressure of the machine,
determine the amount of water used, and therefore the slopsvolume per tank.
The volume of the remainders is not significant: a few dozen liters. The washing
time is mainly determined by the number of cycles which is required tor a substance. This means that the number of cycles for solidifying substances is
higher than for non-solidifying substances (Tabie V).
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large

Size ship
Vear
D-product

C-product

B-product

A-product

lil-product

Oil-product

1991

Medium
1992

1991

Small

1992

1991

1991

Number

32

16

24

16

14

16

Volume

893.5

422 .0

295 .5

247.0

127.5

276.5

10

6

57

45

28

21

Volume

384 .0

294 .0

1195 .5

1305.0

406.0

404.5

Number

8

12

20

17

31

20

Volume

264.0

478.0

579 .5

455.0

516.5

610.0

Number

2

0

0

2

3

1

Volume

66.0

0

0

11 .0

49.0

86 .0

Number

3

5

12

8

5

1

Volume

52.0

150.0

149.5

127 .5

72.5

18 .0

Number

0

0

0

3

0

2

Volume

0

0

0

68.0

0

?

Numer

Table IV: Amounts of slo ps per product categorie

Category of substance

Number of washing machine cycles
non-solidifying
substances

solidifying substances

Category A
(Residual concentration 0.1 % or 0 .05%1

1

2

Category A
(Residual concentration 0 .01 % or 0.005%1

2

3

Category B

%

1

Category C

Y2

1

Table V: Number of washing machine cycles
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CHAPTER 3:

SLOPS COSTS

WASHING TIME
Just as it is difficult to calculate the slaps volume per product, it is also difficult
to calculate the washing time per product. When the tanks which are washed
contain different products, it is only possible to calculate the washing time per
product it data are available about the washing time per tank and the number of
washing machines used. It could be assumed that always the maximum number
of machines and the maximum pressure is used , but experience learns that this
is not always true. In spite of that, an estimate is made on the basis of these
assumptions .
The washing time is also affected by the temperature of the washwater. A cold
and a warm wash cannot be made at the same moment . Though the number of
available washing machines permits it to wash several tanks at the same time,
th is is impossible because the pipesystem does not have separate warm and
cold water pipes. Usually first the tanks which requires a cold wash, are
washed and then the tanks which require a warm wash .
It is almost impossible to find out whether the tanks have been washed at sea
or in port . Because of the forementioned reasons it is hard to find out how
much time was actually spent on washing in port.
The values tor 1992 of the medium size ship are estimated as follows :
First part 1991 :
* Total washing time
* Number of tanks

3555 min .
474

Second part 1992 :
* Total washing time
* Number of tanks

3299 min .
404

Total:

* Total washing time
* Number of tanks

6854 min .
878

Table VI gives an overview of the washing times and the number of washed
tanks in 1991 and 1992 . One could consider using these figures to estimate an
average washing time . However, th is is not possible, as the tanks are not
washed one at a time. During a cold wash of the large vessel, six tanks can be
washed simultaneously; four during a hot wash .
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large

Ship

1991

Year
Washing time (min .)
Number of washed tanks

Medium size

1992

1991

Smal!

1992"

1991

1992

3565

3410

6800

3299

4188

6240

308

401

835

404

586

656

') These values are for the second part of 1992

Table VI: Overview washing times
Suppose that an average of four tanks is washed simultaneously . This means
that the average washing time per tank for the large ship in 1992 was:

number of tanks*washing time
average number of tanks

401 *3410

=

34 minutes

4

For a more detailed calculation of the average washing time, extra information
of the database is required (Tabie VII):

large

Ship
Year

1991

Hot wash
Cold wash

Medium size

1992

1991

Smal!

1992"

1991

1992

93

189

412

225

146

228

215

212

423

161

430

402

'I These values are for the second part of 1992

Table VII: Overview number of washed tanks
Using the data from this table the following calculation can be made:

Average washing time

Washing time
(Number of hot tanks + Number of cold tanks)

4

L08

6
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Which results in the following figures:
Large

Ship
Year

1991

1992
41

60

Average washing time Imin.)

Medium size

1991

Small

1992 ')

39

40

1991

1992

23

29

These numbers represent the maximum average washing time per tank per
wash, It is assumed that always the maximum number of machines is used. In
reality th is is not always true and the number of washes is higher, which means
the average washing time is lower.
The ave rage washing time can also be estimated by combining the maximum
water output of the washing machine (Tabie 11) and the total amount of slops.
For example, the large ship in 1991:
Number of washed tanks:
Total amount of slops:
Butter water usage:

308
2545.0
13 .5

m3
m 3 / hour

This means the average washing time is 36.7 minutes. This calculation results
in the following figures:
Larg e

Ship
Year

1991

Average washing time Imin .)

37

Medium si ze

1992
33

1991
18

Small

1992')
18

1991
17

1992
18

These ave rage washing times deviate much from the other estimated values.
They can be considered as a minimum . If the washing time would be longer,
this would mean that more water would have been used, which is not possible.
The va lues are probably higher because it is not always possible to wash with
the maximum pressure.
ESTIMATE OF THE SLOPS AMOUNTS FOR THE ENTIRE FLEET
In this paragraph an estimate is made of the amount of slops of the entire fleet
of th is shipowner. The ships are classified by size, because the deadweight of
the ship determines the market in which it operates. This indirectly affects the
slops production . For example , small ships sail short distances which means
they wash their tanks more of ten than larger ships, which sail longer distances .
This means that smal! ships produce rel atively more slops.
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Four ships belong to the category large, three to the category medium size and
two to the category smal!. Two other ships are neglected . The first one, because it is employed in a dedicated trade, the second one because it is a
coated, single huil ship, which has totally different washing characteristics. The
results are given in Table VIII.

Category

Large

Medium size

Small

Total

5

4

3

12

Number of ships
Vear
3

1991

1992

1991

1992

1991

1992

1991

1992

12390

14918

12070

12894

4059

4779

28519

32591

Total delivered to
receptian facility (m 3 1

330

289

1340

1582

291

483

1961

2354

Obligatary delivered ta
receptian facility (m 3 1

165

0

180

318

141

363

486

681

Discharged (m 1

Table VIII: Slops overview of the entire fleet

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR THE FlEET OF CHEMICAlTANKERS
The shipowner has no information on the costs which pertain to the delivery of
slops ashore. These costs are usually not payed by the shipowner, but by the
shipper. Sometimes companies (owners of the cargo), like Bayer or ICI, do a
prewash on request. They take care of the wash water and receive it at their
terminal, even if th is is not required. Besides the extra port time, there are no
extra costs for the shipowner.
As there are no direct costs for the shipowner for delivering slo ps, one could
think this is not an issue for the shipowner. This is not true . When the
shipowner can limit the amount of slops which must be delivered , the costs for
the shipper are less. So the shipowner can attract more cargo . Furthermore, the
shipowner benefits from a decrease of washing time .
Using the tariffs that are payed by inland tankers , an estimate can be made on
the prices payed for the treatment of slops. Starting point is the maximum tariff
of NLG 375, - per ton which is payed for treating slops of A-products. The
products and the amount of A-products slops that were delivered (in 1991 en
1992 together, of all three shipsl are as follows :
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Product
Acetone cyano hydrine
Di butyl phtalate
Ethyl acrylate
Butyl bezyl phtalate
Di isopropyl benzene

137 .0
5 .5
5 .5
25 .0
21 .0
194.0

This means that the co st for three vessels is NLG 72,750 .-. This is the cost for
three ships, over a period of two years. Using the following assumptions, an
estimate is made of the costs for the entire fleet, over a period of one year.
The fleet consists of 14 tankers, of which one does not produce slops because
it is dedicated to one route. The three ships that are examined, are representativefor the entire fleet, so the costs for the entire fleet are NLG 157 .625 ,- per
year .
SLOPS COSTS AND THE FUTURE
Based on several scenarios an estimate is made on the future costs for the
delivery of slops. The scenarios depend on the future regulations, the public
opinion and changes in mentality of the shipowner and shippers. The possible
scenarios are :

1 . For approximately 50% of the B-products a prewash will be required;
2 . Regulations will be even more strict and a prewash will be required for all
B-products;

3 . All B-products and 25% of all C-products must be delivered.
For all slops tariffs, the ave rage tariffs for slops of inland tankers are used .
Figure 1 and Figure 2 (for all ships) show that 30% of the entire slops production comes from B-products. The total slops production for seagoing ships is :

1991
Discharged:
To reception facility :
Obligatory to reception facility :

1992

28519 m3 32591 m3
1961 m 3
2354 m 3
3
486 m
681 m 3

If the slops production of B-products is 30% of the total slops production , th is
means a slops production of 9144 m 3 in 1991 and a slops production of 10484
m 3 in 1992.
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Scenario 1
Scenario 1 supposes that 50% of the B-products cargoes require a prewash.
Because sometimes only the obligatory prewash is delivered and the afterwash
is legally discharged at sea, the real amounts will be smaller.

50 % of B-slops is 4572 m 3 (1991) and 5242 m 3 (1992) . Suppose th at 65% of
th is is delivered (in two third of the cases also the afterwash is delivered) th is
means the extra amount of slops delivered, is 2970 m 3 (1991) and 3407 m 3
(1992).
Scenario 2
If all B-products require a prewash the amounts are 5945 m 3 (1991) and 6815
m 3 (1992), assuming 65 % is delivered.
Scenario 3

40% of the slops are caused by C-products. This means the extra amounts of
slops are 3048 m 3 (1991) and 3465 m 3 (1992) . As it is supposed that slops of
C-products are delivered voluntarily, it is assumed that only 40% is of the
afterwash is de live red . This means the amounts are 1219 m 3 (1991) and 1386
m 3 (1992). Because all B-products slops are delivered , these amounts must be
added to scenario 2 .

The present (estimated) slops cost for seagoing ships are NLG 157,625 per
year . In scenario 1 the costs will increase NLG 594,400 (1991) and NLG
681,400 (1992), assuming th at the costs are NLG 200 per m 3 for B-products.
This is an average of NLG 637,900.
In scenario 2 the costs will increase NLG 1,189,000 (1991) and NLG
1,363,000 (1992) which is an ave rage of NLG 1,276,000. In scenario 3 the
co st will increase NLG 1,249,950 (1991) and NLG 1,432,300 (1992), assuming the costs are NLG 50 per m 3 for C-products. This is an average of NLG
1,341,125.
Summarizing th is means that the total slops costs are :
Present situation :
Scenario 1 :
Scenario 2 :
Scenario 3 :
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NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG

157,625
795 , 525
1,433,625
1,498,750
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CHAPTER 4:

SLOPSTREATMENT

This chapter discusses the present slopstreatment methods. The overview is
made from the perspective that the best opportunity for so lving the slops
problem is slopstreatment on board the ship .
There is little information about the present slopstreatment methods available in
literature. Many books on waste water treatment discuss public waste water
installations, but not industrial installations. This means th at most information in
th is chapter had to come from other sources. Therefore the writer visited the
"Afvalstoffen Terminal Moerdijk" and Encon, which is the supplier of the Rotterdam waste water treatment plants, based in Rotterdam .
WASTE WATER TREATMENT METHODS
The definition of waste water is : water which remains after the washing of a
tank from a tank truck, rail car or ship. The product which was in the tank
before it was cleaned, polluted the wash water . This water must be treated
before it is discharged into the environment. Treatment is generally based on
conventional techniques. Other equipment is designed for specific waste flows.
There is a great variety of waste water treatment methods available. Treatment
methods can be divided into three categories :

* Physical treatment;

* Physical -c hemical treatment;
* Biological treatment .
For complex waste water flows several treatment methods are used in succession. These methods are briefly discussed in this paragraph.
Physical treatment methods
Physical treatment of waste water comprises those techniques that separate the
pollution from the water using differences in:

* Specific weight;
* Size of particles / molecules.
Separation methods based on specific weight are cal led gravity separation
methods. These methods only work for substances that do not dissolve in
water. Products which are lighter than water, oil-alike products, float; produets
that are heavier than water will sink . This category comprises installations like
the conventional settling tanks, oil / water separators and oil /sludge separators.
Modern equipment is provided with fully automatic skimmers en sludge
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removers. Other separators based on the gravity principle are the Dortmundtanks (sedimentation) and the float installations.
Waste water can be treated with chemicalor biological methods, before it is
treated with physical methods. These methods creates flocks that can be
separated by a physical method.
Filtering is a physical separation method, based on the size of the particles or
molecules. The micro or ultra filtering methods originated from the process
industries. They can only be used for slightly polluted water, with only limited
amounts of different substances. Heavily polluted water will cause excessive
pollution and wear of the membranes of the filter.
Chemical treatment methods
Chemical treatment methods add chemicals to the waste water, so it can be
treated better by physical methods. The most used chemical method is the
coagulation/flocculation method.
During the coagulation process a coagulant, for example iron or aluminiumchloride, is added to the water. This coagulant neutralises the colloidal particles that
are in the waste water. Colloidal particles are tiny solid or fluid particles, which
are usually charged negatively and repelI each other. The neutralising effect of
the coagulant, makes that the particles loose their repelling power and stick
together and build up flocks. Next sodium hydroxide or lime is added to
neutralise the effects of the acid coagulant. After the coagulation phase follows
the flocculation phase, in which large flocks originate from the small flocks. This
makes it easier to separate them physically.
Besides the coagulation/flocculation methods there are some other chemical
treatment methods. Presently the treatment of waste water with ozone, sometimes combined with hydrogen peroxide and ultraviolet light, is increasing in
popularity. This method oxidizes organic pollution completely. A disadvantage of
this method is the price of the ozone generators . Therefore this method is
restricted to the situations in which it is most effective . Photo degradation with
ultraviolet light and hydrogene peroxide only might be an interesting alternative
for the treatment of specific chemicals like chlorinated hydrocarbons
Biological treatment methods
If the concentration of pollution or noxious substances in the waste water is
limited, it can be treated by a biological method. These methods can be divided
into two categories:

* aerobic (with oxygen);

*

anaerobic (without oxygen).

In the aerobic treatment method the waste water is oxydized in a way that the
micro-organisms together with oxygen convert organic pollution into new biomass. This way organic pollution is converted into biological sludge. Ap-
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proximately half of the pollution is converted into biomass, the rest is used by
the micro-organisms for energy production.
If the treatment is carried out without oxygen, it is called anaerobic treatment.
The external energy required for this method is less than for the aerobic treatment. The sludge production of an anaerobic system is smaller than of a similar
aerobic system. The anaerobic system however is much more sensitive to toxic
substances and variations in c on c entration and composition . Nowadays much
attention is paid to th is aspect, because a small sludg e production is very attractive . Of ten the water is treated using an aerobic system af ter it has been treated
with an anaerobic system, to ensure a more constant effluent .

EQUIPMENT
On the following pages descriptions and pictures will be given of the equipment
which is used most often for th e treatment of waste water.
Combinator
The combinator is specially develop ed for the treatment of polluted waste water
with a very varia bie composition. This methad originates from the cleaning of
transport tanks . A combinator carries out physical separation , as weil as buffering and equalization of the effluent.
The combinator consists of an upper- and lowertank (Figure 5) . The uppertank is
a physical separator. The lowertank is used for buffering and equalization. The
combinator is constructed in such a way that the water which is treated, is
pumped up only once. Af ter the physical separation, all liquids flow downwards
using gravity .
The uppertank is used for floating as weil as for sedimentation. Bath are types
of physical separation . The floating sludge is skimmed continuously, using a
skimmer, and collected in a floating sludge tank. In th is tank the remaining
water, which came with the floating sludge, is separated further. Then the
thickened floating sludge is collected in a (chemical) waste tank . The sediment
is collected using a bottom propeller or a remover, depending on the size and
type of the combinator . The sediment can be carried oft to a sediment sludge
draining tank or to the lowertank of the combinator for further treatment. The
water leaves the uppertank via a system which prevents taking the floating
sludge and the sediment, and enters the lowertank.
The lowertank or buftertank coll ect s the water and possibl e sediment of the
uppertank . The water is circulated to obtain a good equali zation. The equaliza tion enables discharging without much differentiation. Furthermore, this equal ized water is a good influent for treatment with chemical methods .
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Figure 5: Combinator

Skimmers
Skimmers are used to re move the floating sludge from water. Skimmers are
often an integrated part of a waste water treatment installation. There are two
principles to remove floating sludge:
1. The sludge can be removed, using scrapers or pipeskimmers. The sludge
is wiped oft of the water;
2 . The sludge can be removed, using the adsorption principle. The sludge
sticks to the surface of a conveyor, hose or plate, which moves through
the floating sludge. Then the sludge is scraped of the skimmer and
collected in a special tank (Figure 6). This method only works if the
floating sludge sticks better to the skimmer material than water, for example oil.
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OLIE

Olie SCHRAPEqS

Figure 6 : Skimmers
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Gravitaty separation
Stokes has composed a formula which calculates the rising speed of non-dissolved partieles in water:

with:
P
d
9

Pw
Po
f}

rising speed (mis)
average diameter of the partieles (m)
gravitation acceleration (m/s 2 )
density of the water
density of the particles
viscosity of the water

The formula of Stokes shows that smal! partieles rise, or sink, slower than
larger partieles. This means that it takes more time to separate small partieles
from water. The rising speed, together with the rising height, determine the
separation return of the installation . If partieles need more time to rise, than the
time it takes for the water to flow from partition A to partition B (Figure 7), they
wil! not be separated, but wil! flow with the effluent. For smaller partieles the
water wil! have to stay longer in the installation.

\ \
VASTE

/

DELEN

/

WATER

BEZINKSEL .. AFSCHEIDER

OLIE .. AFSCHEIDER

Figure 7: Gravity separation

Sedimentators
Waste water that was treated chemical!y or biologically contains flocks. which
have to be separated from the water. The Sedimentator is a settling tank of the
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sa-cal led Dortmund-type. This tank has a hopper shaped bottom which is built
with an angle of 60°. The separation is caused by gravity (Figure 8).

effluent

drijflaag
influent

bezinksel

Figure 8 : Sedimentator
The influent flows into the inner tank, in which a spatuia, which looks like a
fence, is turning around very slowly. In th is tank a flocculation expedient can be
added. Now the water flows down very slowly under the partition of the inner
tank. This partition serves as a turning partition. If the water passes the second
partition near the edge, it can leave the tank via the overflow . These partitions
make sure that the flow is spread over the full width of the tank . They also
prevent floating lighter substances from leaving the tank .
Most flocks wil! sink to the bottom of the hopper. This again causes a layer
which has to be removed. The sediment is removed by an adjustable, low speed
pump . The sludge of the sedimentator is about 20% of the influent and has a
dry substance percentage of about 3% of the weight .
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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A small portion of the flocks will float instead of sink. The sedimentator also
has a fully automatic floating sludge remover, which collects the floating sludge
in a tank. The floating sludge remover turns around between the inner tank and
the second partition . The floating sludge remover and the spatuia are driven by
the same engine . The spatuia turns around 2 times a minute, the remover 0.25.
Plate separator
Plate separators are gravitaty separators of which the return has been improved
by reducing the surface load (Figure 9). The surface load is equal to Q/F, in
which "Q" is the Quantity and "F" is the separation area. The load is reduced by
placing a number of plates in the separation room. This way the flow is split
into a number of smaller flows. The surface load per flow will decrease and particles with small diameters (low rising speed) will be separated.

C,,--------J.o'

V§~
Figure 9 : Plate separator

Spin dryers
By using a spin dryer, the acceleration force on aparticle, compared to the
gravity acceleration force, can be increased considerably. The 'g' in the formula
of Stokes is replaced by a bigger value, which means that the time required for
aparticle to raise, decreases and the separation return increases . Of ten this
equipment is used for separation of oil and water, the oil-water centrifuges.
Coalescence
The effect of the coa lescence equipment is based on the phenomenon that large
partieles ri se or deseend quicker than smallones. Therefore the equipment is
provided with facilities to stimulate the contact between partieles, for example
220
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by plates or wire netting. The liquid flows along the surfaces. Small particles
will collide with the surfaces and with each other, and will coagulate to bigger
flocks.
Coagulation can be stimulated by adding specific chemicais. For the removal of
emulsions (non dissolved substances) th is is even essential. This is carried out
in the Coagulator, described in the following paragraph. An example of
coalescence equipment with plates for cleaning the bilge is given in Figure 10.

OLIE

'lUiE

VUIL AFTAP

BllGE

IILGE

WATEA

Figure 10 : Coalescence

Coagulator
The coagulator is the reactor in which waste water is treated with chemicais.
The reactor consists of three compartments (Figure 11). Depending on the next
phase, the reactor flow can be continuous .
In the first compartment a coagulation substance is added to the waste water
during violent stirring. During the stay in th is compartment the emulsions in the
water will be broken and the first flocks will originate. Via an overflow, a part of
the liquid will flow into the second compartment, where a neutraliser is added.
This way the acididity of the waste water, arisen due to the coagulation substance, will become approximately seven (neutrai). When the acidity is neutral,
flocks stick together and will grow. In this compartment the liquid is stirred so
the flocks cannot sink. Via an overflow the waste water flows into the third
compartment . This compartment is not stirred . Via the diagonal bottom the
chemically treated waste water is pumped away .
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The influent flow is regulated by a pneumatic valve. To prevent obstruction, a
pre-separator is placed before this valve. This pre-separator removes large solid
particles from the influent.
The amount of coagulation substance, which has to be added, depends on the
influent flow. A fixed amount of coagulant per m 3 waste water is added. The
amount of neutralisation substance , which has to be added, depends on the
acidity . The acidity meter in the second compartment measures the acidity of
the waste water and regulates a pump.
An adjustable, slow speed pump pumps the effluent further into the system .
The reactor is equipped with a high-level security system. When the level beco mes too high an input valve is automatically closed. This may happen if the
effluent output pump fails. The second compartment is equipped with a drain,
which makes it possible to empty the reactor .
Floatation eguipment
Of ten the rising or sinking speed is too low to get an economically profitable
separation . To reduce this problem the floatator was developed . The Installation
is based on the principle of increasing the rising force of the particles. This is
done by attaching the particles to tiny air bubbles. Emulsions and influent with
very small particles in it, will have to be treated with the coagulation -flocculation method first (physical/chemical preparation).
There are two methods th at are frequently used to produce air bubbles . These
methods result in the following systems :

* Dissolved air flotation (D .A.F .);

* Induced air floatation (LA.F.) .
Dissolved air flotation
A D .A.F . installation produc es microscopical small air bubbles and mixes these
with the particles in the suspension, which gives them an upward power. The
particles rise to the surface qui ckly and the floating sludge that originates, can
be removed (Figure 12) .
The air bubbles are produ c ed by putting a part of the cleaned water under
pressure, aerating it and returning the it into the dirty water . When the cleaned
water flows back into the separator, the low pressure in the separator causes
the air to make bubbles. Thes e air bubbles attach th emselves to the particles.
Instead of putting the recycl ed flow under pressure, the influent can be put
under pressure. The resu lts of these systems however are less constant.
A D .A.F . system can remove about 95 to 97 % of the pollution in suspension .
The solid substance concentration in the liquid is less than 10 mg / 1. The solid
substance concentration of the flo ating sludge varies from 2 to 10% . The
capacity of these systems varies from 95 to 2300 liters per minute .
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Induced air tlotation
In an I.A.F. installation the air bubbles are caused bV a propeller (vortex-mixing)
(Figure 13). Research shows that the investment costs of an I.A.F. installation
for large capacities (> 50m 3 /h) are lower than for a D.A.F. installation. However
if coagulants are required to break an emulsion, generally a D.A.F. system is
used , because the sludge production is lower. This means that the sludge
disposal costs are lower. Furthermore , the energy cost of an I.A .F. system is
much higher than of a D.A .F. system .

OISPEASEA

RQTOA

Figure 13: Induced air flotation system

Rotating vacuum pre coat filter
The rotating vacuum precoat filter is a filter for sep aration of particies from
liquid. This met had can be used to separate the flocks from a coagulation-clocculation process from the water .
The filter consists of a tank with a drum in it . A vacuum pump creates an under
pressure in the drum. This causes a sucking effect on the surface of the drum.
The surface is covered bV a verv fine wire netting . The drum turns slowlV
around in the tank.
For an effective filtration the drum has to be covered by a precoat layer . The
precoat layer serves as a filtration aid .
Water with precoat flows into the tank. The drum sucks th e w ater through the
wire netting and the filtratio n mat eri al accumulates at the outside the drum .
Eventually a layer of 10 to 15 centimeters remains on the wire .
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After the precoat is attached to the drum, the coagulant can be added. The
water is sucked through the precoat layer, and flocks will stick to the outside
layer. To ensure that the filter material remains exposed, a knife is placed on the
side of the drum. During the rotation the knife cuts a very thin layer of the
precoat. This way the part th at is polluted by the flocks is removed. Eventually
all of the precoat is removed . The precoat and the body-aid (an extra filter aid)
determine the exploitation costs. Because the costs are almost proportional to
the pollution of the water, this filter is only used for aftercleaning .
Membrane filters
Membrane filtration is a method in which membranes are used for filtering.
Membranes are available in many different pore sizes. The extremes are:

* Hyper filtration. The pores are so small that water molecules can go
through it but larger molecules cannot . A less extreme variety of hyper
filtration is ultra filtration, in which larger molecules (compared with
water) go through the membranes. The principle of th is filtration method
is given in (Figure 14);

* Micro filtration. The pores are so small that only large molecules and/or
suspended particles are blocked.
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Figure 14: Membrane filters

Compartment filter press
Watery waste substances, with a high level of solid substances, for example the
floating layer of a D.A.F. , can be treated by a compartment filter press. The
influent is pumped, under high pressure, into the compartments of the press. A
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large part of the water leaves the compartment through the filter, and the solid
substances remain. To improve the capacity of the filter an anorganic filter aid is
added.
The compartment filter can reduce a floating sludge to 40 percent. The rest
consists of wate r which often gets further treatment .
Activated carbon filter
After several pre-treatments sometimes the water is still polluted with substances that cannot be removed satisfactory by biologicalor chemical methods,
for example halogenated hydrcarbons. In those c ircumstances the water is
f iltered by activated carbon . The activated carbon adsorps the pollution.
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CHAPTER 5:

OUTLINE SPECIFICATION FOR A SLOPS TREATMENT SYSTEM ON BOARD

The design of a waste water treatment installation depends on several factors .
These factors are:

1. The type of waste water. What are the products in the water and wh at
are their concentrations?
2. The amount of waste water. The capacity of the installation must be
large enough to treat all the water;
3. The environmental regulations concerning the degree of treatment;
4. The location of the equipment.
If a treatmentinstallation is placed onboard a ship, the installation is also affected by the movements of the ship. This problem is very important for this
study.
THE PRODUCTS
Products that qualify first for onboard treatment are almost all MARPOL A-substances. These substances are not transported very often. However, if they are
transported, the costs for delivering slops are so high that it is preferred to do
the prewashes onboard the ship. A-products transported by the shipping company under study:

* acetone cyano hydride;

* di butyl phtalate;
* di iso butyl phtalate;

* ethyl acrylate;
* butyl benzyl phtalate;

*
*
*
*
*

di io propyl benzene;
a-methyl styrene;
vinyl toluene;
nonyl phenol;
chorotoluene;

Besides these A-product, also some B- and C-products require a prewash.
Prewash is required for high viscous or solidifying B-substances and high
viscous or solidifying C-substances in the vulnerable areas.
From the cargo record book of the large ship, the most important products have
been retrieved. These are the products th at have been transported at least three
times during a period of two years. (It is assumed that the number of discharges
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is equal the number of times the product is transportedl. With these criteria a
list is made (Tabie IX) .

Number of
transports

Product

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16 .
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .
22 .
23 .
24.
25 .
26.
27.
28.
29.

acetic acid
propylene glycol
mono ethylene glycol
propylene oxide
prolypropylene glycol
ethyl acetate
methylene chloride
phenol
di ethylene glycol
tri c hloride ethylene
acet ic anhydride
propylpropylene glycol
butyl acetate
formic acid
lineair alkyl benzene
acetone
sty rene
acrylonitrile
butyl acrylate
propionic acid
chlorothene
di octyl phtalate
iso propyl acetate
methyl acrylate
benzene
cyclohexane
n-parafine
propylene glycol methyl ether
vinyl acetate monomere

23
14
13
12
11
11
11

IMO Category

C

111
D
111
111
111
D

11

B

10
10
9
9
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

111
B
C

111
C
D
111
111
B
B

D
D
B

111
111
C
C
C

111
111
C

Table IX: Most important produets transported by the large ship

The products in th is list are approximately 85 % of all products transported by
the ship. The products transported by the medium sized and small ship are
similar to the products in this list.
As mentioned before, the exact amounts of slops per products are difficult to
find out. Water of tanks with remainders of several products and water of
separate tanks with different products are discharged together. For the design
of a slops treatment installation however, it is important to know the amount of
slops per product. A good way to find out is to draw up an average standard
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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washing procedure of the products . This procedure can be used to divide the
total amount of slo ps over the different products.
Drawing up a standard washing procedure is difficult because of ten data are not
available. Fortunately the shipowner has tank cleaning reports available, over a
period of th ree years.
By examining many reports, an ave rage washing time and temperature for every
product is estimated. With these guidelines, combined with a butter production
of 13.5 m 3 /h and a pressure of 8 bar, the mix slops can be divided over their
components . The resulting amounts are given in Table X.

Transported
amounts (m 3 )

Product

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22.
23 .
24.
25 .
26 .
27 .
28 .
29 .

acetic acid
phenol
styrene
polypropylene glycol
mono ethylene glycol
n-paraffine
propylene oxide
lineair alkyl benzene
acrylonitrile
benzene
methylene chloride
acetic anhydride
ethyl acetate
dowanol
butyl acrylate
cyclohexane
methyl acrylate
di ethylene glycol
di octyl phtalate
propylene glycol
pgme
formic acid
butyl acetate
tri-chloor ethylene
propionic acid
vinyl acetate monomere
chlorothene
iso propyl acetate
acetone

IMO Category

686
562
242
277
234
197
179
160
159
157
155
144
142
128
121
113
111
110
102
97
70
65
61
57
57
57
54
45
41

C
B
B

111
D
111
111
111
B
C
D

C
111
111
D

C
C

111
111
111
111
D

C
B
D
C
B
C

111

Table X: Slops amounts in the period 10/1990 to 10/1992
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Especially B- and C-products are suited tor onboard treatment. Regulations tor
some products will become more strict. However it is not expected that it will
become obligatory to deliver prewash of 0- and III-products in the near future.
Table XI gives a distribution of the discharged slops of the large ship divided by
amount .

Share (%)

Number of discharges

Category
(m 3 )

Cumulative share
(% )

11

I

111

IV

0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-75
75-100
100- 125
> 125

11
12
10
7
4
9
1
0
0

0
0
2
1
2
3
1
2
1

2
10
8
7
2
10
1
0
0

1
2
3
4
1
9
7
2
0

10.4
17.8
17 .0
14.1
6.7
23.0
7 .3
3 .0
0.7

Total

54

12

40

29

100

1) : slops of one
11): slaps mixes,
lil): slaps of one
IV): slaps mixes,

10.4
28 .2
45 .2
59.3
66.0
89.0
96 .3
99 .3
100.0

product, 1991
1991
product, 1992
1992

Table XI: Distribution of the number of discharges

CONCENTRATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAl REGUlATIONS
To get an impression of the (average) concentration of dry substance in the
slops the watertest is used . A watertest is an obligatory test of the cargo tanks
on dischargebility. Annex 11 gives, per category of substance, the maximum
amount of remainders th at is allowed to be left in the tank, after it has been unloaded . A watertest is used to check if the tanks can be unloaded (stripped)
sufficiently, to satisfy the demands .
The maximum amounts per tank and connecting pipes are :

* A-product
* B-product

* C-product
* D-product
* lil-product

not applicable, always prewash;
0 .1 m 3 (it no prewash demanded) ;
0.3 m 3 (if no prewash demanded);
no maximum;
no maximum .
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The results of the watertest of the large ship are given in Table XII.

Tanknumber

strip time (min)

Strip amount (I)

1 Starboard
2 Portside
3 Starboard
4 Portside
5 Starboard
6 Starboard
7 Portside
slops tank SB

40
85
85
45
60
50
40
40

Average

55

2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2

Table XII: Watertest results

The basic environmental requirements, which result from Annex 11, are a
guideline for the cleanliness of the effluent. The requirements are as follows:
A-product:
B-product:
C-product:
D-product:
lil-product :

0.1 %, 0.05% in vulnerable areas,
1 ppm in the wake

10 ppm in the wake
discharges mixed with water with a ratio of 1 on 10
none

MOVEMENTS OF THE SHIP
For the design of the installation It IS necessary to know the movements and
accelerations of the ship at the location of the installation . To find these values
the computer program SEAWAY, developed by ir J.M.M Journée of the Delft
University of Technology, is used. The input of the program comprises the main
dimensions, frame plan, center of gravity, length and height of the bilge-keel
and a wave spectrum. The program is run with the following values:

* Loading condition: Full (p - 0 .933 t/m 3 ) and 100% stores (no slops);
* Speed: 15, 11.25 and 7 .5 knots;
* Wave directions 0 0 , 45 0 , 90 0 , 135 0 and 180 0 •
Movements, speeds and accelerations are calculated for two locations. These
are possible locations for the installation. The positions of these locations are:
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Distance from afterperpendicular :
Horizontal distance to the side (PS):
Height above base:

Location 1

Location 2

24.13 m
0.00 m
9.70 m

50.95 m
6.00 m
9.70 m

Location one is located just before the accommodation , location two behind the
manifold, 6 meters to portside from the center of the ship (Figure 15).

punt

2

Figure 15 : Possible locations of the installation

The computer program gives for each combination of speed, wave direction,
significant amplitude and average heave (z), swav (V), surge (x), roll (cP), pitch
(8) and Vaw (lfJ) periods, a Bretschneider wave spectrum. The movements are
illustrated bV Figure 16. Figure 17 gives an example of a Bretschneider wave
spectrum .
The average value of the highest 1/ 3 part of a spectrum is also called Significant Value . The significant wave height is sVmbolized bV H1f3 and the period
bV T,.
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Figure 16 : Movements
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Figure 17: Bretschneider wave spectrum

According to Hogben and Lumd (Ocean Wave Statistics 1967) the probability of
meeting a wave in the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean with a height less
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than 4 meters is about 90% . Table XIII gives a summarv of the output of
SEAWAY, for a significant wave height of 4.90 meter .

Significant rolling angle( ° I:

0

Wave direction (0)/
Speed (knots)

15 .00
11 .25
7 .50

45
0
0
0

3 .92
10.73
11 .08

90

135

13.72
13.97
14.29

180

5.32
6.33
7.78

0
0
0

Rol! period:

0

Wave direct ion (0)/
Speed (knots)

15 .00
11 .25
7 .50

45
6.28
6.28
6 .28

15 .30
11 .27
11 .13

90
10.62
10.62
10.63

135
10.15
10 .3 2
10.51

180
10.41
10.31
10.54

Table XIII : Summarv SEAWAY output, roll

For this example the most extreme situation occurs when waves come at right
angles (90°) and the ships speed of 7.5 knots. In this situation the ship has a
significant roll angle of 14°30' and a period of 10 .63 seconds. These figures
can be evaluated using Figure 18 . This figure gives a cross section of the large
ship. It shows the angle in which the waterplane touches the main deck.
Generally the captain or first mate will avoid extreme roll angles, by changing
course or reducing power. The program shows that reducing power (reducing
speed) hardlvaffects the roll angle for waves that co me at right angles . GeneralIV the roll angle becomes even bigger. Reducing speed does give a reduction of
movements.
Table XIV gives an overview of the accelerations in x, y and z direction.
Table XVgives an overview of the extreme acceleration values.
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Location 1

Speed/
Angle

11 .25 knots

15 knots
x

y

z

x

y

7.5 knots

z

x

y

z

0°

0.12
22.5

0 .00
6.28

0.14
20 .4

0.14
15.4

0.00
6.28

0 .23
16.3

0.17
12.1

0.00
6.28

0.37
13.0

45°

0.13
14.6

0.44
15.4

0.28
15 .5

0.15
11 .8

1.87
11.0

0.40
13.1

0.21
9.87

2.17
10.8

0.57
10.8

90°

0.13
6 .19

3.09
9.46

1.38
7.51

0.09
6.25

3.13
9.48

1.36
7.54

0.06
6.37

3.18
9 .50

1.34
7.56

135°

0.93
5.76

1.51
7.75

2.48
6.14

0.85
6.05

1.63
8.43

2.01
6.43

075
6.39

1.82
9.13

1.59
6.87

180°

1.07
5.83

0.00
8.15

2.47
6.01

0.97
6.18

0.00
8.63

1.88
6.34

0.83
6.60

0.00
9.47

1.39
6.90

Location 2

Speed/
Angle

15 knots
x

y

11.25 knots
z

x

y

7.5 knots
z

x

y

z

0°

0.12
22.5

0.00
6.28

0.14
20.4

0.14
15.4

0.00
6.28

0.23
16.7

0.17
12.1

0.00
6.28

0.25
13.9

45°

0.08
14.9

0.52
15.2

0.27
15.6

0.11
12.0

1.94
11.0

0.49
12.1

0 . 18
10.0

2 .00
10.9

0.45
12.0

90°

0.13
6 .26

3.12
9.39

1.14
7.51

0.09
6.35

3.17
9.41

1 .16
7.56

0.06
6 .50

3.22
9.44

1.17
7.59

135°

1.03
5.75

1 .3 9
8.71

2.02
6.53

0.94
6.04

1.55
9 .22

1.69
6.81

0.84
6.37

1.76
9.74

1.34
7 . 18

180°

1.07
5.83

0.00
9.23

2.03
6.42

0.97
6.18

0.00
9.45

1.59
6.73

0.83
6.60

0.00
10.0

1.15
7.16

The first line for every angle gives the significant amplitude of the acceleration, the second line
gives the average period

Table XIV: Acceleration in x, y, and z direction on location 1 and 2 (m/s 2 )
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Speed
(kn)
Location 1, x

Y

z
Location 2, x

Y

z

Wave dir .
(0)

Acceleration
(m/s 2 )

Period
(sec.)

15.0
7 .5
15 .0

180
90
135

1.07
3.18
2.48

5.83
9.5
6.14

15.0
7.5
15 .0

180
90
135

1.07
3.22
2.03

5 .83
9.44
6.42

Table XV: Most extreme accelerations
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CHAPTER 6:

CHEMICAL TANKER DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

This chapter discusses the technical aspects which affect installing a waste
water treatment installation onboard a large chemicaltanker,
THE PROCESS

On basis of the data from the previous chapter, a treatment installation was
designed by Encon of Rotterdam which can treat most of the slops . A schematic representation of the treatment process is given in Figure 19. The equipment
is based on a chemical-physical process.
The slops treatment comprises the following phases :
1. The slops are pumped from the buffertank to the reactor.
2. In the reactor the waste water is treated with non toxic chemicais. First a
coagulant is added, while the water is stirred violently. This neutralises
the colloidal particles and causes the primary flocks. The coagulant is iron
chloride.
3. Then the acid mix is neutralised by lime milk. If the acidity is neutra I (7)
the flocks grow to the secondary flocks.
4. In the third compartment of the reactor a flocculant is added. This flocculant stimulates the process of (3). Stirring prevents the secondary
flocks from sinking .
5. Af ter the reactor phase, the process goes on with the sludge removal. In
a spin dryer the secondary flocks are separated from the water. This
phase is characteristic for slops treatment at sea. Separation methods
based on natural gravity only, cannot be used on a ship in motion.
6. The spin dryer causes two output flows: the treated water and the concentrated waste. The ratio between the volumes is 97% water and 3%
waste . The waste is collected in a container and delivered in port for
incinerating.
Depending on the demands for the discharge and the concentration of
chemicais, the water is filtered . Sand filters decrease the amount of
flocks to a minimum .
7. Parallel to the waterflow , there is an activated carbon filter . The carbon
molecules adsorp the organic substances. It is not possible to let the
water flow through the filters without pretreatment, for the filters would
be blocked.
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Figure 19: Schematical representation of the treatment process
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The filters are used to extract substances that are hardly sensitive to the
chemica I process . The most important ones are chlorides.
8. Before the water leaves the plant, the amount of water and the concentration of toxic substances in the water is measured . This gives the
possibility to check if everything is carried out according to the regulations. If the water does not comply with the environmental regulations, it
is treated again, otherwise it can be discharged at sea.
BUFFERTANKS
Type of treatment
Because of its limited capacity, the treatment installation of the ship is not able
to treat the output of the washing machines immediately. Therefore, it is
necessary to have buffer capacity .
The dimensions of a buffertank for the installation depend on :

* The amount of slops produced by one prewash;
* The amount of slops that should be treated immediately;
* The maximum space the buffertanks may occupy.
The minimum capacity of a single buffertank depends on the average largest
amount of slops of one wash. The absolute largest amount of the slops is not
really important, as long as this amount is significantly bigger than the average.
For example, the tank can be big enough to contain 80% of all slops volumes.
It is assumed that the tank is empty at the start of the washing, so all slo ps of
previous washes have been treated. Table XI shows the required tank capacity
required for storing as a function of the percentage of discharges.
Because it often happens that tanks with slops of different products are washed
simultaneously, the wash water will of ten contain more than one product. There
are two pr inciple possibilities of storing the wash water:

1. If the products are compatible, they can be stored together in one tank.
This method is similar to the current situation. This restricts the number
of slops tanks. A disadvantage of this method is that sometimes mixtures
are more difficult to treat than separate products.
2. All wash water is collected in separate tanks, so the water is only polluted by one product. Only if mixing specific products has special advantages for the treatment, they will be stored together.
Starting point for the treatment of the waste water is that slo ps are treated as
quick as possible .
Innovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Though it is the objective ta keep the number of buffertanks limited, the treatment process must be as effective and efficient as possible. This decreases the
operational costs of the installation and restricts the amount of slops that has to
be delivered in port. Therefore, option 2 is most suited.
Theoretically the number of buffertanks for option 2 is equal to the number of
cargo tanks. Every cargo tank may contain a different product and every tank
may be unloaded and washed simultaneously. Then the ship needs 16 buffertanks. (This is equal to the number of cargo tanks including the number of
slopstanks, which in the future will be used for cargo).
However, the cargo record books show that the maximum number of different
slops in the last two years, produced by washing on the same date, was seven.
Therefore the number of buffertanks can be reduced to seven.
It is not necessary to use the installation after every wash. It can be attractive
to use the machine less trequently, tor example tor saving energy, chemicals
and maintenance. However this may mean that the buffer capacity and number
of buffe tanks must be bigger, due to compatibility problems.
Bigger buffer capacity should be prevented, as the loss of deadweight and cargo
capacity must be as low as possible.
Concluding, batch treatment of the slaps appears the best method. This way
the adding and selection of coagulant and flocculation substance can be controlled best. Adding different slops to the buffertank, while the installation is
working, will change the influent of the flocculation unit. This way optimalisation of flock forming will be disturbed. Equipment as the combinator can
cope with the fluctuation of influent, but this is based on techniques that cannot be used at a moving ship.
Type of buffertank
To restrict the required number of modifications to the ship and to enable
placement of the installation on existing ships, tankcontainers are used as buffertanks. The volume of the tanks in a TEU-frame varies from 11 m 3 to 28 m 3 .
A standard volume of 25 m 3 is used. The tanks are made of stainless steel.
Another possibility is the division of the present slopstanks into several smaller
tanks. The big disadvantage of this alternative is the loss of cargo capacity, for
this means that the slopstanks cannot be used for cargo. Investment costs for
modifying the slopstanks seem smaller than buying tankcontainers. However,
for every tank a pump is required and the cleaning of box-shaped tanks is more
difficult than the cleaning of cylindrical tankcontainers.
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Number of buffertanks
The number of tankcontainers depends on the:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Average number of different types of slops per wash;
Mixability of the products;
Treatability of the slaps-mixes;
Volume of the slaps;
Reliability of the installation ; wh at time is the installation unavailable due
to bad weather?
f. Time between storing and treatment;
g. The flexibility required by the shipowner .

a. Number of different slaps types during one wash
The number of different product slops per discharge over a two year period is
given in Table XVI:

Number of
products

Number of discharges

1

58

2
3
4
5
6

19
9

7 -11

4
3
5
2

Percentage (%,

58
20
9

8
3
3
3

Table XVI : The number of different products slops per discharge
This overview shows that discharges with seven different products or more, are
very rare. Therefore, a maximum of six different produets is assumed. This
assumption implicates that only six buffertanks are required, to keep the slops
separated, th is in contrast to the earlier mentioned number of seven.
b. and c. Mixability and treatability of the slaps
This aspect has been examin ed, but is not discussed any further. The consequence of a better treatability of same mixes is that some buffertanks have to
be connected . With three connected tanks, the mix advantage for most
products is used sufficiently.
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d. Volume of the slo ps
Slops volume has been discussed earlier . Below a summary is given of the most
important factors for the slops production:

* The product. The characteristics of the product cause a specitic way of

*
*
*
*

washing. The washing method depends on:
The environment temperature;
The next product in the tank;
The person who is responsible for the wash;
The demands of the cargo owner.
The number of washing machines per tank ;
The type of washing machine;
The number of tanks;
The water pressure.

For the large ship the average washing time per tank is 35 minutes . The average
slops production is 8 m 3 per tank .
The reliability of the installation
The installation can be used under almost any circumstance . Only in extreme
situations (e.g. , a roll more than 20°) the installation cannot be used . This is a
very important aspect for the shipowner when making th e fle et instructions.
This is also important tor the number of buffertanks . If for example, practice
shows that the installation cannot be used during 30% of the time, it is
probable that extra buffertanks are required .
For any installation capacity it can be calculated how much time it takes to treat
6 full tank containers . Time required for cleaning the tanks has also to be accounted tor.
f . Other factors that determine the time between washing and treatment .

The time between washing and treatment depends very much on factor (e).
However there are several other factors that do not depend on the installation
but also affect this time:

* The time between two successive washes . If the period between unloading, washing, loading, unloading and washing again is short, it may happen that there are new slops produced before the previous ones have
been treated;
* Insufficient supply of coalugant or flocculant ;
* The tanks for the slops are full, therefore the installation cannot accept
new slops;
* The port authorities may forbid treatment during port stays .
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Therefore, the shipowner may decide to place buffertanks onboard the ship.
There is a probability that new slops are produced while the buffertanks are full.
Then there are two possibilities to handle the slops :

* The classified slops are delivered at the shore reception facility;
* Empty cargo tanks can be used for temporary storage of slops. In this
situation it is hard to prevent mixing of slops. This possibility should only
be used if the buffertanks are totally full or if the products in the buffertanks should not be mixed with the new slops.
Recirculation
Easily settling substances can sink in the tankcontainer . This way it can block
the valve or pump. To prevent this, recirculation may be used . The wash water
is circulated via pipes alongside the tanks . The idea is shown in Figure 20.This
figure also shows th at th ree of the six containers are connected . This way,
different slops can be treated as one.
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Figure 20: Recirculation

OTHER STORAGE CAPACITY
Besides the buffertanks for storage of the slops, other tank capacity is required
for the temporary storage of the treated water and for storage of the sludge
that has to be delivered in port ,
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Cleaned water
Most port authorities do not have special regulations, besides those of MARPOL. If MARPOL permits the use the installation in port, the port authorities will
probably also approve. The treated water however, is often not clean enough to
be discharged in port, so it should be stored temporarily in tanks .
A separate tank for storage of cleaned water is required when all buffertanks
are full. This can be an extra tank container or a cargo tank . As shown before,
only in 5% of all situations all tanks are used. Therefore, of ten one or more
buffertanks are available . Consequently, it is decided that an extra tank for
cleaned water is not necessary.
When the ship is at sea, the water can be discharged immediately, which means
that no temporary storage is required .

Af ter the treatment of waste water, sludge remains. This sludge consists of the
treated products, chemica Is and water. Waste water contains approximately 30
kg sludge per m 3 .
On a total slops volume of 3000 m 3 a year, this gives only 90 tons of sludge,
which is 1050 kg (35 m 3 water) per cleaning. Sludge has to be stored onboard
and must be delivered in port for further treatment.
The storage-unit must be located within the cargo area of the ship. It is the
ambition to have sufficient sludge storage capacity in order to limit the number
of calls at the shore reception facilities .
Sludge flows by a pipe into the sludge container, which could be shaped as
shown in Figure 21. The container is made of conventional steel. Concentrated
chemica I sludge will hardly erode the steel. The volume of the container is
selected on the basis of the expected slops volume. The size of the container
affects its location on the ship; a standard twenty feet container (TEU) will be
sufficient. This container has to be re move approximately 5 times a year.
LOCATION OF THE INSTALLATION
To determine the location of the installation on deck, the following requirements
have to be considered :
1. Regulations:
2. Shipowner demands :

3. Building costs:
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The installation must be located within the cargo
area.
The installation should not limit the view from
the bridge, cargo control room or captains'
cabin.
Modifications of the current deck layout
must be limited
Cargo handling should not be hindered
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gesloten container, inhoud:
laadvermogen

,4 - 30 m 3
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opslagcontainers
met I of2 ingangen
in diverse maten

Figure 21: Sludge containers
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Pipes must be short
Movements and accelerations of the instaliations must be acceptable
Vibration level must be acceptable.
Regulations
This paragraph discusses some specific parts of the lBC-code in more detail.
The lBC-code defines the cargo area as follows:
"Cargo area is that part of the ship that contains cargo tanks, slops tanks, cargo
pump-rooms including pump-rooms, cofferdams, ballast or void spaces adjacent
to cargo tanks or slops tanks and also deck areas throughout the entire length
and breath of the part of the ship over the abovementioned spaces. "
lBC - 3.2.3:
"Entrances, air inlets and openings to accommodation, service and machinery
spa ces and contra I stations should not face the cargo area. They should be
located on the end bulkhead not facing the cargo area and/or the outboard side
of the superstructure of deckhouse at a distance of at least 4% of the Length of
the ship but not less than 3 m from the end of the superstructure of deckhouse
facing the cargo area . This distance, however, need not exceed 5 m."

A dangerous zone plan has been made according to regulations from the IBCcode and Lloyd's. The lBC regulations are:

lBC 8.2 .2.1
"The heights of vent outlets should not be less than 4 m above the weather
deck or above the fore and aft gangway if fitted within 4 m of the gangway ."
lBC 8.2.2 .2
"The vent height may be reduced to 3 m above the deck or fore and aft
gangway, as appl icable, provided high-velocity vent valves of a type approved
by the Administration directing the vapour-air mixture upwards in an unimpeded
jet with an exit velocity of at least 30 mis are fitted."

lBC 8.2.2.3
"The vent out lets should also be arranged at a distance of at least 10 m from
the nearest air intake or openings to accommodation service and machinery
spaces and ignition sources ." lBC 15.12 . 1.3 prescribes that the distance for
noxious products must be at least 15 m .
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lBC 10.2.3.5
"Zones on open deck, or semi -enclosed spaces on open deck within 3 m of any
cargo tank outlet, gas or vapour outlet, ..... are considered dangerous locations.
This includes "all ballast tanks and cofferdams within the cargo tank block, to
the full width of the ship, plus 3 m fore and aft and up to a height of 2.4 m
above the deck . "
In the dangerous zone plan for the ship, the dangerous zone is enlarged to 4 .5
m. This is caused due to the special demands for the transport of carbon disulfide, diethyl ether and propylene oxide. The height of 2.4 m must be enlarged to
4.5 m (Lloyds Register 10.4 (A)). Similarly, the 3 m in the horizontal direction
must be enlarged to 4.5 m. This requirement has hardly any influence, because
the dangerous zones are mainly located within the zones of the gas-outlets.
The dangerous zone of the gas or vapour outlets of the tank container is equal
to a globe with a radius of 4 .5 m. This zone must be within the cargo zone. The
installation must satisfy the regulations of electric equipment in the dangerous
zone, lBC chapter 10.
Shipowner reguirements
The view from the bridge shou ld always comprise the seaway and the other
ships . This results in a maximum view line of 1.5 times the length of the ship in
front of the ship . Because the installation should be located in the cargo zone,
there are no problems for the view backwards and sidewards. The cargo control
room requires view on the manifold and a large part of the deck. The restriction
of the view from the captain's cabin may cause problems for the captain of ten
watches the activities from his cabin.
The installation may not hinder loading/unloading, ventilation, washing and
inspection of the cargo tanks . This means that containers may not block,
valves, tank and butter heads and others. This means that the containers must
be placed at least two meters above the deck.
Building costs
The containers cannot be placed on the deck without adjustments to the
systems on it . These adjustments have to be limited. Ta limit the length of the
pipes, the containers should be located near the manifold . Short pipes reduce
the building and maintenance costs .
The accelerations and movements of the center of gravity are found by the
computer program SEAWA Y . The pitch turning point of the ship is located on
the center of gravity of the loadline, in a specific cargo condition. For a draught
of 6.2 meter, the turning point for this ship is located 46 .3 m from the after
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perpendicular, which is 2.45 m behind midship. If the ship is not fully loaded,
th is location will be a little farther to the front. The containers should be located
near the turning point .
There are no exact data available about the vibrations distribution over the
length of the ship. It is assumed that the probability for vibrations gets bigger if
the location is nearer to the back of the ship.
If one takes all the mentioned aspects into account, there are two locations that
are optimal for the containers :
1. Between the back cofferdam and the first gas-outlets:

*

The containers should be located high to prevent view restrictions;

* Only small modifications of the deck layout are required: turning
around the deck crane;
* No hindrance of cargo handling;
* Near the manifold;
* Near the pitch turning point.

2. Between the manifold and the second gas-outlets :
*
*
*
*
*
*

No view restrictions;
Possibly no modifications of the deck layout;
No hindrance of cargo handling;
Near the manifold;
Near the pitch turning point;
Good level of vibrations .

First location
There are some objects that may obstruct the containers . The first object is the
hatch coaming th at leads to the ballast pump room and inert gas room. This
hatch coaming is located on the raised D-deck, in front of the accommodation.
The height of the coaming is 560 mm and the length is 810 mmo When the
hatch is open, the height is 1370 mm above the D-deck.
The second object is the cargo tank ventilator, which is also located on the Ddeck, in front of the accommodation. The height of the fan is 1650 mm above
the D-deck.
The accessibility of the safety and eye shower must remain good. These are attached to the front of the accommodation. The showers must be reliable and
should not freeze in the winter . Long pipes from the machine room to the
shower increase the probability of freezing.
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To prevent hindrance by the crane in the out of service position, it must be
turned 180 0 when it is fixed. It should be no problem if the crane is above the
manifold . The crane can still reach the front of the accommodation on the Ddeck .
Other objects that may obstruct the containers are:

* Ventilator inlet: the height of this inlet is 1650 mm ;
* The space with oxygen bottles which must remain accessible . The height
is 1950 mm and the depth is 375 mm;

* Control room: the height is 1655 mm;
* Cargo pumps: the height of the pumps and the electric engines is 2285

mmo
Because the view of the cargo control room should not be hindered, the containers must be placed on a minimum elevation of 1 .65 m above the deck. This
elevation is measured from the D-deck. Because the D-deck is 1 .60 above the
main deck, the containers must be located on 3.25 m above the main deck.
This is far above the cargo pumps . Because the containers are filied and gasfreed from the topside , they should not be placed on each other .
Because the pipes should be short, the containers must be placed as close to
the manifold as possible. This is restricted by the first gas-outlet. To minimize
the number of adjustments, the showers and the oxygen space are placed
against the accommodation. Therefore only two containers can be placed behind each other.
Second location
The second possible location of the containers, is before th e manifold . The crew
must be able to wa lk over the manifold and the view may not be hinde red . The
two largest obstacles are: a platform with two fire extinguishers and the second
gas-outlet. The gas-outlet should not be covered with containers .
Between the platform and the gas-outlets there is a gap with a length of 13 m .
Here two twenty foot containers can be placed behind each other . The containers will be placed on a height of 3 .25 m from the main deck . They cannot
be placed lower, because the fire extinguishers must be able to extinguish in
front of the platform. Higher is not necessary and would hinder the view. Twist
locks can attach the containers to the deck.
EXPANSION OF THE MANIFOLD
It must be possible to connect any cargo tank to any buffertank . Different slops
must have the possibility to be pumped into the buffertanks without mixing.
Therefore, the manifold should be expanded.
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Six butters can be in service simultaneously. If the wash concerns only one
product, the maximum number of connections per buffertank is six. If each of
the six butters produces different slops, then it must be possible to reach every
buffertank separately. Because the average production per tank is 8 m 3 and the
contents of a tank container is 25 m 3 the number of connections per buffertank
is decreased to three. This reduces the building costs .
The expansion of the manifold is based on the following consideration. The
cargo tanks of the ship can be considered as a shore installation with sixteen
storage tanks. Those tanks can each contain the same product, but can also
contain up to sixteen different products. The buffertanks are considered as a
ship with cargo tanks. Pumping slops into the buffertanks is considered as
loading a ship .
The shore installation has six loadlines which means that six different cargoes
can be loaded simultaneously. The junction point between the cargo tanks and
the buffertanks will look very much like the present manifold for six tanks.
Figure 22 shows the 'slops manifold'.
Six pipes run from the slops manifold to the main manifold (port side). At the
end of every pipe there are three or six connections, which can connect the
separate cargo tanks with the containers by hoses. During washing, the cargo
pumps pump the slops into the appropriate buffertank.
Next to the buffertanks and the installation, a small manifold must be made to
control the supply of the treatment installation . Because the installation will
treat only one type of slops at a time, it is possible to work with one pump and
one main pipe.
Because fixed pipes and valves are extensive and require large investments,
hoses are used. Because buffertanks are supplied with different slops simultaneously, it is not possible to use only one central main pipe. Slops should not be
mixed. In the extreme situation that six butters are working simultaneously, six
different slops will be produced. Pipes must run from 16 cargotanks to 6 buffer
tanks (6*16 is 96 pipes and valves). Therefore, hos es are more suited.
According to the classification societies (Lloyd's and Det Norske Veritas) the
use of hoses is permitted. The maximum length of the hoses is approximately 5
meters . The hoses must be tested for burst pressure, which is related to the
cargo pump capacities.
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Figure 22 : Slop manifold
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Fast-coupling systems are not permitted. Nut-bolt con nections are more time
consuming, but cannot be avoided . The connections between the hoses and the
flanges must be located above a leakage bin. This means an expansion of the
leakage bin or an extra bend in the pipes to the buffer tanks (Figure 23) is
required.
CONSTRUCTION

Container deck
To support the containers, it is necessary to build a small deck . It is sufficient to
put struts under the corner fittings of the containers . The weight of the containers and the support construction will be carried by the ma in deck . The
weight forces on the deck construction are dispersed by webframes and girders .
The locations of the connections behind the installation are shown in Figure 24.
The container support construction can be built in two ways:

* Frame construction (F;igure 25);

*

Bracket construction . (Figure 26) .

Pipe system
There are three pipe systems that require an expansion. These are:

*

Wash water supply system;
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the supply pipes near the containers .
Stainless steel pipes with a diameter of 75 mm and a thickness of 2.5
mm are used. The estimated length of the pipes is 145 m .

*

Heating system of the tank containers;
The present tank heating system is expanded to the tank containers. The
containers are connected to th is system by hoses.

*

Fire extinguishing system around the installation;
Figure 29 shows the sprinkler system around the containers. This system
requires 30 meters of pipes with a diameter of 38 mm and 36 nozzles .

Electrical installation
The installation is controlled from the cargo control room . An on line monitor
system is installed, which shows the temperature of the buffertanks.
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WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY
Weight
The maximum total weight of the installation is 218 ton, which is divided in:

* Six tankcontainers with a weight of 4,500 kg each and a contents of
*
*

*

*
*

25,000 kg maximum each (P av er ag e = 1 .0 t/m 3 );
The Seatreat slops treatment installation in two box containers, with a
total weight of 17,000 kg;
One waste container with a weight of 1,500 kg and maximum contents
of 10,000 kg;
Pipes and valves: 5,100 kg;
Deck support construction: 3,807 kg;
plates under the installation: 2,800 kg.

Center of gravity
The horizontal position of the center of gravity of the containers, measured from
the af ter perpendicular, for each location is:
1. 32.3 m before the atter perperdicular, when the slops treatment containers are placed af ter the stack and the waste container in the front
row, extremely starboard.
2. 67.1 m before the af ter perpendicular .
The center of gravity of the extra steel is considered to be the same as the one
of the containers.
The vertical position of the center of gravity of the containers is 13.2 m above
the base. The center of gravity of the extra steel is estimated to be 2 meters
above the main deck, which is 10.7 m above the base.
STABILITY AND TRIM
The stability of the ship with the instalation is checked for the least sta bie
situation of the original ship. This situation is:

*
*
*

Fully loaded, specific weight of the cargo P = 0.70 t /m 3 ;
50% stores;
Empty slops tanks .

The new vertical position of the center of gravity is 5 .6 m above the base and
the new metacenter height is 1.38 m. This means the ship is stabie .
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Often buffertanks are not completely filled . Then free liquid surfaces will reduce
the stability. The reduction is only 5.8 mm and can therefore be neglected.
The trim of the ship, calculated for the maximum weight of the installation is
0.52 m backward for location 1 and 0.61 m forward for location 2 . Forward
trim can have negative effe cts on the straight line stability . Therefore, for trim
location 1 is preffered .
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Because some products must be heated , the buffertank are equipped with a
heating system. There are two possibilities to heat the system; electrical and
steam or hot water. The cargo tanks of the ship are heated by hot water.
It is assumed that 12 kW per container is required for heating a tank to 80 0 e.
This means th at the maximum energy consumption is 72 kW. The energy consumption of the treatment installation is 10 kWh /m 3 .
Electrical heating
The advantage of electrical heaters is its simple construction. There are hardly
any pipes required. However, there are many disadvantages:
..

Electrical heaters are very sensitive to disturbances . Especially at sea the
reliability is low . Water can penetrate the isolation and may burn the
coils. If the heating would work continuously, its reliability would be bigger. However, th is is not possible, for not all products can be heated.
Also, because of the effect on the energy consumption, this option is not
interesting .
.. Temperature changes are relatively big. Deviations up to soe may occur.
.. The price of second-hand tankcontainers with electrical heating equipment is almost twice as high as the price of containers with hot water
heating equipment.
Hot water
There are little disadvantages of hot water heating . The advantages are:
..

Hot water heating is reliable and the heater does not have to work continuously;
.. The temperature is almost constant;
.. The containers are cheaper;
.. The heating can be connected to the cargo tank heating system or possibly to the cooling water system of the main engine.
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Because of these advantages, the hot water heating system is chosen . The
power for the heating system is supplied by a thermic boiler. A heat exchanger
heats the water, which flows through shafts in the tank huil and bottom.
To heat the products in all cargo tanks (14 tanks) to a temperature of 70°C and
in the slops tanks (2 tanks) to 45°C, a power of 72 .5 kW is required . The extra
cost for the treatment installation is NLG 0.027 per kWh, which is NLG 0 .27
per m 3 .
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CHAPTER 7:

ECONOMIC EVALUATION

In th is chapter an economie evaluation of the system is made. The profitability
of the system is the most important aspect for the shipowner.
The amount of slaps that has been delivered in port voluntarily , has not increased the last few years. Th e casts for the delivery of the slops are still the
most important factor . Environmental protection still has little influence on the
delivery behavior .
GEOGRAPHICAl LOCATIONS
Shore reception facilities
Not every port has a shore reception facility. IMO listed the parts in the world
with these facilities . This list is not complete for not all countries cooperate.
Countries in Europe that cooperate are Germany, Italy and the Netherlands :
Germany:
~

8remen
8remerhafen
Emden
Hamburg
Leer
Nordenham

Tanktruck
Tanktruck
Termin al
Terminal
Tank truck
Terminal

Category
8, C
8, C
A, 8, C
A, 8, C
A, 8, C
C

11aLv.:
Termin al
Tanktruck
Termin al
Termin al
Terminal

Categary
A, 8, C
8, C
A, 8, C
8
A, 8, C

~
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal

Category
A, 8, C
A, 8, C
A, 8, C
A,8, C
A, 8, C
A, 8, C
A, 8, C

~

Catania
Liverno
Port Torres
Sarroch
Venezia
The Netherlands:
Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Vlissingen
Delfzijl
Dordrecht
Moerdijk
Terneuzen
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Other important ports with shore reception facilities are :

*
*

*

Antwerpen;
Huelva;
Barreiro (Lissabon) .

In other ports it is not possible to deliver slops, unless by using a tank truck ,
which has to be arranged by an agent. This type of reception faeilities is not
reliable.
Figure 30 shows the ports with a shore reception faeility in Western Europe. It
shows th at the number of ports with th is facility is small. Due to the limited
facilities it may be difficult to deliver slops . Therefore, the chemicaltanker has to
keep much wash water onboard.
Incineration installations
Information about ports with incineration facilities is scarce . The number of
ports is very limited. The following overview gives some of the ports:

* Rotterdam;
* Le Havre, faeilities in Rouen and Granfreville;
* Fos, faeilities in Rognae (25 km af Fas / Lavére);
* Genua.
Because the sludge in the containers is only delivered a few times a year (2 to 5
times). it is no problem that there are only a few incineration facilities.
Economie factors
For an economie evaluation af the slaps treatment system (seatreat), the follawing aspeets are important.
Potential benefits are :

*

No casts for delivering slo ps;

* Decrease of the port time concerning:

*

Waiting times due to analyses;
Waiting times for slops ship/truck;
Unloading time;
Time required for filling in papers.
Extra carga capacity.

The passible drawbacks are:

* Investments for slaps treatment installatian
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Figure 30: Ports with shore reception facilities
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* Operational costs, like :
Chemica Is ;
Energy ;
Activated carbon;
Waste treatment;
Tank heating;
Container handling costs.
* Investments for modifications of the ship;
* Deadweight reduction due to the weight of the slops treatment installation.
SLOPS DELIVERY
95% of all delivered slops (in Rotterdam) are collected by a slops ship . Only for
complicated was hes, or if a tanker is not able to wash its own tanks, the ship
will moor at the quay at the shore reception facilities . In other countries slops
of ten are collected by tanktrucks .
It appears th at in reality sailing times, for sailing to the reception facilities,
hardly ever occur. Dock dues, costs for the shore crew and moving costs are
not relevant. These costs are comprised in the costs for the slops ship/truck,
and the slops tariffs. On the other hand, waiting times for analyses, waiting
times for the slaps ship and the time required for unloading of slaps, are important .
If the amount of slops is very large , it can be profitable to let the ship deliver
the slops at the reception facility itself. Th is depends on the amount of slops
and the size of the ship . Slaps ships have a maximum capacity of up to 3000
ton . If the amount is bigger than the capacity of the slop ship , it is economically
interesting to moor the ship at the slaps reception facilities.
furthermore, large slaps amounts have to be transported in chartered ships.
These ships should be returned clean, which means there will be extra slaps for
which the shipowner has to pay.
Table XVII gives an overview of the basic prices for delivering slaps, in relation
to the chemical oxygen demand. The given prices are indicative. For specific
products other prices may apply. For example, phenol slops cast NLG 705 / m 3 .
An overview of slaps prices for the A-products , transported by the shipowner,
is given in Table XVIII . Prices of NLG 50 per m 3 are based on a maximum
chemical oxygen consumption of 3000 mg/I. Above this value a surcharge of
NLG 4 per 1000 ppm has to be paid .
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Chemica I oxygen demand per ppm :
to

over

400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
2000
3000
3000

NLG

4.00
7.50
8 .50
9.50
11 .00
12 .50
14.00
32 .00
48.00
48,00

per m 3

+ NLG 4.50 extra per 1000 ppm cad

These prices include analysis casts . (1)
Casts for slaps ship:
Analysis casts:
Casts for customs documents :

NLG 250 per hour, in ov er time 25 % extra
NLG 350 zie (1)
NLG 225

Table XVII: Prices for delivering slops in Rotterdam

Tariff (NLG! m 3 )

Product
Acetone cyano hydride
Di butyl phtalate
Di is butyl phtalate
Ethyl acrylate
Butyl benzyl phtalate
Di iso propyl benzene
a-methol styrene
Nonyl pheno Isynperonic
Chlorotoluene
Decyl acrylate

700
50
50
700
50
50
50
50 - 700
700
700

Table XVIII: Slo pS costs of A-products
The average maximum concentration in the prewash water is 16,000 mg/I. With
Table XVII, the average general slops tariff is NLG 107. With Table XVIII, the
average tariff of the NLG 50 products, is 50 + (16,000 - 3,000) * 4 = NLG
102. The average ta riffs for A-products are NLG 375.
In the future, the average slops tariffs decrease as the amount of less
dangerous substances wil! increase. These substances are part of the group
with an average ta riff of NLG 104. The low prices of the extra slops dec rea se
the average .
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The costs calculation of the slops treatment installation is based on decreasing
ta riffs as a function of the delivered amount of slops . Till a slaps volume of
1110 m3, the shape of the function is based on a linear decreasing function,
then the slaps ta riff is assumed to be constant at NLG 104. This results in the
following equations:

Tariffavg

=

O.252x +389 for 0 $X $; 1110

and:

tariffavg=1 04 for x>111 0
A graphical representation of th is function is shown in Figure 31 .
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Figure 31: Course of the slaps casts function

ROUNDTRIPS
Ta check tor the capacity of the installation, it is necessary to consider the
travel times of the ship . In principle, it must be possible to treat the slaps
between every unloading port and the next port. If it appears that th is aften is
not possible, then the capacity of the installation should increase.
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An analysis of the trips in the period 1/92 to 6 /93 (1 .5 years) results in the
values given in Table XIX. This leads to the following figures (hours):
travel time:
port time:
sailing time :
port time per port:
number of ports per trip:

767.4
271.8
495.7
2.8
11.4

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Number of port ca lis per year :
Average number of trips per year :
Average sea time per year:
Average port time per year:
Total time in service

122
10.7
5283
2897
8181

hours
hours
hours

Assumed number of service days :
Port time ratio (%)

340
35

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Roundtrip

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.

days
%

Tuiling

Tpotl

T '0181

(hoursl

(hoursl

(hoursl

Number of
ports

Tpo "

lillig .

(hoursl

397.49
497.91
447.85
616.85
360.76
484.98
374.37
600.67
530.15
418.01
515.56
546 .3 1
440.36
582.65
585 .69
530.75

265.41
297.08
162.26
231.93
127.56
431.50
2 14 .08
343.75
252. 17
266.82
250.26
224.58
363.25
398.92
282 .92
235.91

662.90
794.99
610.11
848.78
488.34
916.48
588.45
944.42
782.32
684.83
765. 82
770 .89
803.61
981.57
868.61
766.66

11
10
7
11
8
19
11
16
13
10
10
12
12
12
8
13

24.13
29.71
23.18
21.08
15.95
22.71
19.46
21.48
19.40
26.68
25.03
18 .72
30.27
33.24
35.37
18.15

7,930 .36

4,348.42

12,278.78

183

384.56

Table XIX : Trip overviews
Table XIX gives an average port time per port of 23 .76 hours . Table XX shows
the port times for the most important ports. Selection criterion for the ports in
this tabie, is that the ship visited this port at lease 4 times during 1.5 years.
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Port

Antwerpen
livorno
Salt end
Terneuzen
Tarragona
Stade
Genua
Huelva
Fos
Tees
Rotterdam
Oristano
lavéra
Swansea
Barreiro
Immingham

loadingl
unloading

Country

B

unloading
unloading
loading
loading
unloading
loading
unloading
loading
loading
both
both
unloading
loading
loading
unloading
unloading

I

UK
NL
E

D
I
E
F

UK
Nl
I
F

UK
P

UK

Port time
(hours)

30 .69
15 .05
33.32
27.91
22 . 16
15 .03
19 .60
18.74
31.03
31.77
22.40
13.57
17 .80
16.80
14.39
26 .85

Calls

Total
(hours)

19
14
13
13
12
11
10
10
9
9
8
6
5
5
4
4

583.11
210.70
433.16
362.83
265 .92
165 .33
196.00
187.40
279.27
285.93
179 .20
81 .42
89.00
84 .00
57.56
107 .40

152

3568 .23

Table XX: Port times
This table gives an average port time of 23 .50 hours per port. This means that
the average port time of the most important ports is equal to the average port
time of all ports.
AVERAGE SAllING TIME BETWEEN TWO PORTS
The average time at sea between two port calls is 38 .16 hours. The time
between unloading and the next (un)loading is 61.92 hours. This means there
are 62 hours available to treat the slaps . With a capacity of 5 m 3 /h, th is results
in a maximum volume of 310m 3 . The average slaps amount is 35 m 3 , which
takes only 7 hours to be treated. Therefore, the capacity does not have to be
adjusted. Figure 32 shows a standard trip on the map of Europe.
UTllIZATION LEVEl
For an estimate of possible loss of inca me, due to the utilization of cargo
capacity by slaps, it is necessary to know the ave rage utilization level of the
ship. Table XXI gives the utilization level of same ships. These figures are based
on the third quarter of 1992.
The column "payload" gives the "Ioaded sailing time" * "transported weight"
per trip. The column "cap. factor" gives the multiplication of the "Ioaded sailing
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Figure 32: Standard roundtrip

Nr.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sailing
time (hr)

764
852
850
1320

Loading
(hr)

Ballasting
(hr)

595
573
676
1123

3786

Payload
(ton.hr)

Dead weight
(ton)

Perc.

Cap .
factor
(ton .hr)

(%)

169
279
174
197

1 183076
118 1603
1242779
3264943

2350
2500
2500
4000

1398250
1432500
1690000
4492000

84.61
82.49
73.54
72.68

819

6872401

11350

9102750

76.25

Table XXI : Average utilization level
t ime" * "deadweight". Finally, the utilization level (last column) is calculated by
dividing the "payload" by the "cap. factor".
Table XXII gives the utilization levels over 1991 and three quarters of 1992 .
The average utilization level of all quarters is 76 .50 %
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Vear

Ouarter

Utilization level

1991
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1992

1
2
3
4
1
2
3

78.33
81.53
72.64
74.19
74.36
78.19
76.25

Table XXII: Utilization level
FREIGHT RATES AND DAILY REVENUES
It is impossible to give an average freight ra te for the transport of a specific
product. This ra te depends on the route, possible return cargo and the world
economy. Therefore, is it not possible to find ave rage freight rates for the
products that are most important for the calculation of the loss of income due
to the loss of deadweight.
INVESTMENTS AND caSTS
Slops treatment installation
The costs for the slops treatment installation are calculated as follows:
Assumptions

9%
10 years (so two units for the life time of a

Interest:
Economical life time:
ship)
Maintenance:
Number of washed tanks:
Treated slops amount :

4% of the investments
375 per year
3000 m 3 per year

Investments installation:
Energy consumption:
Iron chloride consumption:
Lime consumption:
Activated carbon consumption:
Solid waste disposal:

NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG
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600,000
0.15
50
395
4,500
600

/kWh (10 kWh/m w slops)
/1 00 kg (2 kg/m 3 )
/ton
(1 .2 kg/m 3 )
/ton
(1 kg/m 3 )
/ton
(30 kg/m 3 )
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Indirect casts
Depreciation:
Interest:
Maintenance:

NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG

60,000
24,000
27,000
111,000

Direct casts, based on 3000 m 3 slaps
Electricity:
Iron chloride :
Lime :
Activated carbon :
Waste treatment :

NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG

4,500
3,000
1,422
13,500
54,000
76,422

Total costs per year:

NLG

187,422

Shil2 modifications
Some modifications of the ship are required befare the installation can work .
These modifications are :

* Purchase of second-hand tankcontainer;
Tank containers, with a capacity of 25 m 3 and heating capacity of 80 0 e,
cost between NLG 10,000 and NLG 15,000.

* Pipe systems;
Three pipe systems have to be ex panded or added :
Supply system for wash w ater,
The pipe length is 145 m . M aterial and assembly casts of stainless
steel pipes is approximately NLG 300 per m;
The containers are connected to the present tank heating system .
Everything together casts NLG 8,000;
The price of the fire extinguishing installation is approx imately NLG
12,000.

* Valves;
For the wash water supply system the following valves are required :
24
3 + 1 per supply pipe
1 + 6 for the main pipe
7
for every cross over
6
after every buffer tank
~
43
Valves with a diameter of 75 mm cast NLG 1,500 each;
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* Pump;
The installation is supplied by a stainless steel pump, with a capacity of 5
to 10 m 3 /h. The price is NLG 15,000.

*

Container deck;
The price of the container deck including labour hours, is estimated according to the experience of the shipowner and shipyard. It depends on
whether an extra strengthening of the deck is required. The costs
estimate is based on a frame construction :
NLG 10,000 without extra strengthening
NLG 25,000 with extra strengthening

* Ventilation bend;
The costs for moving the bend in the tank ventilation pipe are approximately NLG 1,000.

* Electrical installation;
The installation must be controlled from the cargo control room.
Furthermore, an on line monitoring system is required . The costs are:
NLG 5,000 per container;
Level measuring system :
Temperature measuring system: NLG 800 per container .

* Hoses;
Hoses of 75 mm wide and 5 m long, required fro the manifold, cost NLG
1,500 each .
Overview

6 tank containers, NLG 12,500:
145 m water pipes, NLG 300 per meter:

NLG
NLG
Hot water pipes:
NLG
Extinguishing system :
NLG
43 valves, NLG 1,500 each:
NLG
Pump:
NLG
Container deck :
NLG
Modification of ventilation pipe:
NLG
Electric installation, NLG 5,800 per container: NLG
6 hoses, NLG 1,500 each:
NLG
NLG
Total investment for the modifications :
Interest:
Economical life time :
Maintenance:

75,000
43 .500
8,000
12,000
64.500
15,000
17,500
1,000
34,800
9,000
280,300

9%
10 years
2 % of the investments

Indirect modification costs
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NLG
NLG
NLG
NLG

Depreciation :

Interest:
Maintenance:
Total costs per year:

28,030
12, 614
5,606
46,250

Tank heating
Assumptions
Extra consumption of the boiler :
Fuel price IFO :
Capacitv slops treatment installation :
Average slops amount per wash :
Average tank heating time :

Number of washes:
Number of washed tanks:
Average number of tanks per washes :
Number of hot washes :
Percentage of hot washes( % ):

194 kg / 24 hours
NLG 127,80 per ton
5 m 3 /h
35 m 3
7 hours
1991
53
308
5.8
93
30 .1

1992
75
401
5 .3
189
47.3

The average percentage of hot washes is 38.75 % . Combin ed with one wash
per unloading port, the number of hot washes per vear is 25. If it is assumed
that when products are wash ed hot, the buffer tanks have to be heated, the
tank heating svstem of the buffer tanks is used 25 times avear .
With the capacitv of the slaps treatment installation, the average slops production per tank and the average number of tanks per wash, the average service
time of the treatment installation is 7 hours per hot wash .
The minimum casts per vear, due to the heating of the buffertanks can be
represented with the following function :

_y_ * a*b* (7+x)
y * _2_5_*2_4_._8_
* (>-7_+x--,-)
3000
c
3000
24
with:
V
a
b
c
x

Amount of
Number of
Fuel price
Number of
Number of

slops to be treated
hot was hes
hours in one dav
hours over 7 hours that the slaps are in the tanks

With x = 0 and V = 3000, the cast for tank heating is NLG 180 .83 per vears.
These costs are neglectable, compared with the other costs .
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loss of deadweight
The maximum weight of the installation is 218 tons. This means that in principle the ship can carry 218 tons less cargo, than without the installation.
However, because generally the buffertanks are not completely filled, the real
deadweight loss is less. The following overview gives a summary of the
weights:
Fixed weight

6 tank containers, 4.5 ton each:
Slops treatment containers:
Waste container:
Pipes:
Deck construction:
Plates:
Total weight

27,000
20,000
1,500
5,075
3,807
2,800
60,182

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg

The fixed income loss due to a reduction of cargo capacity of 61 tons is:

with:
W

o
p
d

Weight
Utilization level
Rate per ton per dav
Number of days in service

Varia bie weight
Besides the fixed weight extra weight must be added, to represent the variabie
weight of the slops in the tank containers and the waste.
The total slops amount is assumed to be 3000 m 3 per year. In 1991 the number
of washes was 53. The number of port calls was 122. This means that in 43.4
percent the tanks were washed after unloading. In 1992, th is percentage was
61.7. The average is 52.5%.
On this basis, the time the wash water is onboard, cleaned or not cleaned, is
calculated. Based on washing af ter 52.5 % of the port caiis, and a washing
time of 7 hours, the wash water is onboard 448.4 hours or 18.7 days . The loss
of income based on an average slops production of 35 m 3 is:
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35 *0.77 *18.7 *5.12 = /2,580,00
This result is valid for the treatment of all slops. If in reality the amounts are
less, then the costs are also less.
The solid waste container should be emptied when there is 10 tons of waste in
it. Therefore, the average amount of sludge in this container is 5 tons. The loss
of income is:

5 *0.77 *340 *5.12 = /6, 702.00

Total costs per year
Summarizing, the total costs per year are:

* Indirect costs NLG
* Direct costs: NLG
Total costs :

NLG

239,015
85,884
324,899

These costs are based on a slops amount of 3000 m 3 , which means that all
slops are treated by the installation . It is not probable that th is will really happen.

BENEFITS
The advantages of a slops treatment installation are:

* Smaller amount of slops that should be delivered in port;
* Shorter port times :
*

*

No waiting times due to analyses of slops or for the slops ship;
No loading time of the slops ship .
Extra cargo space, because slops do not have to be stored until they can
be discharged outside vulnerable areas or delivered in port;
Greater flexibility in accepting cargo.

Slo ps amount reduction
The primary advantage of the slops treatment installation is the independency of
shore reception facilities . The slops treatment idea originated because of the
lack of slops reception infrastructure and the tariffs . It regularly happens that
the profit of one trip disappears because of the costs for delivery and treatment
of the classified slops . This is a situation that shipowners do not want. AIthough the costs of the slops are generally payed by the shipper , it is assumed
that costs saved by the onboard treatment will be payed back by higher freight rates.
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If a slops treatment installation is used, the ship does not deliver any wash
water in port anymore. Only a small amount of waste must be incinerated.
Port time reduction
Because a ship with a slaps treatment installation almast never delivers any
slaps in port, port times will reduce. Under the present regulations the reduction
of the port times is smalI. However, when regulations become more strict and
more slaps must be delivered, port times will increase, and the advantages will
increase.
Because of lack of information about the time the ship spends in port, waiting
for analyses, waiting for the slaps ship and the unloading of the slaps, calculations are made with a range of port time reductions. The number of ports in
which the port time decreases, is estimated by dividing the amount of slaps to
be treated by the totals slaps amount of a year (3000 m 3 ) multiplied by the
number of calls per year. The port time reduction is calculated according to the
following formuia:

R
with:
x
y
z

AT port

=((_x_) *122)*..1...*

24 z

3000

Amount of slaps to be delivered in port
Port time reduction (hours)
Daily time charter revenues of the ship

Estimate of the port t ime reduction:

* Waiting time for the analyses results
* Waiting time for slaps ship or tank truck
* Unloading prewash

± 2 hours
± 1 hour
± 0.5 hours

Extra cargo capacity
Because of the buffer tanks on the deck of the ship, the slaps and cargo tanks
are not necessary anymore for storage of slaps. Ta calculate the advantages,
the following data are required:

* How aften and how long is cargo capacity used for slaps?
* Up to wh at percentage can the space be used?
* What are the daily revenues of the ship?
The slaps tanks of the ship are equipped as normal cargo tanks . The tanks are
called slaps tanks, but in reality they can be considered as cargo tanks. The
cargo report baak gives information about the util ization of the tanks by waste
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water. Combined with the average utilization level and the daily proceeds, the
extra income per year can be calculated.
Year 1991
In 1991 there were 53 washes, of which 38 times the water was directly discharged and 15 times via a tank. The following tanks were used for the storage
of slops:
Tank

Number of days used

SSL
PSL
CS1
CP2
CS3
CP3
CS5
CP6
CS6
CS7

7 .5
0.5
2.0
1.0
3.5
1.0
2 .5
1.5
1.5
0.5
21.5

Volume (m 3 )
104.6
104.6
199.0
318.0
397.7
399 .2
415 .9
416.9
414.3
389.5

Multiplication
780.0
52.3
398.0
318.0
1,392.0
399 .2
1,039 .8
623 .9
621.5
194.8
5819 .3

The utilization level is 98.5%, so in 1991 the amount*day which was occupied
by the slops is 5732.0 m 3 .day. Combined with an average density of the cargo
of 0.937 t/m 3 and an utilization level of 77%, the slops utilization was 4135 .6
ton dav.
With an average ton price of NLG 5.12 per ton per dav, the loss of income is
NLG 21,174 per year .
Year 1992
In 1992 there were 75 washes, of which 52 times the water was discharged
directly and 23 times vi a a tank. The following tanks were used for the storage
of slaps :
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Tank
SSL
PSL
CS1
CP2
CS3
CP3
CS4
CS6
CS7

Number of days used
9.0
19.0
8.0
1.0
3.0
4.0
1.0
11.0
6 .5
62 .5

Volume (m 3 )
104.6
104.6
199 .0
316.4
197.7
399.2
414.3
415.9
387.9

Multiplication
941.4
1987.4
1592.0
316.4
1193.1
1596.8
414 .3
4574.9
2521.4
15137.7

The utilization level is 98.5%, so in 1992 the amount*day that was occup ied
by the slops is 14910.6 m 3 .day . Combined with an ave rage cargo density of
0.937 t/m 3 and an utilization level of 77% the slops utilization was 10757.8
ton .day.
With an average ton price of NLG 5.12 per ton per dav, the loss of income is
NLG 55,080 per year.
The conciusion is that with the slo ps treatment installation the ship can earn an
extra NLG 40,000 because of the extra cargo capacity.
Flexibility
If the shipowner can offer a fixed (Iow) tariff to the shipper for the slops treatment, he mayalso be pre pa red to transport other goods, for which in the past
the slops costs were high . It is very difficult to quantify this factor.
CALCULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the previous paragraphs are combined in a spreadsheet. By
varying several parameters, it is possible to find the yearly costs for the treatment system, for several expected situations.
The most important factors that are varied, are the slops volume and the expected port time reduction .
Table XXIII gives an overview of the slops costs per cubic meter in relation to
the slops amount per year and the port time reduction. Figure 33 gives a graphical representation of these data .
Figure 34 shows, for a port time reduction of four hours, the costs and profits
in relation to the treated amount of slops. This figure clearly shows that the
break-even point of the installation for this port time reduction, is approximately
600 m 3 .
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200 m3

100 m3

Reduction

300 m3

600 m3

400 m3

800 m3

1000 m3

1200 m3

3 hours

1665

640

314

165

40

3

0

-2

4 hours

1632

607

282

132

7

-30

-32

-34

5 hours

1599

574

249

99

-26

-63

-65

-67

6 hours

1567

541

216

66

058

-96

-98

-100

Table XXIII: Slops costs per year (NLG)
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Figure 33: Slops tariffs reduction in relation to port time reduction
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Figure 34: Casts versus profits, 4 hours port time reduction

EVAlUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Besides economie advantages, the system also contributes to a cleaner marine
environment. The ideal environmental situation is given by Figure 35. All of the
waste water is treated by the installation, so nothing is discharged at sea
anymore. In reality this is not possible .
The shipowner/captain has to face several options when slops are produced .
These options are shown in Figure 36.
As shown in Figure 19, the cleaned waste water flow is measured and sampled.
All cleaned water has to be measured and sampled to find the ppm level. These
values are registered by a computer. The crew does not have the possibility to
change the values.
Because there is arelation between the amount of discharged water and the
amount of remaining waste, it can be checked whether the waste water is
treated weil.
It is not necessary to keep the sludge of the different slops separated . The total
amount of waste has to correspond with the amount of water that was discharged .
The relations between the amount of cleaned water and the waste, varies per
product and per ship. The check is carried out according to the following principles:
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* Counter on zero;
* Treatment of the prewash;
* Computer registers the amount of discharged water;

* A prescribed relation determines the amount of sludge that has to be
present on the ship.
The check can be carried out when the container with sludge is unloaded for
further treatment.
The only way to get around the law is discharging the prewash directly into the
sea, without treatment. However, it is possible to estimate the amount of
sludge onboard. It has to correspond with the transported cargo, which is noted
in the cargo record book . The system is well-secured but it can always be
tempered with.
Recommendations
When the shipowner decides to use the slops treatment installation, he should
pay attention to the following aspects:

* The monitoring system for recording the amount of delivered prewash,
which will be obligatory in the near future;

* Calculation of the break-even points for other ships. Meanwhile a lobby
for the potential acceptance of the Seatreat system should start at IMO's
MEPC;
* When the amount of delivered slops approaches the break-even point, the
slops treatment installations can be placed onboard the ships;
* In the test period the operational costs of the system can be compared
with the other ships without slops treatment installation;
* If af ter the test period the treatment system appears cheaper than the
conventional delivery method, slops treatment installations can be placed
on all ships.
As a sequence of this study the following aspects can be examined:

* Analysis of the port times; in th is study calculations are made based on
port time reductions. These calculations were based on limited information. Better information about the reduction of port times should privide a
better foundation for the economie calculations;
* Study of the increase of flexibility of cargo types, for a ship with a slops
treatment system;
* Further design of technica I details .
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PART IV - SEA-RIVER CHEMICALTANKER
Within Europe, a large volume of specialty chemica Is is distributed by
tanktrucks, tankcontainers and to alesser extent, by railtankcars. These relatively small parcels, varying in size from 25 - 150 tons, are not realy suitable for
the seabourne chemicaltanker trades. The major reason being that the
tankcapacities of a chemicaltanker are often too large, while the sea-going
vessels cannot directly load or discharge at the factory's premises because of
their inland locatioin
A way to eliminate both constrains is the development of a sea-river chemicaltanker, with many smalI, independant tanks. The cylindertanktype is chosen for
its ease of construction and its ease of cleaning.
The example in this Part IV is based on a study by MERC, Rotterdam, in which
ir. R. Heijliger participated as part of his masterthesis project. The case-study
which describes the potentialof a sea-river chemicaltanker on the route Rhine United Kingdom, is preceded by some chapters on the sea-river ships development and its potential in Europe, and concluded with some remarks on the
cylindertanktype chemicaltanker.

CHAPTER 1:

SEA-RIVER LANES INFRASTRUCTURE

The maritime equivalent of a road or rail, is the sealane. A part of the European
sealanes are formed by the seas that surround the countries; another part is
formed by the connecting navigable rivers and canals. Seagoing vessels are in
general not designed for the navigation on rivers, because of air (bridgesl and
water draught restrictions. The old small coastal ships of 500 gross tons were
able to navigate the sea as weil as on most of the rivers. However, the diseconomy of scale eroded their competitive advantage overtime . For this reason
a new class of sea-river vessels was developed around 1970, characterized by a
larger carrying ca pa city (deadweight-dwtl and a very shallow water and air
draught.
These vessels are able to transport cargo via the sealanes into the river/canals
system, without additional transhipment, which reduces costs substantially and
improves the competitive position vis-à-vis other modes, such as road and rail.
The development of this ship type is briefly discussed in the next paragraph.
Figure 1 shows the sea-river la nes infrastructure in Europe.
Within Western Europe, the major sea -river routes are related to the River Rhine
system; in Eastern Europe, the Russian riversystem, connecting the Baltic, via
the Volga to the Black Sea and Caspian Sea is an even more important domain
of sea-river ships and a potential new corridor between the Baltic Sea and the
Mediterranean.
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Figure 1: Sealane infrastructure
The recent changes in Eastern Europe have led to an overwhelming influx of
these Russian vessels into the West-European trad es; desperately trying to earn
precious foreign exchange at any cost, thereby disrupting the already delicate
balance in the freight market.
The limits posed on the design of sea-river-vessels in Western Europe are
determined by the limitations of the major rivers and canals, such as the river
Seine (air draught 8.7m), the Albert Canal in Belgium (air draught 6.4m,
waterdraught 3.40m). the rives Rhine and Elbe, etc .
For this case-study the River Rhine navigational limitations are discussed, as
they form the performance indicators of the vessel design .
Figure 2 shows the Rhine and the connecting rivers . The distance from Basel to
Rotterdam is approximately 1.000 km. Table I shows the classification of canals
and rivers in Europe by main dimensions.
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Figure 2: Rhine and connecting rivers
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Table I: ECMT/CEMT Classification
There are four design parameter limitations for ships on the Rhine, relating to
regulations (speed, length, width) and air and water draught. The speed of the
vessels on the Rhine is, measured in relation to the speed over land:

* Speed up stream : 10 km /hr;
* Down stream : 17 km/hr.
The maximum length of a selfpropelled ship is 140m, a pusher convoy has
maximum dimensions of:

* Max .length: 185 m;
* Max. width : 22.8 m.
Although, exemption is given to 6 barge convoys that are even longer .
The air draught on the Rhine is limited to 10m up to the city of Strassbourg ,
although, extreme high water on the Rhine may reduce th is substant ially and
sometimes make sailing on the river impossible for short periods of time.
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Beyond Strassbourg , on the arteries Neckar and Main, the air draught is limited
to approx. 6.5m.
The most difficult and important design parameter, water draught, depends on
the annual run-off of melt water from snow in the Alps and rain that fall in the
catch ment basin of the Rhine . This may fluctuate from dav to day , month to
month and year to year .
The Rhine is divided into six draught-sections : the measurement of each section
is based on the soca lied Etiage Equivalent (E.E.), being the draught which is the
minimum draught over the last 20 years .
Most of the commercial river traffic has its as origin or destination in the regio n
around Ludwigshafen. The maximum allowable draught on this stretch of the
river Rhine is statistically as follows :

* Less than 55% of the year max. draught 3 .30 m;

* Less than 65% of the year max. draught 2 .90 m;
* Less than 73% of the year max . draught 2 .70 m;

*
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Less than 78% of the year max. draught 2.60 m.
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CHAPTER 2:

SEA-RIVER SHIPS

The sea-river ships concept grew out of the traditional European coastal ships.
Figure 3 shows in brief the change in design from 1880-1960.
The 70's and 80's sawa rapid growth in the size of these vessels as Figure 4 illustrates, especially spurred by Dutch and Russian owners.

A typical coastal vessel of 1880 - 1900

"

.. . . .... .
-

;--. -'

~

.. ..
,

A coastal tramper built in the earlv fifties

Figure 3: Design change 1880 -1960

As from 1973 the purpose-built sea-river vessels appeared in the West-Eu ropean transportsystem. Figure 5 shows some typical examples. These ships are
characterized by a limited or shallow draught of 3 m, and a retractable bridge
system.
They form the replacement of the traditional small 500 gross tons coastal ships
and they have filled avoid. By their nature they are able to access small
riversystems or ports and now play a vital role in providing many factories with
a very low cost transport option . The growth of the sea-river fleet is clearly
demonstrated by Figure 6 and Figure 7 . The fleet consists of an impressive
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Typical example of a latest 499 grt "tween decker"

A modern 4000 GT multi-purpose vessel

Figure 4: Growth in shipsize
1100 ships, half owned by West European owners and half owned by Russian
owners.
These ships play an important role in the seaborne transport of goods. Their
transport production in tonmiles can be approximated as follows: the ships sail
on average 60% of the year at sea (speed 10 knots/hr) and spent 40% in port.
They carry on average 1500 tons and sail 20% of the seatime in ballast . The
tonmile production per annum is thus: 1100 ships x 360 days x 60% at sea x
80% (excl. ballast) 1500 tons x 10 knots x 24 hrs = 68.4 billion tonmiles.
Shipowners, shipbrokers, shipbuilders and naval architects are constantly improving the sea-river ships, by adding features or new concepts. An interesting
development is the replacement of the traditional propellor-rudder by waterjet
propulsion (Figure 8) . This allows for manouevrability of the ship in extremely
undeep waters (1 meter!) . Shallow draught sea-river chemical gas tankers succesfully operate now for several years as weil as IMO-3 type product tankers.
An important development was the sea-river container and roll-on/roll-off
design. These ships all impact the modal split. For example, the containers are
carried to and from the UK directly into the German riverport of Duisburg. Thus
eliminating the transhipment and road (or barge) haulage between Rotterdam
and Duisburg.
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Figure 5: Typical example sea-river vessels
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Figure 8: Waterjet propulsion
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Innovation in sea-river ships in the transport of steel coils or paper
reels(newsprint) saves, because of the direct shipment, a considerable amount
of scarce energy resources.
The figures below illustrate the energy consumption per tonkilometer of the
different modes.
mega-joules per tonkilometer
raad
0 .7-1.2
rail
0.6
coaster
0.25 (3000 dwt, 10 knots)
In order to illustrate the potentialof technological innovation the transport of
chemicals between the UK and Germany is taken as an example.
The basic question hereby is:
Can technological innovation in sea-river shipdesign make this form
of transport competitive and may this impact the modal split in this
important Corridor?
In the remainder of th is Part IV, the chemical trade, modes of transport, design
of a sea-river small parcel chemicaltanker,and the economics will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 3:

INTRA-EUROPEAN CHEMICAl TRADES

The statistics on chemical trad es in Europe are fragmented and not consistent.
An approximation of the total volume can be found in specialized studies, out of
which the following numbers have been taken. Chemicals can be classified in
several ways. This study is concerned only with intermediates (specialties) that
are shipped in relatively small quantities, contrary to the bulk chemicals like
benzene, toluene, xylene, methanol.
The specialty chemica I constitute a group of 600 different products, of which
almost 400 are internationally shipped in sufficient quantities in order to use a
ship. The value of the specialty chemicals is high, often more than $ 1.000 per
ton . The higher the value, the smaller the parcel quantity . Bulk produets are
shipped in parcels of 2000-4000 tons; the specialties always below 500 tons
and the very expensive below 200 ton.
Small parcels of 25 tons are shipped in tankcontainers or tankrailcars. Smaller
quantities are shipped in drums, and are not relevant to this study. The IntraEuropean chemical trade flows amount to 22 million tons in 1988, of which 15
bulk chemicals constitute 80%, and 15 other primaire products another 10% .
The 22 million tons can be subsidived into 11.1 mln international shipments,
3.5 mln transhipment and 7.4 mln national (cabotage) .
The 600, specialties represent only 10% of the total volume, or 2.2 million ton.
Of these 600 specialties, 250 can be considered as bulk because of their parcel
size and 140 are allocated to tankcontainers/tankrailcars . The quantities of the
other chemica Is is negligabie in parcelsize. Producers and users of specialty
chemicals are BASF, Bayer, Hoechst, Hüls in Germany, Akzo and DSM in the
Netherlands, and ICI and many others in the UK. The chemica I trade between
Germany, the Benelux and the UK amounts to approx. 1 million tons.
Chemicaltankers vary in size from 1.000 to 50.000 ton deadweight. Ships upto
3.000 dwt are used in shortsea operations, while the category above 3.0006.000 dwt, conneets the major shortsea trading areas: the Baltic, the Atlantic,
the Mediterrenean. The worldfleet of chemicaltankers consist of around 1.000
ships, Table 11 shows the number of ships per deadweight size class.
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CHAPTER 4:

TRANSPORT ALTERNATIVES

In this case-study the economics of a shallow draught chemica I tanker will be
evaluated. For comparison's sake an existing transport route is taken: Ludwigshafen via Leverkusen on the Rhine in Germany via Rotterdam to the chemical
industry on the Thames in the UK and back. The total roundtrip-time, based on
5 days sailing on the river and at sea, and 2 days in port, is 7 days.
Figure 9 shows th is direct alternative with the sea-river chemicaltanker; the
other alternatives, as they exist today, are ranked according to the number of
handlings of the cargo unit. The sea-river tanker alternative represents the
minimum number of handlings of three: the cargo is pumped into the ship at the
chemical plant, shipped by sea and discharged at the other plant. The transport
alternatives are not only ranked on the basis of the number of handlings, but
also in the transit time and the cost . The more a cargo is hand led or transhipped, the more can go wrong, so quality in general is more likely to be
achieved with a minimum number of manipulations of the cargo .

The second criterion is the frequency of the service and parcelsize. A sea-river
vessel makes a roundtrip every week, which equates to a frequency of once a
week and the minimum quantity is 100 tons per commodity, due to the
tankconfiguration. Other modes, such as tankcontainers offer the possibility of
daily shipments of 25 tons. This is an important variabie for the comparison of
the 9 transport alternatives.
The third criterion is the transittime; tankcontainers , using ferries for the channel crossing, have a transit time of less than two days, which compares
favourably with the 3 .-3 .5 days of the sea-river vessel. The fourth criterion is
the transport cost per ton.
In the following paragraph the first three criteria for evaluation wil! be discussed:
1. Number of handlings and parts in the chain;
2. Frequency of service;
3. Transit time wil! be discussed.
Shippers who wish to transport chemicals to and from Germany and the
Thames/UK have a lot of options as shown in Figure 9. This means that the
Corridor is highly developed and competitive . The alternatives are described
below.
1. A river chemicaltanker transports the chemicals from the plant on the
Rhine to Rotterdam where it is transhipped into a tankstorage term inal;
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Figure 9: Sea-river tanker alternative
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From there it is pumped into a shortsea chemicaltanker and after the short trip
over the Northsea, the product is pumped into a tankstorage again.
The product is transhipped 4 times and the system uses apart from the
tankstorage at the chemical plants, one tankterminal, a river barge and a
seagoing tanker.

2 . In stead of using a rivertanker, a ra iltankcar is used . The rest is identical
as 1).
3. The next three options all make use of the (freight) ferry's that offer
several sailings a dav out of Calais-Zeebrugge, Oostend, Flushing, Rotterdam and Scheveningen.
These options all make use of the tankcontainer (25 tons) . The only difference between the three options is the transport mode of the tankcontainer: manned truck-chasis, unmanned chassis (on ship). double container on railcar. The product is transhipped only two times, and the container stays on one chassis/railcar, but uses a ferry .
4. The last three transport alternatives use the containerships as a means of
transport. The tankcontainer can be trucked from Germany to the container terminal in Rotterdam or it can be trucked to a container terminal
on the Rhine. From here it can either make use of a riverbarge to bring it
to Rotterdam or a sea-river container ship. This last option is not always
available as there are presently few direct services eminating from the
Rhine ports (Duisburg) to destinations in the UK .
Competition
From this picture it becomes clear th at the shipper of specialty chemicals has
many alternatives and that the Corridor UK-Benelux/Germany is weil developed.
Shortsea operators like R.M.S., Cast and Geest Line offer direct containerservices from Germany to some ports in the UK. Ro-ro services are offered
by Norfolk Line from Scheveningen, P&O Ferries /Stena Line and Northsea
Ferries from Rotterdam, Olau Line from Flushing, etc.
Integrated chemical transport companies like Gebr . Broere of Dordrecht, offer
chemical barge transport, storage and seatransport to plants of the shippers/consignee's or to their own terminals for onward distribution.
A new door-to-door service is thus faced with a lot of infighting to capture a
marketshare. The existing competitors will not let newcomers take away their
business without putting up a fight. This results in general in a war on
freightrates.
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CHAPTER 5:

SEA-RIVER CHEMICALTANKER

Figure 10 (Ieft) shows a typical seagoing IMO 2/3 chemicaltanker able to carry
2 .200 tons of cargo at a draught of 5.0m. 307 (right) shows a IMO 3 type seariver chemicaltanker of 1.600 tons at a draught of 2.7m and 2.200 tons at
3.1 m . The difference in dimensions of the two ships is quite striking. Both ships
have 12 tanks .
The minimum parcelsize of the both vessels is approximately 185 tons, which is
too much to compete in the specialized chemicals trade . Parcel sizes are smaller
and the new sea-river vessel should not only be able to have sufficient carrying
capacity at a minimal draught (2. 7m) but also have smaller tanks (approx. 100
tons).
Figure 11 and Figure 12 shows the design of this sea-river chemicaltanker of
2.222 tons. The 23 stainless steel tanks are of the cylinder tanktype and
prefabricated in a factory. The huil is of a simple design and low cast. The total
investment required is approx . ECU 8 .5 million . The principal dimensions of the
three chemicaltankers are compared in Table 111.

Lo.

Dimensions

L"

m.

m.

B

m.

H

Dwt

T

m.

m.

ton

V

m3

L * B* H

Cs

--

spec
wght

light
wght

m .' kg ./m.

ton

3

shortsea chemica 1tanker

78

73

12 .2 6 .6

5 2200 2300 0.72
(sea)

5800

190 1100

conventional seariver chemica 1tanker

107 103

15 6 .5 s. 3 .1 2200 4800 0 .80 10000
r.2.7 1600

170 1700

cylinder tank Seariver chemica 1tanker

103

15

150 1550

(5) -

99

7 s. 3 .1 2200 5200 0 .80 10400
r. 2.7 1600

seagoJng /(r) - sea-fiver

Table 111: Comparison chemicaltankers

The sea-river tanker has a minimum draught of 2.7m and a maximum airdraught
at the river Rhine ' of 8m. The vessel is able to load and discharge at all the
major chemical plants on the Rhine in Germany. It can therefore offer a truely
door-to-door service.
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The speed at sea is 12 knots (23 km/hour) and is limited by regulations on the
Rhine to 10km/h upstream and 17km/h downstream (speed over land). It can
transport 23 different parcels of approx. 100 tons each.
The ship is superior in some other aspects . First of all, the tanks are all stainless
steel (no coatings) and remain valuable even after the economie life of the huil,
machinery and equipment (20 years). The tanks, which constitute a large part
of the total co st of the ship, can be easily taken out and put into a new huil. Besides, the ideal cylindertanks are easy to clean with minimal slops, which makes
it environmental friendly.
The tanks are completely seperated and pose no cargo incompatibility problems,
or contamination from heating coils (placed outside). The cylindertanks are
isolated which saves energy for heated cargoes . These design characteristics,
durability (re-use of tanks), slopreduction and , energysaving make it a promising
alternative.
The sea-river vessel can transport 2.200 tons in a weekly roundtrip between the
Rhine and the UK . If the trade is balanced both ways, the maximum transport
capacity is 200-250.000 tons per annum per ship.
Dne ship could theoretically replace 250.000/25 tons = 10.000 tanktruck
movements. If the capacity of a tanktruck is a roundtrip every 3-4 days, than
one sea-river chemicaltanker could replace 100 trucks! The benefit for the
environment would be impressive.
Why then may these performance indicators not be enough to change the existing transport patterns? There may be several reasons:

* The transport volumes are too smalI;
* Not all destinations in the UK are on water, and require additional
landtransport;

* The service level (frequency) is too low in comparison to daily departures
by truck;

* The existing transport operators of trucks, inland barges, tankfarms,
railcars, will fight back and compete on price, which reduce the revenue
base.
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CHAPTER 6:

EVAlUATION OF TRANSPORT COSTS

A financial model is constructed which includes all the variables of the tankers,
such as speed, fuel consumption, specific gravity of the cargo, distances, load
factors on the Rhine, daily running costs, capital costs and of course the
revenues . The freightrates vary depending on the port of origin of the cargo. In
this particular ease, three strectches have been distinguished, LudwigshafenThames (distance 475 nautical miles). Leverkusen-Thames (327nm) and Rotterdam-Thames (166nm) .
The theoretica I average required freight rates for these stretches amount to ECU
25/ton, ECU 16.4/ton and ECU 8.6/ton respectively. Figure 13 shows the comparitive transport costs of the other alternatives. The sea-river chemicaltanker is
superior, i.e. has lower costs per ton than any other transport alternative.
Why then is th is tanker not vet in operation and has it not created a new doorto-door corridor? The answer to th at question is that the transportvolumes are
too low to employ several tankers year-around on this route.
One tanker offers a sailing frequency of once a week, which is often too low for
the requirements of the shippers/consignee's . It increases their intermediate
storage costs and this adds to the logistical costs, though marginally, of the
total chain. For this reason, the tanker has to call at other ports in the UK and
the number of ships has to increase to at least two, preferably three , so it can
offer a sa iling every 2-3 days. The sea-chemicaltanker becomes a part of the
broken-transportchain.
Figure 14 shows another transport route via the port of Immingham by raad to
the chemica I plants in Leeds and Birmingham. Th e results of the transport comparison are shown in Figure 15, for Leeds and Birmingham respectively .
These figures make it clear that the sea -river tanker loses its competitive advantage, but can in genera I compete with most of the modes on costs, but not
on transittime.
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Figure 13: Freight rates - route 1
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CHAPTER 7:

HOW TO IMPROVE THE COMPETITIVENESS?

As soon as the sea-river tanker becomes part of a broken transportchain, it has
to use roadtanker transport to deliver the chemicals from a port to an inland
destination. Increasing the cost of roadtransport does not improve the competitiveness of the sea-rivertanker.
So the only solution seems to be to use the tanker on port-port routes, where
transhipment is not required.
These could be for example destinations on the Manchester Canal on the
westcoast of the UK. A third route has been selected: Ludwigshafen-Leverkusen
- Rotterdam - Manchester Canal - Swansea - Fawley - Rotterdam Leverkusen Ludwigshafen.
The results of the freightrate calculations are shown in Figure 16. The number
of alternatives is restricted to four . The sea-rivertanker is on the longest stretch
Ludwighshafen-Manchester on an equal cost-footing with the two other modes;
only the all road-ferry alternative is significantly more expensive.
The conciusion that can be drawn from these figures is th at a sea-river tanker is
on longer routes not more competitive than the traditional transport options by
sea. It is clearly competitive to a close destination like Fawley on the Southern
coast of England.
This suggests a maximum zone of competitiveness and exciudes long distances
of the sea-rivetanker to, for example the Swedish industry around lake Varnern,
or the Saimaa Canal in Finland, but could include destinations on the Seine in
France. This is largely determined by the lack of economy of scale because of
the limited deadweight capacity caused by the draught limitations.
Nevertheless is it worth to develop this option in the future, when more
stringent regulations on the transport of chemical by trucks are imposed.
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CHAPTER 8:

INNOVATION:
THE
CHEMICAlTANKER

CYlINDERTANKTYPE

The subject of this book is port and slops management of chemicaltankers. Part
I illustrated the detailed analysis of a port call and the cause and extent of
delays in the port of Rotterdam. Part" addressed the same problem, but at a
higher conceptual and planning level: How to reduce the overall porttime
through the port of Houston, given the occupancy rates of the 40 terminals in
this port.
Both case-studies illustrate the complexity of the issue, and the many variables
involved. The picture gets even more complicated when the issue of tankcleaning and slops is added in Part 111. Especially the slops-reduction issue is a keyelement in the future design of chemicaltankers.
A radical new way to design tankers , could be based on the use of large
cylindrical tanks, which are completely independent. The sea-river chemica 1tanker, as discussed in Part IV, is an example of such a design.
In the future it is very likely that the rules and regulations laid down in IMO's
"International Code for the Construction and Eguipment of Ships Carryinq
Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk" will become much more strict regarding the
handling and disposal of slops.
The motto of this book "Solving not Shifting" emphasis this trend. The potential
for further major slops reductions on conventional chemicaltankers is limited, as
tankcleaning and stripping systems have been optimised during the last decade .
As costs of slops disposal increases in the coming years, shipowners and
shipdesigners will become more will ing to explore alternatives. The cylindertype
chemicaltanker could be the solution. In this Part IV the outline of such design is
given.
From an academic point of view, the development fits in weil with the engineering trends towards a sustainable future, based on a low environmental impact
and renewable recources. The innovation which will have to take place in the
design, can be described in terms of a S-curve shift.
S-CURVE THEORY
The S-curve is a graph (Figure 17) of the relationship between the effort put
into improving a product or process and the results achieved by th at investment. Initially, as funds are put into developing a new product or process,
progress is very slow. Then, suddenly development goes very fast and gradually
it levels oft, when the scope for further improvement of the technological
process reduces.
Some companies continue to invest heavily in the existing technology, with
relatively little return on investment. Others, the innovative ones, look for a
radical new technology, though still undeveloped, which might eventually outInnovation in Chemicals Shipping
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Figure 17: S-curve
perform the current one. The original S-curve is replaced by another, which
represents a sort of discontinuity. I am of the opinion that the cylindertanktype
chemicaltanker wil! be the start of a new S-curve in chemicals shipping, as
shown in Figure 18.

CYLINDERTANK CHEMICAl TANKER
Figure 19 shows a part of a cross-section of a tanker equipped with independent stainless steel cylindrical tanks. In this case, the capacity is approximately
1100 cubic metres per tank, and is based on the carriage of super-phosphoric
acid . This tank has been designed by the Dutch manufacturer Holvrieka-Nirota in
Sneek, as part of a research -project
The tanks have a height of some 20 mand are 8.5 m in diameter . The heating
coils are placed outside the tank, while the tank itself is completely insulated.
The tanks are prefabricated in a factory, and come up to the highest quality
standards.
This design has a number of advantages, such as:

*
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The cylindertank is easy to clean, with a minimum of slops, and in a very
short time;
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Figure 18 : S-Curve shift in chemicaltankers

* The stainless steel tanks can carry all IMO-type products, as the tanks are
completely independent;

* The insulation reduces the energy consumption for heating (or cooling);

*

The expensive part of the ship, the stainless tanks, can be recuperated at
the end of the commercial life of the tanker;
* The construction time of the ship can be shortened, as huil and tanks are
built in parallel.

There are many more benefits, but these will depend on the size of the chemica I
tanker. ' The design and development of the cylindertanker may be the subject of
a separate publication . It is the most promissing new technology in chemicals
shipping, and it not only "solves" the environmental issue, but at he same time
enhances the operational efficiency and may improve the financial return on
investment for the owner.
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Figure 19: Cross-section cylindertanker
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